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Chapter 1

Introduction

Subsurface imaging, characterization and monitoring with seismic wavefields
typically relies on the availability of a macro velocity model. Erroneous
velocity information can result in mispositioning of seismic horizons and de-
focusing of a seismic image. If the upper section of the subsurface is strongly
heterogeneous, transmitted wavefields can be severely distorted, posing major
challenges for seismic data processing. Bakulin & Calvert (2006) overcame
these problems by placing seismic receivers in a horizontal (or deviated) well
below the major complexities in the subsurface. Although seismic sources are
still physically located at the earth’s surface, they can be redatumed to the
receiver level, creating a virtual-source array at depth. Since the propagation
response between the surface and the well is actually recorded, redatuming
can be implemented accurately and without information on the propagation
velocity. In the last decade, several related data-driven redatuming methods
have emerged in the geophysical literature, commonly referred to as interfe-
rometric (redatuming) methods (Schuster, 2009). Typically, interferometric
redatuming is based on a crosscorrelation formalism (Wapenaar & Fokkema,
2006). However, there are several assumptions made in the underlying de-
rivations that are not always fulfilled in practice. Instead, interferometric
redatuming can be applied by multidimensional deconvolution (Wapenaar &
Van der Neut, 2010). In this thesis, the advantages of interferometric redatu-
ming by multidimensional deconvolution are addressed and several practical
issues are discussed to apply this technology in practice. In this introductory
chapter, recent developments in interferometric redatuming by crosscorre-
lation and multidimensional deconvolution are reviewed and an overview is
given of the structure of this thesis.

1



2 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Configuration for interferometric redatuming. Sources are located at
xS at level ∂DS, above the overburden. Receivers and virtual sources are located at
locations xA and xB at level ∂DA, below the overburden but above the target of our
interest. Surface receivers at xZ are not necessary for interferometric redatuming.
xJ is a location in the target area of our interest (for instance a reservoir).

1.1 Interferometric redatuming by crosscorrelation

Consider the configuration as shown in Figure 1.1, where x = (x1, x2, x3)
T

is a spatial location with superscript T denoting transposition. In a conven-
tional seismic experiment, sources and receivers are placed at locations xS

and xZ at acquisition level ∂DS (the earth’s surface). To image, characterize
or monitor the subsurface at a location xJ in the target zone, knowledge
of the velocity is required to propagate the (source and receiver) wavefields
through the overburden, being the medium between the acquisition level and
the target, which may have a complex nature. Assume now that the receivers
are not placed at level ∂DS , but in a horizontal well at level ∂DA, below the
major complexities in the overburden. If a velocity model is available, source
locations can be redatumed from ∂DS to ∂DA by downward continuation of
the source wavefield (Berryhill, 1979, 1984). However, since the propagation
response between levels ∂DS and ∂DA is actually measured by the receivers
in the borehole, redatuming can also be done without a velocity model. A
range of different formulations have been presented for this purpose (Schuster
& Zhou, 2006), typically based on crosscorrelation. Most of these formula-
tions can be represented by the following unified expression in the time-space
domain:
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C (xB,xA, t) =

∫

∂DS

U (xB,xS , t) ∗ V (xA,xS ,−t) dxS . (1.1)

On the right-hand side, U (xB,xS , t) and V (xA,xS , t) are wavefields from
source xS recorded at receivers xB and xA. Further, ∗ denotes temporal
convolution and t stands for time. Note that V (xA,xS ,−t) is time-reversed
in equation 1.1 and that convolution with a time-reversed field represents
crosscorrelation. The integral is carried out over source locations on ∂DS .
On the left-hand side, C (xB,xA, t) represents the correlation function, which
is generally interpreted as the response to a source at xA observed by a recei-
ver at xB. The exact interpretation of C depends on the type of wavefields
that are crosscorrelated. U and V can be full fields, as in the representation
of Wapenaar & Fokkema (2006). U and V can also be time-gated fields, as
in the virtual-source method (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006; Korneev & Bakulin,
2006). In perturbation-based interferometry (Vasconcelos et al., 2009), V is
the incident field from a background model and U is the scattered field from
medium perturbations. Finally, U and V can be decomposed fields, as in
the representations of Mehta et al. (2007a) and Van der Neut & Wapenaar
(2009). Note that several assumptions have to be fullfilled for C to be an
exact Green’s function (Wapenaar, 2006) and that intrinsic losses are not
accounted for. Further, equation 1.1 is subject to a far-field high-frequency
approximation (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006). The latter can be circumven-
ted by rewriting the integrand in equation 1.1 in terms of pseudo-differential
operators (Zheng, 2010; Zheng et al., 2011).

In the following synthetic sub-salt imaging example, interferometric reda-
tuming of decomposed fields is demonstrated. We use the Sigsbee 2B velocity
model, as introduced by Paffenholz et al. (2002), inspired by the Sigsbee Es-
carpment Province in the Gulf of Mexico, see Figure 1.2a. In Figure 1.2b
we show an image that was obtained with one-way shot-profile migration
from seismic data with sources and receivers at the surface (Thorbecke et al.,
2004). To obtain this image, a smooth background velocity model has been
used. The imaging condition is based on deconvolution. We zoom in on a
target area that is indicated by the dashed black lines. The medium pertur-
bations in the target area are shown in Figure 1.3a. In Figure 1.3b we show
the corresponding image, obtained from the surface data. Several artefacts
can be identified, such as the one indicated by the white arrow. Such an
event is related to internal scattering from the salt body, as pointed out by
Thorbecke et al. (2004).
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Figure 1.2: a) Sigsbee 2B model. For imaging from the surface, sources and recei-
vers cover the earth’s surface over the complete length of the model. For interfero-
metric imaging, the source and receiver arrays are indicated by red and black solid
lines, respectively. b) Image obtained from surface seismic data. The black dashed
square indicates the target area.

Next, we change the acquisition geometry. This time, 128 sources are
deployed at the surface. In a horizontal well below a salt body, 128 receivers
are deployed. The source and receiver arrays are indicated in Figure 1.2a.
The downhole wavefields are decomposed into upgoing and downgoing consti-
tuents, see Mehta et al. (2010b) and Van der Neut & Herrmann (2012b) for
details. The upgoing field is used for U and the downgoing field is used for
V in equation 1.1. It can be shown that the constructed correlation function
C can be interpreted as a bandlimited version of the Green’s function with
a virtual source emitting a downgoing field at xA and a receiver sensing an
upgoing field at xB (Van der Neut & Wapenaar, 2009). The response to these
virtual sources can be used to image the target area below the receiver array.
An image is obtained by applying the adjoint of the Born scattering operator
to the redatumed data (Plessix & Mulder, 2004), see Figure 1.4a. We observe
that the resolution is lower than in Figure 1.3b. This is because the redatu-
med data contains the imprint of the auto-correlated source wavelet. If the
source wavelet is known, this problem could be overcome by deconvolving
the redatumed data with the auto-correlated source wavelet prior to ima-
ging. Note that various artefacts that pollute Figure 1.3b are not observed
in Figure 1.4a. However, a different artefact is identified by the white arrow,
which is also a result from internal scattering from the salt flank. Finally, it
should be emphasized that Figure 1.3b depends on the velocity model of the
overburden. Obtaining such a model is not trivial and errors in this model
can severely distort the image. Contrary to that, the image in Figure 1.4a is
independent of velocity information above the receivers.
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Figure 1.3: a) True medium perturbations of the target area. b) Image of the target
area obtained from physical sources and receivers at the surface. The white arrow
indicates an artefact.
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Figure 1.4: a) Image of the target area obtained from virtual source data obtai-
ned by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidimensional deconvolution. The white arrow
indicates an artefact.

The main theme of this thesis is interferometric redatuming by multi-
dimensional deconvolution. Although we have not introduced this method
yet, we already give a hint by generating an equivalent image of the target
area with this methodology, see Figure 1.4b. The procedure is similar as in
the previous case, except that interferometric redatuming has been applied
by multidimensional deconvolution instead of crosscorrelation. We observe
that the image is free of artefacts that stem from internal multiple reflections.
This observation should be well understood after reading this thesis. Further,
we observe that the resolution has improved dramatically. This is because
the source wavelet has been deconvolved during redatuming. We emphasize
that to generate Figure 1.4b, knowledge of the source wavelet or overburden
velocity model is not required.
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Figure 1.5: a) True medium perturbations and b) image from virtual source data
in a target area above the well.

Another option is to choose for U the downgoing field and for V the
upgoing field. The constructed correlation function C can now be interpre-
ted as the response to a source emitting an upgoing field at xA, arriving
as a downgoing field at xB (Van der Neut & Wapenaar, 2009). Note that
the primary illumination to create such virtual source comes from scattered
wavefields and therefore the success of this method strongly depends on the
heterogeneity of the medium below the receivers (Wapenaar, 2006). Since the
constructed virtual sources radiate upwards, they can be used for imaging
the medium above the well. In Figure 1.5a the true perturbations in a target
area above the well are shown. Figure 1.5b shows an image from upward
radiating virtual sources, illuminating the salt flank ’from below’. The salt
flank, several layers and the point diffractors can be recognized. A similar
concept has been demonstrated by Vasconcelos et al. (2008a), using velocity-
filtered fields in deviated wells. If surface seismic data are available, virtual
sources that radiate upwards can also be constructed by combining the re-
flection responses at the surface with the downhole transmission response
(Wapenaar et al., 2004; Curtis & Halliday, 2010b; Poliannikov, 2011).

Although a local velocity model of the target area is required for imaging,
interferometric redatuming itself requires no additional information about the
medium. Multiple scattering can be effectively exploited, as is demonstrated
in Figure 1.5b (being constructed solely from multiple scattered waves). If
the medium is strongly heterogeneous, multiple scattering can improve sub-
surface illumination (Yu & Schuster, 2006) and enhance resolution beyond
classical limits. This concept has been referred to as super-stacking or super-
resolution and is sometimes advocated as an important advantage of inter-
ferometric methods (Hanafy et al., 2009b; Cao et al., 2012; Schuster et al.,
2012).
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Various authors have applied interferometric redatuming using receivers
in horizontal wells for reservoir imaging and monitoring (Bakulin et al., 2007c;
Tatanova et al., 2007; Mehta et al., 2010b). Del Molino et al. (2011) apply
a similar concept to remove ice-plate flexural noise from seismic data by re-
datuming sources from their actual locations on top of an ice plate in Alaska
to receiver locations below the ice at the ocean floor. Interferometric redatu-
ming can also be applied in vertical or deviated wells. By using diving waves
or multiple scattering, steep targets can be illuminated under angles that are
unseen in conventional processing. This turns out highly beneficial for ima-
ging salt-flanks (Willis et al., 2006; Hornby & Yu, 2007; He et al., 2009; Lu
et al., 2009), steep dikes (Brand & Hurich, 2010) or faults (Chavarria et al.,
2007; Vasconcelos et al., 2007; Xu & Juhlin, 2011). If receivers xA and xB

are located in different wells, interferometric redatuming results in so-called
virtual crosswell data, which can be interpreted as the response to a virtual
source in one well, observed by a receiver in the other well (Poletto et al.,
2007; Minato et al., 2007; Mehta et al., 2008b; Alonaizi et al., 2010). Byun
et al. (2010) generate virtual crosswell data from downhole receivers in ho-
rizontal wells for CO2-sequestration monitoring. Interferometric redatuming
has been applied to ocean bottom cable (OBC) data to improve source repea-
tability in time-lapse experiments (Mehta et al., 2007b). In this case, sources
are redatumed from the water surface to receivers at the ocean floor. By
exploiting multi-component measurements, virtual horizontal force-sources
can be generated at ocean-bottom receiver locations (Gaiser & Vasconce-
los, 2010). Similar concepts have been applied for generating virtual S-wave
sources in boreholes from P-wave sources at the surface (Bakulin et al., 2007b;
Gaiser et al., 2012). Finally, various authors have shown that equation 1.1
can be applied to surface data by choosing ∂DA = ∂DS . This approach tur-
ned out useful for interpolation of seismic wavefields with observed (Wang
et al., 2009; Ramirez & Weglein, 2009) or modelled (Hanafy et al., 2009a;
Wang et al., 2010a) Green’s functions. Care should be taken, since most
applications for surface data require the evaluation of incomplete source in-
tegrals. A potential way to handle such incompleteness is interpolation in
the correlation gather, as suggested by Poliannikov & Willis (2011). Another
problem is that interferometric responses at the surface tend to be overwhel-
med by surface waves (Forghani & Snieder, 2010). This observation has led to
numerous applications for surface-wave retrieval and subtraction of these re-
trieved waves from exploration data (Halliday et al., 2007; Vasconcelos et al.,
2008b; Yan & Herrmann, 2009; Halliday et al., 2010).
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In the last decade, various applications of seismic interferometry have
been proposed and demonstrated. Besides controlled-source interferometry,
various authors have used passive measurements of ambient-noise fields for
Green’s function retrieval (Claerbout, 1968; Campillo & Paul, 2003; Draga-
nov et al., 2009). Besides implementations on an exploration scale, methods
akin to seismic interferometry have also been applied in ultrasonics (Weaver
& Lobkis, 2001; Van Wijk, 2006; Draganov et al., 2007b), underwater acous-
tics (Roux & Fink, 2003) and helioseismology (Rickett & Claerbout, 1999).
Specific applications have emerged for various purposes, such as wavefield mo-
deling (Van Manen et al., 2006), source-wavelet estimation (Behura, 2007)
and source localization (Poliannikov et al., 2011b; Hanafy et al., 2009b). New
insights in seismic interferometry have inspired various new developments in
seismic imaging (Sava & Poliannikov, 2008; Vasconcelos et al., 2010; Fleury
et al., 2010; Curtis & Halliday, 2010b; Fleury & Vasconcelos, 2012). For an
overview of these and various other developments, we refer to Wapenaar et al.
(2010a,b). Last but not least, we mention that it has been shown recently
that downhole transmission responses can also be generated from reflection
data at the surface and a smooth model of the medium velocity (Broggini
et al., 2012; Wapenaar et al., 2012a,c). These computer-generated trans-
mission responses may also be used for interferometric redatuming. This is
discussed in the outlook of this thesis (section 12.2).

1.2 Interferometric redatuming by multidimensio-
nal deconvolution

For a variety of reasons, interferometric redatuming by crosscorrelation does
not always give an optimal result. It has already been mentioned that intrin-
sic losses are not accounted for. Depending on the configuration, spurious
events can populate the retrieved gathers (Snieder et al., 2006b; Thorbecke
& Wapenaar, 2008; Snieder & Fleury, 2010). Some non-physical arrivals can
contain useful information, as has been demonstrated by various authors.
Draganov et al. (2010b) utilized such arrivals to estimate intrinsic attenua-
tion. King et al. (2011) used them for velocity analysis. Dong et al. (2006)
and Mikesell et al. (2009) studied the virtual refraction, a spurious event
that has later been used for downhole reservoir monitoring (Tatanova et al.,
2009). King & Curtis (2012) convolve interferometric data with a Green’s
function to turn spurious events into physical events. A similar concept can
be applied to virtual refractions to enhance first arrivals in seismic gathers
(Mallinson et al., 2011; Bharadwaj et al., 2011; Alshuhail et al., 2012).
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The aim of this thesis is to remove the spurious events from the retrieved
responses and to improve virtual-source repeatability. It will be demonstra-
ted that multidimensional deconvolution is a powerful tool to do so. This
approach is based on a forward problem that can be represented in the time-
space domain as

U (xB,xS , t) =

∫

∂DA

G0 (xB,xA, t) ∗ V (xA,xS , t) dxA. (1.2)

Note that the integral in equation 1.2 is over the receiver array ∂DA, whereas
the integral in equation 1.1 is over the source array ∂DS . The integrand
contains a convolution of the unknown Green’s function G0 and the obser-
ved field V . The left-hand side contains the observed field U . The unknown
Green’s function has to be retrieved from equation 1.2 by inversion. What U ,
V and G0 represent exactly, depends on the type of interferometric redatu-
ming that is applied. In the representation of Wapenaar et al. (2008b), U and
V are the flux-normalized downgoing and upgoing wavefields at the receiver
array and G0 is a flux-normalized response as if there were a downgoing field
emitted at xA and an upgoing field received at xB. In the representation of
Wapenaar & Van der Neut (2010), U and V are downgoing and upgoing pres-
sure fields and G0 is the pressure field of a virtual dipole source. In related
representations of Amundsen (2001) and Frijlink et al. (2011) for free-surface
multiple elimination, U and V are the upgoing pressure and downgoing par-
ticle velocity fields, whereas G0 is a pressure field of a virtual monopole
source. In neither of these cases, the retrieved Green’s function G0 contains
contributions from the part of the medium above the receiver array. It is as if
the virtual experiment were conducted in a medium with an infinite halfspace
above the receiver level that contains no vertical variations and therefore no
downgoing reflections. This special property of G0 is well exploited in related
applications for free-surface multiple elimination that are based on a similar
formalism (Amundsen, 2001).

A straightforward and convenient way to solve equation 1.2 is by least-
squares inversion. It can be shown theoretically that the least-squares solu-
tion obeys the normal equation (Menke, 1989; Wapenaar & Van der Neut,
2010) that can be written as

C
(

xB,x
′
A, t
)

=

∫

∂DA

G0 (xB,xA, t) ∗ Γ
(

xA,x
′
A, t
)

dxA, (1.3)
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where x′
A is introduced as another receiver location in array ∂DA. The left-

hand side contains the correlation function C, as defined in equation 1.1,
with xA replaced by x′

A. The right-hand side contains the interferometric
point-spread function Γ that is defined as

Γ
(

xA,x
′
A, t
)

=

∫

∂DS

V (xA,xS , t) ∗ V
(

x′
A,xS ,−t

)

dxS . (1.4)

The correlation function C can thus be interpreted as a multidimensional
convolution of the desired Green’s function G0 with the point-spread function
Γ. The point-spread function can be interpreted as the source function of the
retrieved data. Multidimensional deconvolution is equivalent to removing the
imprint of the point-spread function from the correlation function, yielding
the desired response to a band-limited delta function. This process should not
be confused with interferometric redatuming by single-trace deconvolution,
as presented by various other authors (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006; Vasconcelos
& Snieder, 2008a; Bitri et al., 2011). Although both processes enjoy various
similar advantages, the underlying representations are essentially different.
Single-trace deconvolution is generally described as a summation process of
deconvolved traces, whereas multidimensional deconvolution is a multi-trace
inversion process.

In the following synthetic complex overburden example, some advantages
of multidimensional deconvolution are illustrated. A velocity model is shown
in Figure 1.6a. At the surface, 801 sources are located. In a horizontal
well at 400m depth, 101 receivers are deployed. Our aim is to redatum the
sources from the surface to the downhole receiver array, located below a
gas cloud. The point-spread function is shown in Figure 1.6b. Note that
the response is indeed a band-limited delta-function centered at t = 0, with
additional events at causal and acausal times. These events are caused by
reverberations in the overburden, interactions with the free surface and the
gas cloud in the model, severely distorting the transmitted wavefields. Virtual
source responses obtained by crosscorrelation are shown in Figure 1.7a (in
red), overlaying a reference response (in black). In this case, we corrected
for the auto-correlated source wavelet. Note that the data retrieved by the
correlation method are severely distorted. This can be understood from
equation 1.3, showing that the correlation function C should be interpreted
as the desired Green’s function convolved with the point-spread function that
is shown in Figure 1.6b. Multidimensional deconvolution removes the imprint
of the point-spread function, as shown in Figure 1.7b. The deconvolved source
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wavelet has been compensated. After this redatuming, the data can be used
for imaging, characterization or monitoring.
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Figure 1.6: a) Model of the subsurface velocity (in m/s). The source array is
indicated by black circles at the surface. The receiver array is indicated by black
triangles at x3 = 400m. The red triangle represents the receiver location where a
virtual source is evaluated. The blue ellipse represents a gas cloud which acts as an
acoustic lense. The deep orange layer represents a hydrocarbon reservoir. b) Point-
spread function, clipped at 50 % of its maximum amplitude. Every tenth trace is
shown.
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Figure 1.7: Virtual source response obtained by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidi-
mensional deconvolution (both in red), compared with a reference response obtained
by direct modeling (in black). Every tenth trace is shown.
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1.3 Structure of this thesis

In chapter 2, we study the radiation pattern of a virtual source that is ge-
nerated by a correlation-based formalism in a layered medium. It is shown
that time-gating the direct field prior to crosscorrelation improves the ra-
diation pattern. We also show how the radiation pattern can be optimized
by a deconvolution-based formalism in the frequency-wavenumber domain.
Such a radiation pattern correction can be interpreted as an approximation
to multidimensional deconvolution under a layered-medium assumption.

In chapter 3, we evaluate five methods for interferometric redatuming.
The underlying assumptions of each method are discussed and an overview
is given of the potential artefacts that can arise if these assumptions are not
fullfilled. It is shown that multidimensional deconvolution can remove spu-
rious arrivals that stem from reverberations in the overburden, free-surface
interactions and one-sided illumination.

In chapter 4, the theory is extended to elastodynamic wave propagation.
Virtual sources are generated that radiate either P- or S-waves in a preferen-
tial direction (up- or downgoing). For downward radiating virtual sources,
we show that multidimensional deconvolution can correct for intrinsic losses
and preserve amplitude information. Several practical issues are discussed to
allow the implementation of this technology with realistic multi-component
downhole sensors.

In chapter 5, implementations with single-component sensors in 3D me-
dia are discussed. It is shown that the interferometric point-spread function
is a valuable tool for velocity-independent downhole illumination diagnosis.
A methodology is proposed to improve virtual source focusing in the τ − p
domain. The method is demonstrated on a 3D elastodynamic model of an
existing oilfield in Oman. It is shown that virtual source repeatability is im-
proved and that time-lapse amplitude attributes can be succesfully retrieved.

In chapter 6, we combine representations for interferometric redatuming
with representations for seismic imaging. We present the interferometric
migration resolution function to describe the resolution of interferometric
images. It is shown that multidimensional deconvolution can improve the
resolution of an interferometric image, which is demonstrated with a sub-
salt imaging example. The interferometric migration resolution function can
also be used to diagnose illumination conditions in the image domain, as is
demonstrated with a synthetic salt-flank imaging example that is based on
an existing offshore oilfield.
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In chapter 7, we show that the interferometric redatuming problem can
benefit from sparsity promotion in the curvelet domain. This is especially
beneficial if the problem is poorly conditioned and in the presence of noise.
Sparse inversion can be implemented both for decomposition of up- and down-
going wavefields and for interferometric redatuming. It is also reasoned how
interferometric redatuming can be effectively combined with least-squares
migration.

In chapter 8, we discuss applications for passive seismic interferometry. It
is shown that multidimensional deconvolution can improve Green’s function
retrieval from ambient seismic noise in case of anisotropic illumination. This
is demonstrated for the retrieval of body waves and surface waves. We also
show how signals retrieved from ambient noise can be merged effectively with
controlled-source data to broaden the temporal and spatial frequency content
of exploration data.

In chapter 9, we apply multidimensional deconvolution to eliminate sur-
face-related multiples from dual-sensor towed-streamer data. We propose a
methodology to remove the source wavelet and to improve the consistency
of interpolated near-offset traces. The method is demonstrated on real data
from an offshore oilfield in the North Sea.

In chapter 10, we show that interferometric redatuming can also be ap-
plied if shot records are overlapping in time, as in so-called blended acquisi-
tion. It is shown that propagation in the overburden acts as a spatial filter to
the data, which can simplify the separation of individual shot records. This
observation has led to a new deblending algorithm for surface seismic data
with closely spaced simultaneous-source groups.

In chapter 11, we apply multidimensional deconvolution to a configura-
tion with a shallow downhole receiver array. To deal with receiver under-
sampling, synthetic-aperture sources are introduced that suppress wavefield
constituents with high propagation angles. A novel processing scheme is
introduced, starting with an initial deconvolution step with time-gated di-
rect fields. By doing so, the geophone and hydrophone recordings are au-
tomatically calibrated, such that wavefield decomposition can proceed by
unweighted addition and subtraction of the generated data. A second mul-
tidimensional deconvolution step is applied in which multiple reflections are
eliminated. The theory is demonstrated on real data from an onshore oilfield
in Saudi Arabia.

In chapter 12, the conclusions of this thesis and an outlook are presented.
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Chapter 2

The radiation pattern of a virtual
source

Abstract

In the virtual source (VS) method we crosscorrelate seismic recordings at two
receivers to create a new data set as if one of these receivers were a virtual
source and the other a receiver. We focus on the amplitudes and kinematics of
VS data, generated by an array of active sources at the surface and recorded
by an array of receivers in a borehole. The quality of the VS data depends
on the radiation pattern of the virtual source, which in turn is controlled by
the spatial aperture of the surface source distribution. Theory suggests that
when the receivers are surrounded by multi-component sources covering a
closed surface, then the virtual source has an isotropic radiation pattern and
VS data possess true amplitudes. In practical applications, limited source
aperture and deployment of a single source type create an anisotropic ra-
diation pattern of the virtual source, leading to distorted amplitudes. This
pattern can be estimated by auto-correlating the spatial Fourier transform of
the downgoing wavefield in the special case of a laterally invariant medium.
The VS data can be improved by deconvolving the VS data with the estima-
ted amplitude radiation pattern in the frequency-wavenumber domain. This
operation alters the amplitude spectrum but not the phase of the data. We
can also steer the virtual source by assigning it a new desired amplitude ra-
diation pattern, given sufficient illumination exists in the desired directions.
Alternatively, time-gating the downgoing wavefield before crosscorrelation,

This chapter has been published as a journal paper in Geophysics, 74, SI27-SI36
(Van der Neut & Bakulin, 2009). Note that minor changes have been introduced to make
the text consistent with the other chapters of this thesis.
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already common practice in implementing the VS method, can improve the
radiation characteristics of a virtual source.

2.1 Introduction

The virtual source (VS) method is an innovative technique to image and
monitor the subsurface in cases where a complex overburden prevents seis-
mic techniques and vertical seismic profiling (VSP) to deliver good results
(Bakulin & Calvert, 2004, 2006). Placing receivers below the complex over-
burden allows us to measure directly the propagation response and apply
time-reversal logic to redatum surface shots into downhole receiver locations
without the requirement of any additional information about the medium bet-
ween the sources and receivers. Redatumed shots are called virtual sources.
Various applications of the virtual source method have been reported in the
literature: imaging and monitoring below a complex overburden using ho-
rizontal wells with P-waves (Bakulin & Calvert, 2004, 2006) and S-waves
(Bakulin & Calvert, 2005), salt-flank imaging using a vertical well (Hornby
et al., 2006; Willis et al., 2006), velocity estimation from virtual check shots
with P-waves (Mateeva et al., 2006) and S-waves (Bakulin et al., 2007b),
look-ahead VSP imaging (Mateeva et al., 2007), redatuming of ocean-bottom
seismic data (Mehta et al., 2007a) and a variety of other uses (Bakulin et al.,
2007c; Schuster & Zhou, 2006).

Most authors focus on the kinematics of the retrieved signals. Little has
been said about the amplitudes of VS data. Characterization applications
such as AVO are not reported although VS is advocated as a sensitive monito-
ring tool. Indeed, time-lapse imaging of VS data produces highly repeatable
data even in the presence of a complex and changing overburden (Bakulin &
Calvert, 2004; Bakulin et al., 2007c). However, quantitative interpretation of
4D signals requires confidence in the recovered VS amplitudes. If amplitude
distortions vary significantly from location to location, then 4D anomalies
will exhibit this spatial imprint and create a problem for interpretation.

The theory behind the virtual source method is closely related to seismic
interferometry, with various applications ranging from ultrasonics (Weaver &
Lobkis, 2002) to seismology (Campillo & Paul, 2003). In all cases, a Green’s
function between two receiver locations is retrieved by crosscorrelating seis-
mic observations at these two receiver locations. Claerbout (1968) shows that
the auto-correlation of a seismic response of a subsurface source recorded at
the surface yields a reflection response as if both source and receiver are at
the receiver location. Later it was derived from a seismic reciprocity theorem
that the exact Green’s function between two receiver locations in general
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inhomogeneous media can be retrieved from the crosscorrelations of wave-
fields from a closed boundary of sources surrounding the receiver locations
(Wapenaar, 2004; Van Manen et al., 2005). Other authors explain seismic in-
terferometry using stationary-phase theory (Schuster, 2001; Snieder, 2004) or
physical arguments based on time reversal (Derode et al., 2003; Fink, 2006).

The VS theory (Wapenaar et al., 2005; Korneev & Bakulin, 2006) sug-
gests that a correct response can be recovered by the VS method when both
monopole and dipole sources are located on a closed surface surrounding the
receivers. However, practical applications typically involve one-sided illumi-
nation with only limited surface aperture and single source types (Schuster &
Zhou, 2006; Bakulin et al., 2007c). As this violates the original assumptions,
artifacts can emerge and the amplitudes of VS data generally are distorted
(Snieder et al., 2006b). Wapenaar (2006) shows that the problem of one-
sided illumination can be diminished by increasing the recording time, given
sufficient scatterers exist below the receiver array. An important improve-
ment of the VS method is suggested by Mehta et al. (2007a), who reason
that separation of the up- and downgoing wavefields before crosscorrelation
would remove surface- and overburden-related multiples.

In this chapter, we discuss the radiation characteristics of virtual sources
in laterally invariant media in more detail. Our analysis is based on downhole
receivers in a horizontal borehole, but it can be modified for different confi-
gurations such as receivers in deviated or vertical boreholes. We argue that
even after wavefield separation, the retrieved VS data still inherit an imprint
of the downgoing wavefields, caused by a finite aperture and the deployment
of only a single source type at the earth’s surface.

Figure 2.1: Configuration for the virtual source method. Downhole geophones
are deployed in horizontal wells; sources are situated immediately under the earth’s
surface.
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Our main geometry is depicted in Figure 2.1. Sources are located at
depth level zS , with source spacing ∆xS and the central source at xS =
0. Receivers are located in a horizontal borehole at depth level zR, with
receiver spacing ∆xR and the central receiver at xR = 0, right below the
central source location. The medium above the receiver array is referred to
as the overburden, generally having a strong heterogeneous character. The
medium below the receiver array is the underburden. We seek to image the
underburden without information about the overburden - the goal of the
virtual source method.

First, we describe implementation of the VS method in the time-space or
t−x domain. Then we place the virtual source in a laterally invariant medium
and transform the equations to the frequency-wavenumber or ω−k domain to
show that the implemented methodology does not yield the desired reflection
response. We separate the equations in terms of amplitude and phase to
show that the VS method provides an accurate phase response, but may
distort the amplitude response. This is explained in terms of the distortions
in the amplitude radiation pattern of the virtual source. We show how this
amplitude radiation pattern can be estimated in a laterally invariant medium
and corrected for by deconvolution in the ω−k domain. In addition, we show
that time-gating the downgoing wavefield before crosscorrelation, a common
processing step in the implementation of the VS method, also contributes to
a better amplitude radiation pattern. We demonstrate these concepts with a
synthetic data set inspired by an oilfield in Oman. Finally, we present some
analog ideas for visualization of VS amplitude radiation characteristics in
general inhomogeneous media and apply these to a synthetic data set based
on an oilfield in Canada.

2.2 A virtual source in a laterally invariant me-
dium

Each shot that is fired results in a Green’s function G (xR, xS , t) between
source location xS (at depth zS) and receiver location xR (at depth zR),
convolved with the source wavelet s(t). For simplicity, we omit the source
wavelet and express our formulations as if all sources are impulsive. At this
point, no assumptions on the source type have been made. For the receivers,
we choose vertical geophones. We decompose the data, separate the up- and
downgoing P-wavefields and remove the S-waves, resulting in G+ (xR, xS , t)
and G− (xR, xS , t), representing the downgoing and upgoing P-wavefields,
respectively, as registered by vertical geophones.
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With the virtual source method, we want to retrieve the reflection res-
ponse of the underburden by crosscorrelating the down- and upgoing wave-
fields and summing over the sources (Mehta et al., 2007a). We refer to the
response retrieved by this method as Rvs (xR, x

′
R, t), where superscript vs

stands for virtual source. The VS method can be interpreted as a discrete
implementation of the following integral:

Rvs
(

xR, x
′
R, t
)

=

∫

∂DS

G+
(

x′R, xS , t
)

⊗G− (xR, xS , t) dxS , (2.1)

where ⊗ denotes temporal crosscorrelation and the integral takes place over
source array ∂DS . Strictly speaking, to retrieve the exact Green’s function
between two receivers in an elastic medium, theory suggests that both force
and deformation sources are required on a closed boundary, surrounding the
receivers, where the responses of deformation sources at one location need
to be crosscorrelated with responses of force sources at the other location
(Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006). In the far-field high-frequency regime, this
exact representation can be approximated by a single crosscorrelation of the
particle velocity components, summed over source types equally distributed
over a closed boundary. To arrive at equation 2.1 from this theory, we must
incorporate the far-field high-frequency approximation, neglect the source
terms from below the receiver array, replace the multi-component sources by
single-component sources and introduce wavefield separation, as suggested
by Mehta et al. (2007a).

The reflection response of the underburden can also be obtained by direct
modeling. We refer to this response as Rref (xR, x

′
R, t), where superscript

ref stands for reference. We can formulate the following forward equation
to relate the upgoing wavefield at xR to the downgoing wavefield at x′R:

G− (xR, xS , t) =

∫

∂DR

Rref
(

xR, x
′
R, t
)

∗G+
(

x′R, xS , t
)

dx′R, (2.2)

where ∗ denotes temporal convolution. The integral takes place over receiver
array ∂DR, where we assume the receiver array to be sufficiently sampled
and extended as to capture the entire wavefield. Note that equation 2.2 has
its integral over the receivers, whereas equation 2.1 has its integral over the
sources. Next, we show that if both equations are evaluated in a laterally
invariant medium, they can be related to each other effectively in the ω − k
domain.
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If the virtual source is placed in a medium without lateral variations, we
can synthesize each source-receiver combination from the central shot record
by spatial shifting. In this way, equation 2.1 can be rewritten as

Rvs
(

xR − x′R, 0, t
)

=

∫

∂DS

G+
(

x′R − xS , 0, t
)

⊗G− (xR − xS , 0, t) dxS . (2.3)

We can now apply temporal Fourier transformation, followed by spatial Fou-
rier transformation over the receiver location xR. We use the spatial Fourier
transform shift theorem to arrive at

R̃vs exp
(

ikx′R
)

=











∫

∂DS

Ĝ+
(

x′R − xS , 0, ω
)

exp (−ikxS) dxS











∗

G̃−. (2.4)

Here, G̃− represents the ω − k representation of the upgoing wavefield of
the central shot record G− (xR, 0, t) and R̃vs is the ω − k representation of
Rvs (x′R, 0, t). Ĝ+ (x′R − xS , 0, ω) is a representation of G+ (x′R − xS , 0, t) in
the frequency-space or ω− x domain, where ω is the angular frequency. The
term

∫

Ĝ+ (x′R − xS , 0, ω) exp (−ikxS) dxS can be recognized as the spatial

Fourier transform of Ĝ+ (−xS , 0, ω) (written as G̃+), shifted over x′R. We use
the spatial Fourier transform shift theorem to rewrite equation 2.4 as

R̃vs exp
(

ikx′R
)

=
{

G̃+
}∗

G̃− exp
(

ikx′R
)

, (2.5)

or

R̃vs =
{

G̃+
}∗

G̃−. (2.6)

Thus, the VS data in a laterally invariant medium can be represented by a
multiplication of the complex conjugated downgoing field and the upgoing
field of the central shot record in the ω − k domain, given that both sources
and receivers are sampled regularly. Here it is important that the receiver
array is extended sufficiently to capture a fair representation of the wavefield.
The receiver spacing needs to be small to avoid spatial aliasing in the ω − k
domain. Similarly, equation 2.2 can be rewritten in the ω − k domain as
(Kennett, 1983)
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R̃ref =
G̃−

G̃+
, (2.7)

where R̃ref is the ω − k transform of the reference reflection response at the
central receiver location Rref (xR, x

′
R = 0, t). Note that the virtual source is

generated by means of a crosscorrelation of the down- and upgoing wavefields
(equation 2.6), whereas the reference reflection response is a spatial decon-
volution of these fields (equation 2.7). In the following section, we show that
the phase spectrum of the reflection response is perfectly retrieved by the VS
method, but the amplitude spectrum is not.

2.3 The virtual-source radiation pattern

We can write the ω − k representations of the data in terms of amplitude

and phase according to G̃± = |G̃±| exp
(

iφ̃±
)

and R̃vs = |R̃vs| exp
(

iφ̃vs
)

.

Substituting these representations into equation 2.6 yields, in terms of phase

φ̃vs = φ̃− − φ̃+, (2.8)

and in terms of amplitude

|R̃vs| = |G̃+||G̃−|. (2.9)

By writing the reference response as R̃ref = |R̃ref | exp
(

iφ̃ref
)

, we can also

rewrite equation 2.7 in terms of phase

φ̃ref = φ̃− − φ̃+, (2.10)

and in terms of amplitude

|R̃ref | = |G̃−|
|G̃+|

. (2.11)

Comparing equations 2.8 and 2.10, we observe that the VS method yields
accurate predictions of the phase of the reference response. However, in terms
of amplitudes, we find a different spectrum (compare equations 2.9 and 2.11).
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This is caused by the imperfect geometry having one-sided illumination and
the use of a single source type at the earth’s surface. Thus, it can be shown
that the VS data and the reference response are related as

R̃vs = |G̃+|2R̃ref , (2.12)

where |G̃+|2 can be interpreted as the VS amplitude radiation pattern. It ori-
ginates from the imperfect illumination at the receiver array |G̃+|, affecting
both the down- and the upgoing wavefields that are used in the crosscorrela-
tion process. An ideal VS would be fed by a wavefield with uniform spatial
distribution |G̃+| = 1.

If |G̃+| 6= 1, we propose to improve the VS method in laterally invariant
media by the following amplitude radiation correction:

R̃vs
cor =

R̃vs

|G̃+|2
. (2.13)

Stable implementation of equation 2.13 would require |G̃+| 6= 0 for each
direction of VS radiation. By introducing a stabilization factor and a tapered
muting filter that eliminates parts of the ω − k spectrum where |G̃+| → 0 ,
we can implement the correction in practice. However, the results still may
not be optimal if the illumination has a preferential orientation. Mateeva
et al. (2007) suggest steering the VS accordingly into the direction of our
interest. Here, we propose to assign a new downgoing amplitude radiation
pattern |Ãrad| and formulate for the steered VS:

R̃vs
st = |Ãrad| R̃vs

|G̃+|2
. (2.14)

The filter |Ãrad| can be designed to suppress parts of the VS radiation pattern
that are recovered inaccurately by equation 2.13, to steer the VS in any
particular direction of interest, or to manipulate the radiation characteristics
of the VS in terms of emitted frequencies.

2.4 The effects of time-gating

The practice of time-gating the downgoing wavefield before crosscorrelation
has always been an integral part of the virtual source method (Bakulin &
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Calvert, 2004, 2006). In essence, the time gate determines which part of the
wavefield will be time reversed (in the crosscorrelation of equation 2.1). For
P-wave imaging, the time gates usually are applied around the first arrivals
(Bakulin & Calvert, 2006; Bakulin et al., 2007c). For S-wave imaging, the
gates are placed around directly arriving shear waves in the receiver gathers
(Bakulin et al., 2007b). In practical cases with finite aperture, limiting the
time-reversed wavefield to the strongest arrivals of a particular kind leads
to better VS data than crosscorrelating the entire wavefield as suggested by
theory. Even if wavefield separation is applied at the preprocessing stage,
time-gating successfully reduces artifacts and improves the signal-to-noise
ratio of the VS data (Mehta et al., 2007a). These improvements have been
explained on a physically intuitive level. Here, we offer a more rigorous
explanation in terms of the VS radiation pattern.

We define G̃+
gat as the ω − k transform of the time-gated downgoing wa-

vefield. In a similar fashion as for the ungated fields, we can derive that the
VS data retrieved from gated fields can be written as

R̃vs
gat =

{

G̃+
gat

}∗
G̃−. (2.15)

Once more, we write the data in terms of amplitude and phase according to

G̃+
gat = |G̃+

gat| exp
(

iφ̃+
gat

)

. Substituting these representations into equation

2.15 yields, in terms of phase we obtain

φ̃vs
gat = φ̃− − φ̃+

gat, (2.16)

and in terms of amplitude

|R̃vs
gat| = |G̃+

gat||G̃−|. (2.17)

If we substitute equation 2.17 into equation 2.11 we find that the amplitude
spectrum of the VS data from gated fields relates to the amplitude spectrum
of the reference response as

|R̃vs
gat| = |G̃+

gat||G̃+||R̃ref |. (2.18)

In the upcoming example, we show that the effects of time-gating on the
phase are relatively small, in other words, φ̃+

gat ≈ φ̃+. By neglecting the
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phase effect of time-gating, the VS data from gated fields can be described
as

R̃vs
gat ≈ |G̃+

gat||G̃+|R̃ref . (2.19)

The product |G̃+
gat||G̃+| can be interpreted as the VS amplitude radiation

pattern. Because |G̃+
gat| contains only the direct wave, which generally is

quite uniform in nature and relatively unaffected by the subtleties of late-
time scattering, time-gating often improves the radiation characteristics of a
virtual source, as we demonstrate in the following example.
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Figure 2.2: Configuration of the laterally invariant elastic model from Oman.

2.5 Example from Oman

We test our theory for laterally invariant media on an elastic model that
is based on an onshore oilfield of Shell E&P in Oman (for a description,
see Mehta et al., 2007a). We visualize the velocity model and geometry in
Figure 2.2. In this model, 321 vertical force sources are situated at a depth
of zS = 2m with a source spacing ∆xS = 5m. The upper 200m of the
overburden consists of finely layered material with large acoustic contrasts.
Below 200m, we find a homogeneous layer in which 81 receivers are situated
at zR = 250m with spacing ∆xR = 5m. In the underburden, we find four
strong reflectors, labeled A-D.
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Figure 2.3: Shot record by a virtual source at the central receiver location generated
by crosscorrelations of the total up- and downgoing wavefields (red) compared with the
directly modeled reference response (black) a) before and b) after amplitude radiation
correction; vertical force sources are used at the earth’s surface.
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Figure 2.4: a) Far-field amplitude radiation pattern of a vertical force source, as
observed by a horizontal array of vertical geophones at 250m depth in a homoge-
neous medium with properties as in the receiver array of the model; excited S-waves
have been removed. b) The ω − k amplitude spectrum of the directly modeled refe-
rence reflection response; excited and recorded S-waves have been removed by elastic
decomposition on the source and receiver side.

The up- and downgoing P- and S-wavefields are separated with elastic
decomposition. Our decomposition is exact; however, for practical appli-
cations a dual-sensor approximation technique may be preferred, requiring
only the registration of vertical particle velocity and pressure (Mehta et al.,
2007a). The downgoing P-wavefield at the central VS location is crosscorre-
lated with the upgoing P-wavefield as recorded by the other receivers. The
resulting crosscorrellograms are stacked over the source locations, resulting in
the estimated reflection response Rvs (xR, x

′
R = 0, t), according to equation

2.1, where x′R = 0 denotes the location of the VS, which is chosen in the cen-
ter of the receiver array. We compare the result with the reference response,
obtained by placing a vertical force source at the VS location in an equi-
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valent medium with the overburden replaced by a homogeneous half-space.
The emitted S-waves are removed from the reference response by elastic de-
composition. In Figure 2.3a we show the resulting VS data (in red) versus
the reference response (in black). These responses have been normalized with
respect to their maxima. Although the VS data have a good kinematic match
to the reference response, the amplitudes at larger offsets are not in agree-
ment for the first two reflectors. Further, we observe improper convergence
of the kinematics of some traces, for example at zero offset.

We explain the differences of the directly modeled response and the re-
trieved VS data in terms of radiation characteristics in the ω − k domain.
First, we should mention that our directly modeled response is not exactly
the assumed reference reflection produced by an explosive source. Instead, we
modeled the response of a vertical force source to which the crosscorrelation-
based VS method is supposed to converge (Mehta et al., 2007a). This vertical
force source has a clear radiation pattern that we can visualize by placing
the source in a homogeneous medium and measuring the far-field excitation
by a horizontal array of vertical geophones at depth and transforming the
result to the ω − k domain, see Figure 2.4a. In Figure 2.4b, we show the
ω − k transform of the directly modeled reference response, which we inter-
pret as the amplitude radiation pattern of the vertical force source (Figure
2.4a) convolved with the actual response of the medium. In Figure 2.4b we
can observe the imprint of the radiation pattern (Figure 2.4a) superimposed
on the imprint of the reflectors.

As derived, the radiation pattern of a virtual source in a laterally invariant
medium can be described by the spatial auto-correlation of the downgoing
wavefield |G̃+|2, which we show in Figure 2.5a. We can recognize the im-
print of this pattern in the ω − k transformed VS data, as shown in Figure
2.5b. Above we derived how the radiation characteristics can be improved by
amplitude radiation correction (equation 2.13). To optimize the comparison
of radiation-corrected VS data (converging to the response of an explosive
source) and the reference reflection response (computed with a vertical force
source), we assign the radiation pattern of the vertical force source (Figure
2.4a) to the corrected VS data. The ω − k representation of the VS data
after the radiation correction is shown in Figure 2.6. Note the improved
convergence to the reference response (Figure 2.4b). This is a clear indica-
tion that removing the radiation pattern can indeed improve the quality of
VS data, but what does this mean in the time domain? In Figure 2.3b,we
show time-space representations of the reference response (in black) and the
corrected VS data (in red). The amplitude retrieval and kinematic match
have improved, compared to the original data (Figure 2.3a).
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Figure 2.5: a) Estimated amplitude radiation pattern of a virtual source at the
central receiver location generated from vertical force sources at the earth’s surface.
b) The ω − k amplitude spectrum of a shot record by a virtual source at the central
receiver location generated by crosscorrelations of the up- and downgoing wavefields;
vertical force sources are used at the earth’s surface.
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Figure 2.6: The ω − k amplitude spectrum of a shot record by a virtual source at
the central receiver location generated by crosscorrelations of the up- and downgoing
wavefields after amplitude radiation correction; vertical force sources are used at the
earth’s surface.

As we indicated, the type of sources fired at the surface can have a major
impact on the quality of the retrieved VS data. To illustrate this, we repeat
the experiments with horizontal instead of vertical force sources, still retrie-
ving P-P reflections from vertical particle velocity recordings. In Figure 2.7a,
we show the time-domain representations of the retrieved VS data (in red),
compared with the directly modeled reference response (in black). Because
of the non-matching characteristics of the illuminating downgoing wavefields
and the desired radiation of the virtual source we aim to retrieve, we find a
relatively poor match. This can be illustrated by the VS amplitude radiation
pattern (Figure 2.8a), being very different from the radiation pattern of the
reference response (Figure 2.4a). The ω − k transformation of the VS data
reveals a clear imprint of the VS radiation pattern (Figure 2.8b).
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Figure 2.7: Shot record by a virtual source at the central receiver location generated
by crosscorrelations of the up- and downgoing wavefields (red) compared with the
directly modeled reference response (black) a) before and b) after amplitude radiation
correction; horizontal force sources are used at the earth’s surface.
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Figure 2.8: a) Estimated amplitude radiation pattern of a virtual source at the
central receiver location generated from horizontal force sources at the earth’s surface.
b) The ω − k amplitude spectrum of a shot record by a virtual source at the central
receiver location generated by crosscorrelations of the up- and downgoing wavefields;
horizontal force sources are used at the earth’s surface.

Applying amplitude radiation correction and assigning the desired radiation
characteristics as they appear in the reference response (Figure 2.4a), we can
improve the ω − k amplitude spectrum of the VS data drastically, as shown
in Figure 2.9. The results still are not perfect, as particular parts of the
spectrum are not illuminated by the horizontal force sources and therefore
cannot be retrieved (for example the data at zero horizontal wavenumber).
We transform the VS data back to the time domain to illustrate that the
convergence to the reference reflection response has improved (Figure 2.7b).
Despite the non-matching radiation characteristics of the horizontal force
sources at the earth’s surface and the desired virtual vertical force source in
the borehole, we can optimize the retrieved VS response by correcting the
radiation characteristics of the generated virtual source.
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Figure 2.9: The ω − k amplitude spectrum of a shot record by a virtual source at
the central receiver location generated by crosscorrelations of the up- and downgoing
wavefields after amplitude radiation correction; horizontal force sources are used at
the earth’s surface.
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Figure 2.10: Shot record by a virtual source at the central receiver location generated
by crosscorrelations of the total upgoing wavefield and the time-gated downgoing
wavefield (red) compared with the directly modeled reference response (black); vertical
force sources are used at the earth’s surface.

Another and easier way to improve VS radiation characteristics that can
be exported directly to general inhomogeneous media is time-gating. In Fi-
gure 2.10, we show VS data generated from vertical force sources with time-
gating applied to the downgoing wavefields. Note the better kinematic match
of VS data to the reference response compared to the results obtained from
ungated data (Figure 2.3a). To show that time-gating does not have a major
impact on the phase of the signal, we computed the absolute phase difference
between the gated and ungated downgoing wavefield of the central shot in
Figure 2.12. For the relevant parts of the ω−k spectrum that are illuminated,
the phase difference is insignificant and the assumption φ̃+

gat ≈ φ̃+ is fulfilled.

Therefore, we can estimate the VS radiation pattern as |G̃+
gat||G̃+|, plotted in

Figure 2.11a. We obtain a more uniform radiation pattern by the time-gating
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step (compare with Figure 2.5a), because the direct gated wavefield |G̃+
gat|

is less affected by the characteristics of the medium of propagation, whereas
later arrivals in |G̃+| possess a strong imprint of medium-dependent scatte-
ring at later times. This is also reflected in the ω− k amplitude spectrum of
the generated VS data, which is shown in Figure 2.11b, revealing a broader
illumination than the results from ungated fields (Figure 2.5b).
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Figure 2.11: a) Estimated amplitude radiation pattern of a virtual source at the
central receiver location generated from vertical force sources at the earth’s surface
with time-gating applied to the downgoing wavefields. b) The ω − k amplitude spec-
trum of a shot record by a virtual source at the central receiver location generated by
crosscorrelations of the upgoing wavefields and the time-gated downgoing wavefields;
vertical force sources are used at the earth’s surface.
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Figure 2.12: Absolute phase difference between the gated downgoing wavefield and
the ungated downgoing wavefield of the central shot; blue colors are in phase; red
colors are out of phase.

2.6 A virtual source in a laterally varying medium

In general inhomogeneous media, equations 2.6 and 2.7 cannot be derived
as such and different techniques must be used for estimating and correcting
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the VS radiation pattern. One possibility is to discretize equation 2.2 in the
frequency-space domain, leading to a system of matrix equations that can
be solved for the reflection response by least-squares inversion. This method
has been proposed by various authors, either as Betti deconvolution (Holvik
& Amundsen, 2005), least-squares redatuming (Schuster & Zhou, 2006), or
multidimensional deconvolution (Wapenaar et al., 2008b). Alternatively, we
could learn from our analysis that the local illumination of the downgoing
wavefield at the virtual source location perturbs the VS radiation characte-
ristics. In laterally invariant media, the illumination pattern is similar for
all receivers and can be obtained directly from the downgoing wavefield of a
single shot record. For laterally varying media, we may diagnose the illumi-
nation characteristics of the downgoing wavefield at a VS location by local
Fourier transforms, such as spatially windowed ω− k transforms, spatial wa-
velet transforms or Wigner transforms. To illustrate these concepts, we focus
on the use of Wigner transforms to unravel the illumination characteristics
of the downgoing wavefield at a particular receiver location on a shot-to-shot
basis. A Wigner transform W̃ (x′R, k, ω) can be interpreted as a local Fourier
transform at location x′R, obtained through (Schleich, 2001)

W̃
(

x′R, k, ω
)

=

+X
∫

−X

{

Ĝ+

(

x′R +
1

2
ζ, ω

)}∗

Ĝ+

(

x′R − 1

2
ζ, ω

)

exp (ikζ) dζ,

(2.20)

where Ĝ+
(

x′R ± 1
2ζ, ω

)

is the downgoing wavefield at location x′R ± 1
2ζ and

superscript ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Equation 2.20 has much in com-
mon with the ω − k transform, but instead of the full downgoing wavefield
Ĝ+ (ζ, ω), we need two terms to sample each wavenumber, centered around
the location of interest x′R. Thus, we require twice as many sample points
compared to an ordinary ω − k transform to retrieve a single wavenumber.
Therefore, the Wigner transform is twice as sensitive to spatial aliasing as
the regular ω − k transform. Ideally, the integral should take place over an
infinite x-axis, but in practice, X, as it occurs in equation 2.20, will be res-
tricted to the geometry of the receiver array. The Wigner transform requires
samples left and right of the receiver location x′R, so it cannot be obtained
at the edge of the array and resolution decreases with decreasing X. We will
now illustrate the use of localized diagnostics with Wigner transforms using
an example.
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Figure 2.13: Configuration and P-wave velocities of the laterally variant example
from Canada. The sources are at 5m depth with 5m spacing and source stations
range from #1 to #321. The receivers are at 430m depth with 10m spacing and
receiver stations range from #1 to #81. Source locations sA, sB and sC denote
source stations #121, #161 and #201, being located above receiver locations rA, rB
and rC, denoting receiver stations #21, #41 and #61.

2.7 Example from Canada

We introduce a 2D synthetic example that is based on an onshore oilfield
in Canada (for a description, see Bakulin & Calvert, 2006). A plot of the
P-wave velocity model and a sketch of the acquisition geometry is given in
Figure 2.13. With spacing ∆xS = 5m and depth zS = 5m, 321 explosive
sources are placed under the earth’s surface. The receiver array consists of
81 geophones with spacing ∆xR = 10m at depth zR = 430m. Central recei-
ver location #41 is located immediately under central source location #161.
In the following analysis, source locations sA, sB and sC correspond to source
stations #121, #161 and #201, respectively, whereas receiver locations rA,
rB and rC correspond to receiver stations #21, #41 and #61, respectively.
The upper 230m of the subsurface are represented by a complex overburden
with strong lateral and vertical variations in the velocity. Below 230m, the
model consists of a simpler layered medium hosting the receiver array. Baku-
lin & Calvert (2006) show that robust results can be obtained by redatuming
the shots to the downhole geophone locations by time-gating the downgoing
wavefields at a virtual source location and crosscorrelating them with the to-
tal wavefields as registered elsewhere in the receiver array and stacking over
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the sources. Here we show that the illumination characteristics at the virtual
source location can be monitored effectively from shot to shot by using a
Wigner transform, as described by equation 2.20. We select the receiver lo-
cations rA, rB and rC and compute the Wigner transforms of the time-gated
downgoing wavefields of three sources located at sA, sB and sC (see Figure
2.13, where X is taken as 20m). Results are shown in Figure 2.14. Note
that the Wigner transform yields a local response of the wavefield of each
shot at the depicted receiver location, providing information on the angle
of propagation and frequency content. For a laterally invariant overburden
this pattern is dependent only on the source-receiver offset, although for the
general heterogeneous case this does not need to be true. For example, the
illumination of source sC at receiver location rB has a different frequency
content than the illumination of source sB at receiver location rA, whereas
source-receiver offsets are identical in both cases. Therefore, a virtual source
at rB will probably have different radiation characteristics than a virtual
source at rA. With Wigner transforms (or other local ω − k transforms), we
can track the downgoing wavefield and obtain insight into the contribution of
each shot to the VS radiation pattern. By summing the Wigner transforms
of all shots at a fixed receiver, we might obtain a cumulative response that
we could interpret as an estimate of the radiation pattern of a virtual source
at this location. Radiation characteristics distorted by the overburden may
then be improved by following a similar methodology as described for late-
rally invariant media or by simple source weighting before crosscorrelation.
In addition, sources with undesired illumination can be excluded from the
virtual source summation. In this way we obtain better control on designing
radiation characteristics and steering of the virtual source.
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Figure 2.14: Wigner transforms for various source locations sA (source #121, left
subplots), sB (source #161, central subplots) and sC (source #201, right subplots)
and receiver locations rA (receiver #21, upper subplots), rB (receiver #41, middle
subplots) and rC (receiver #61, lower subplots).

2.8 Discussion

This work may have an impact on VS seismics in horizontal wells and in
particular on time-lapse monitoring with virtual sources. For instance, even
in the case of a complex changing overburden and non-repeatable surface
acquisition, we might be able to manufacture virtual sources with identical
radiation patterns. This could lead to repeatable time-lapse VS data free
of amplitude distortions, which is the aim of virtual source monitoring from
horizontal wells (Bakulin et al., 2007a). In addition, suggested diagnostics
should improve passive imaging techniques substantially (Hohl & Mateeva,
2006; Draganov et al., 2007a) by understanding passive noise illumination
patterns and correcting for them. If passive noise sources are shown to have
reasonable radiation patterns, then the described techniques may open ways
to use them for time-lapse monitoring.
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2.9 Conclusion

The amplitude radiation pattern of a virtual source in a laterally invariant
medium can be estimated in the ω − k domain by auto-correlation of the
original downgoing wavefields. For these media, retrieved VS data can be
improved by spatial deconvolution with the estimated amplitude radiation
pattern. VS radiation characteristics depend strongly on the type of sources
that are fired at the surface. We showed that the proposed radiation cor-
rection can drastically improve virtual sources generated by various source
types, for example virtual vertical force sources generated from horizontal
force sources at the earth’s surface. Even though it is important to realize
that we leave the phase of the signal untouched, the radiation correction im-
proves the amplitudes and kinematics of VS data and can eliminate spurious
events. Radiation correction applied to VS data generated from a laterally
invariant elastic model from Oman significantly improved retrieved ampli-
tudes and kinematics. It may be possible to extend the radiation correction
concept to general inhomogeneous media by estimating the local radiation
pattern of the VS or by replacing the proposed deconvolution step in the
ω− k domain by a multidimensional matrix inversion in the frequency-space
domain, commonly known as Betti deconvolution, least-squares redatuming,
or multidimensional deconvolution. Another way to improve VS radiation
characteristics is to time-gate the direct arrival of the downgoing wavefield
before crosscorrelation, as is already common practice in implementation of
the VS method. Our evaluation in the ω−k domain demonstrates the power
of time-gating in improving the VS radiation pattern.
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Chapter 3

Acoustic interferometric
redatuming

Abstract

With controlled-source seismic interferometry we aim to redatum sources to
downhole receiver locations without requiring a velocity model. Interferome-
try is generally based on a source integral over crosscorrelation (CC) pairs of
full, time-gated, or decomposed wavefields. We provide an overview of ghosts,
multiples and spatial blurring effects that can occur for different types of in-
terferometry. We show that replacing crosscorrelation by multidimensional
deconvolution (MDD) can deghost, demultiple and deblur retrieved data. We
derive and analyze MDD for time-gated and decomposed wavefields. An in-
terferometric point-spread function (PSF) is introduced that can be obtained
directly from downhole data. Ghosts, multiples and blurring effects that may
populate the retrieved gathers can be locally diagnosed with the PSF. MDD
of time-gated fields can remove ghosts and deblur retrieved data, but it leaves
particular multiples in place. To remove all overburden-related effects, MDD
of decomposed (up- and downgoing) fields should be applied.

3.1 Introduction

Seismic interferometry is an effective tool to redatum sources to receiver lo-
cations without the need of a velocity model. Recently, we have seen an
increase of various applications; see Curtis et al. (2006) and Wapenaar et al.

This chapter has been published as a journal paper in International Journal of Geo-
physics, 2011, 870819 (Van der Neut et al., 2011b). Note that minor changes have been
introduced to make the text consistent with the other chapters of this thesis.
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(2010b). In this chapter, we restrict ourselves to controlled-source interfe-
rometry for data-driven redatuming. In a recent publication from Schuster
(2009), numerous applications in this field can be found. Among them is the
well-known virtual source method of Bakulin & Calvert (2006).

Traditionally, the theory of interferometry has been derived from a re-
ciprocity theorem of the correlation type or from time-reversal arguments
(Derode et al., 2003; Wapenaar et al., 2005). A few special applications are
based on wavefield convolutions (Slob & Wapenaar, 2007b; Poletto & Wa-
penaar, 2009). For controlled-source applications, the theory is generally
applied with one-sided illumination, meaning that sources are located at the
earth’s surface only and are not - as often assumed in theory - enclosing a
volume. Moreover, interactions with the free surface and intrinsic losses are
generally not taken into account. Because of these factors, spurious events
can enter the retrieved gathers (Snieder et al., 2006b) and true amplitudes
are generally not preserved (see chapter 2, Van der Neut & Bakulin, 2009).

To mitigate some of these artifacts, several methods have been proposed.
In perturbation-based interferometry (Vasconcelos et al., 2009), incident and
scattered wavefields are separated prior to crosscorrelation. In the virtual
source method (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006; Bakulin et al., 2007c), a similar
separation is achieved by time-gating the direct arrival prior to crosscorre-
lation. Mehta et al. (2007a) showed that separation of up- and downgoing
waves with multi-component sensors can yield even further improvements.
Vasconcelos et al. (2008a) demonstrate a variety of these methods in com-
plex synthetic sub-salt environments.

A different group of methods is based on deconvolution instead of cross-
correlation (CC). Replacing crosscorrelation by deconvolution can remove
undesired multiples from the overburden (Snieder et al., 2006a), a concept
that has also been referred to as Noah deconvolution (Riley & Claerbout,
1976) or Einstein deconvolution (Loewenthal & Robinson, 2000; Poletto et al.,
2004). An additional advantage of deconvolution is that the source wavelet
is deconvolved before stacking, which can be beneficial if the source has
a complicated signature (Poletto & Petronio, 2006; Vasconcelos & Snieder,
2008b). Various authors have suggested to redatum data by summing over
single-station deconvolution traces (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006; Vasconcelos &
Snieder, 2008a). However, to retrieve an exact Green’s function by decon-
volution in 3D heterogeneous media, single-station deconvolution should be
replaced by multidimensional deconvolution (MDD), as shown by Wapenaar
et al. (2011b). MDD is based on the inversion of a forward problem that is
generally derived for decomposed wavefields. The method has a lot in com-
mon with Betti deconvolution, as implemented by Amundsen et al. (2001)
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and Holvik & Amundsen (2005) to remove free-surface multiples from ocean
bottom cable (OBC) data. For various applications of MDD, see Wapenaar
et al. (2011b). In chapter 4 (Van der Neut et al., 2011a) we will show that
MDD can correct for attenuation and improve interferometric imaging below
a complex overburden. Minato et al. (2011) applied MDD to virtual cross-
well data and Poletto & Bellezza (2012) used it to remove flexural noise from
arctic data. MDD can also be applied to ground penetrating radar (Slob,
2009), controlled-source electromagnetic exploration (Hunziker et al., 2009;
Fan et al., 2009) and lithospheric-scale imaging (Ruigrok et al., 2010a).
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Figure 3.1: Typical redatuming problems: a) input data for redatuming through
a complex overburden; b) output data after redatuming through a complex overbur-
den (in some types of interferometry the overburden is replaced by a homogeneous
halfspace); c) input data for flank imaging; d) output data for flank imaging after
redatuming; e) input data for virtual cross-well; f) output data after virtual cross-
well; xS denote the source locations, xA denote the receiver locations that are turned
into virtual sources and xB denote other receiver locations.
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A typical application of controlled-source seismic interferometry is to re-
datum sources to a downhole receiver array below a complex overburden.
Bakulin & Calvert (2006) were pioneering in this field using the so-called vir-
tual source method. A typical configuration is shown in Figure 3.1a. Sources
are situated at the earth’s surface locations xS . Receivers are located at xA

and xB in a well that can be horizontal, deviated, or vertical. The aim is
to transform the data obtained with the configuration shown in Figure 3.1a
into virtual data as if there were a source at xA and a receiver at xB (Figure
3.1b). Like Bakulin & Calvert (2006), we will do so without requiring a ve-
locity model, thus bypassing all complexities of the overburden. Schuster’s
group considered a range of other configurations (Schuster, 2009). One of
them is shown in Figure 3.1c. Here, the aim is to create a virtual source at
location xA by exploiting scattered or diving waves that illuminate the target
(e.g., a salt flank) under angles that are unseen in conventional processing
(Figure 3.1d); see Xiao et al. (2006); Hornby & Yu (2007); Lu et al. (2008)
and Ferrandis et al. (2009) for applications. Another application is virtual
cross-well acquisition, where xA and xB are located in separate wells that
can be vertical (Minato et al., 2011; Poletto et al., 2007; Mehta et al., 2010b),
horizontal (Byun et al., 2010) or deviated; see Figures 3.1e and 3.1f. Many of
the formulations that appear in this chapter require spatial integrals not only
over source locations but also over receiver locations. For a 3D heterogeneous
medium, this means that 2D arrays of both sources and receivers should be
deployed. Since we assume the presence of downhole receivers, this is gene-
rally not feasible. That is why we restrict ourselves to wave propagation in
a 2D plane, ignoring out-of-plane reflections.

In this chapter, we distinguish between ghosts and multiples. With ghosts
we refer to spurious events that populate our retrieved gathers, because initial
assumptions are not properly fulfilled. With multiples we refer to physical
events stemming from multiple reflections. Blurring effects can occur if illu-
mination conditions are imperfect. We analyze the ghosts and multiples that
can occur in interferometry by CC of full, time-gated and decomposed fields.
Next we introduce MDD of time-gated and decomposed fields. We analyze
to what extent these methods can be used to remove ghosts, multiples and
blurring artifacts on single- and multi-component data.
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Figure 3.2: Configuration for controlled-source interferometry by crosscorrelation
of full fields; volume V is enclosed by the source array ∂S and an additional half
sphere ∂O whose radius r → ∞; xS denotes a source location at ∂S and nS is
the unit normal vector of this surface; xO denotes a source at ∂O and nO is the
unit normal vector of this surface; heterogeneities between sources and receivers are
referred to as overburden, whereas heterogeneities below the receivers are referred to
as "target".

3.2 Crosscorrelation of full fields

Various authors have shown that crosscorrelation of wavefields at two recei-
vers followed by summation over a closed boundary of sources can provide
a Green’s function as if there were a virtual source at one of the receiver
locations and a receiver at the other. In Figure 3.2 we give a more schematic
illustration of the problem formulated in Figure 3.1a. The aim is to redatum
the source locations xS to a receiver location xA "below" the overburden
but "above" the target of imaging, without requiring a velocity model of
the medium. Note that the terminology of "below" and "above" can be
interchanged with "left" and "right" for the situation of salt-flank imaging
(Figure 3.1c) or the virtual cross-well survey (Figure 3.1e).

To retrieve the exact Green’s function, both monopole and dipole sources
are required along the closed boundary spanned by ∂S and ∂O. The medium
should be free of intrinsic losses inside V. Under these conditions, the follo-
wing representation can be derived for Green’s function retrieval (Wapenaar
& Fokkema, 2006):

∣

∣

∣
Ŝ (ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
[Ĝ (xB,xA, ω)+Ĝ∗ (xB,xA, ω)] = ÎS (xB,xA, ω)+ ÎO (xB,xA, ω) .

(3.1)

On the left hand side we find the Green’s function Ĝ (xB,xA, ω) as if there
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were an injection-rate point source at xA and a receiver for acoustic pressure
at xB. It is given in the frequency domain, indicated by the caret and
angular frequency ω. We also find its acausal counterpart Ĝ∗ (xB,xA, ω),
where superscript ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Note that the retrieved

response is filtered by
∣

∣

∣Ŝ (ω)
∣

∣

∣

2
, where Ŝ (ω) is the spectrum of the source

wavelet. On the right-hand side, we find two integrals: ÎS and ÎO. ÎS is
referred to as the "known integral", obtained by crosscorrelation of wavefields
from existing source locations xS at ∂S. ÎO is the "missing integral", obtained
by crosscorrelation of wavefields from non-existing source locations xO at ∂O.
Even though the source locations xO are not present in a realistic survey, we
keep ÎO in the representation, allowing us to quantify its contribution.

First, let us consider the known integral ÎS , as derived by Wapenaar &
Fokkema (2006):

ÎS (xB,xA, ω) = −
∫

∂S

1

jωρ (xS)
[{nS · ∇S p̂ (xB,xS , ω)} {p̂ (xA,xS , ω)}∗

− {p̂ (xB,xS , ω)} {nS · ∇S p̂ (xA,xS , ω)}∗]dxS .

(3.2)

Here, p̂ (xA,xS , ω) represents the pressure recording at xA due to a monopole
source at xS . These recordings are assumed to be Green’s functions (or
impulse responses) Ĝ (xA,xS , ω), convolved with source wavelet Ŝ (ω). The
normal vector nS is oriented perpendicular (outward) to the source array ∂S.
Further, ∇S = (∂/∂x1,S , ∂/∂x2,S , ∂/∂x3,S)

T , where xS = (x1,S , x2,S , x3,S)
T

and superscript T denotes the transposed. Hence, nS · ∇S p̂ (xA,xS , ω) is
interpreted as the response at xA due to a dipole source at xS . Finally,
ρ (xS) is the mass density at the source array.

The representation of the missing integral ÎO is very similar. In this case,
responses of non-existing source locations xO needs to be crosscorrelated and
nS needs to be replaced by the normal vector nO along ∂O, yielding

ÎO (xB,xA, ω) = −
∫

∂O

1

jωρ (xO)
[{nO · ∇Op̂ (xB,xO, ω)} {p̂ (xA,xO, ω)}∗

− {p̂ (xB,xO, ω)} {nO · ∇Op̂ (xA,xO, ω)}∗]dxO,

(3.3)

where ∇O is the spatial gradient at source location xO. Before addressing the
implications of not evaluating integral ÎO, we focus our attention on ÎS . Eva-
luation in its present form would require both monopole and dipole sources
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at ∂S. In practice, interferometry is generally applied with monopole sources
only. To overcome this limitation, one often introduces a so-called far-field
approximation (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006; Schuster, 2009). This approxi-
mation can only be made if the direction of wave propagation with respect
to the source array is known. Therefore, we separate ingoing and outgoing
wavefields with respect to the volume V. We introduce p̂in (xA,xS , ω) and
p̂out (xA,xS , ω), where superscripts in and out denote ingoing and outgoing
fields at xS . We substitute p̂ = p̂out + p̂in into equation 3.2. It can be shown
that the crosscorrelations of ingoing and outgoing waves cancel and that the
remaining terms can be merged (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006), such that

ÎS (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2

jωρ (xS)
[
{

p̂in (xB,xS , ω)
}{

nS · ∇S p̂
in (xA,xS , ω)

}∗

+
{

p̂out (xB,xS , ω)
}{

nS · ∇S p̂
out (xA,xS , ω)

}∗
]dxS .

(3.4)

Next, the far-field high-frequency approximation can be introduced. It is
assumed that the medium is smooth in a small region around ∂S. We find
for ingoing constituents that nS · ∇S p̂

in ≈ − (jω/c (xS)) cos(φ)p̂
in, where

c (xS) is the acoustic wave velocity along the source array and φ is the
incidence angle of the dominant wavefield with respect to nS (Wapenaar
& Fokkema, 2006). Similarly, we find for outgoing constituents that nS ·
∇S p̂

out ≈ +(jω/c (xS)) cos (φ) p̂
out. We assume that φ is close to zero such

that cos (φ) ≈ 1. Substituting these approximations into equation 3.4 yields

ÎS (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∫

∂S

2

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[
{

p̂in (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂in (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

−
{

p̂out (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂out (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

]dxS .

(3.5)

Before proceeding, it is helpful to provide a similar analysis for the missing
integral ÎO. We assume that both density and wave velocity are constant at
r → ∞, such that all wavefields that would be recorded at receivers due
to missing source locations xO are ingoing at ∂O (such that p̂ = p̂in and
p̂out = 0). Given these considerations, it can be shown that both terms in
the integrand of equation 3.3 give equal contributions to the stationary points
and, therefore, this equation can be rewritten as
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ÎO (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂O

2

jωρ (xO)
{p̂ (xB,xO, ω)} {nO · ∇Op̂ (xA,xO, ω)}∗ dxO.

(3.6)

We can further simplify this equation by substituting the far-field approxi-
mation for ingoing fields nO · ∇Op̂ ≈ − (jω/c (xO)) p̂, yielding

ÎO (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∫

∂O

2

ρ (xO) c (xO)
{p̂ (xB,xO, ω)} {p̂ (xA,xO, ω)}∗ dxO. (3.7)

So far, we have shown that a Green’s function can be retrieved by evalua-
tion of integrals ÎS and ÎO. In practice, we are generally not that fortunate.
First, we miss the source locations xO to compute ÎO. Second, we cannot dis-
criminate between ingoing and outgoing wavefields to evaluate ÎS . Instead,
we crosscorrelate the full fields as emitted by the sources and integrate over
∂S. We refer to the obtained function as the correlation function Ĉ:

Ĉ (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
{p̂ (xB,xS , ω)} {p̂ (xA,xS , ω)}∗ dxS . (3.8)

We assume that the density and wave velocity are known at the source array.
In most applications of interferometry, however, they are assumed constant
and not evaluated inside the integrand. We have introduced an additional
weighting factorW (xS) that can be used to rebalance the sources before inte-
gration or to taper the edges of a finite source array in practical applications
(Mehta et al., 2008a). We can also define a weighting function that takes the
wave propagation angle into account, reducing the artifacts introduced by
the far-field approximation, where we neglected a cos (φ)-term. Sometimes
we can approximate the incidence angle φ (xA,xS) of the dominant contri-
bution of the incident wavefield p̂ (xA,xS , ω), for instance by ray tracing.
In such cases, it can be beneficial to replace weighting factor W (xS) with
cos (φ (xA,xS)) to improve the retrieved amplitude variations with angle; see
Schuster (2009) for examples.

The fields in equation 3.8 consist of both ingoing and outgoing consti-
tuents at ∂S. We substitute p̂ = p̂out + p̂in into equation 3.8 and rewrite the
result as
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Ĉ (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[
{

p̂in (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂in (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

−
{

p̂out (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂out (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

]dxS

+

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[{p̂ (xB,xS , ω)}

{

p̂out (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

+
{

p̂out (xB,xS , ω)
}

{p̂ (xA,xS , ω)}∗]dxS .

(3.9)

Note that the first integral at the right-hand side is identical to the desired
integral in equation 3.5. The second integral is undesired and referred to as
ghost ĝS :

ĝS (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[{p̂ (xB,xS , ω)}

{

p̂out (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

+
{

p̂out (xB,xS , ω)
}

{p̂ (xA,xS , ω)}∗]dxS .

(3.10)

In a similar fashion we identify a second ghost, due to the missing source
locations xO. This is done by redefining the integral ÎO in equation 3.7 as

ĝO (xB,xA, ω) = −
∫

∂O

2

ρ (xO) c (xO)
{p̂ (xB,xO, ω)} {p̂ (xA,xO, ω)}∗ dxO.

(3.11)

Next, we substitute equations 3.11, 3.7, 3.5, 3.1 and 3.10 into 3.9 and rewrite
the result as

Ĉ (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∣

∣

∣
Ŝ (ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
[Ĝ (xB,xA, ω) + Ĝ∗ (xA,xB, ω)]

+ ĝS (xB,xA, ω) + ĝO (xB,xA, ω) .
(3.12)

Equation 3.12 is useful for identifying ghosts in interferometry by CC of
full fields. We have shown that implementation of the correlation function
(equation 3.8) yields a band-limited version of the desired Green’s function
Ĝ (xB,xA, ω) and its acausal counterpart Ĝ∗ (xB,xA, ω) plus two additio-
nal ghost terms. The first ghost ĝS is described by equation 3.10, which is
due to the presence of any undesired reflectors above the source array ∂DS .
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Note that in typical controlled-source applications, the free surface acts as
such a reflector, reflecting waves back into the volume V, such that p̂out 6= 0.
Consequently, spurious events can be expected to populate retrieved gathers
due to free surface interactions if free surface ghosts and multiples are not
eliminated prior to applying interferometry. Similar artifacts have also been
found in passive seismic interferometry; see Draganov et al. (2004). The se-
cond ghost ĝO, described by equation 3.11, stems from the missing integral
at ∂DO. For convolution-based reciprocity theorems, one often applies Som-
merfeld’s radiation condition (Fokkema & Van den Berg, 1993) to show that
boundary integrals over convolution products vanish when r → ∞. Howe-
ver, these conditions do not apply for integrals of crosscorrelation products
like the one in equation 3.11. The integrand in equation 3.11 decays with
order O(r−2), whereas the integration surface ∂DO grows with order O(r2),
which is insufficient to cancel the integral. However, Wapenaar (2006) sho-
wed that if sufficient scattering takes place in the volume V, the decay of the
integrand is stronger than O(r−2) and the integral can indeed be neglected.
This condition has been referred to as the anti-radiation condition (Schuster,
2009). Not obeying this condition can lead not only to incorrect amplitudes
but also to the emergence of spurious events in the retrieved data (Snieder
et al., 2006b).

To illustrate the ghosts in interferometry by CC of full fields, we define
four synthetic 1D models in Figure 3.3. For simplicity, the velocity is kept
constant at 2000m/s with density contrasts introduced. In each model the
aim is to generate a (zero-offset) response as if there were a virtual source at
receiver location xA (green star) and a receiver at the same location xB = xA.
The real source is always located at the earth’s surface location xS and
additional sources xO are introduced to evaluate ghost gO. Location xE will
play a role only in later sections.

In Figure 3.4a we computed the desired reference response with wavelet
|Ŝ(ω)|2 for model A (Figure 3.3a) by placing an actual source at the virtual
source location xA. We can clearly see the direct arrival at t = 0s and an
event at t = 0.4s. The latter event is our target reflection, relating to the
impedance contrast at 1200m depth. Since no free surface is incorporated,
no heterogeneities exist above the true source location xS and hence all wa-
vefields that arrive at xA are ingoing at xS , such that gS = 0 (equation 3.10).
We computed the second ghost gO, using the additional source xO below all
medium heterogeneities. Since no reflection from this source is registered at
xO, the only contribution to gO stems from correlations of the direct field,
mapping at t = 0s in this zero-offset case. In Figure 3.4b we show the ghosts
gS+gO. Note that indeed no other contribution is found outside t = 0s. The-
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refore the correlation function C (equation 3.8) is very similar to the true
reflection response, except around t = 0s. In Figure 3.4c we show C (black)
and the sum of reference response and ghosts (dashed green), matching well.
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Figure 3.3: Impedance (in kgm−2s−1) versus depth (in m) for synthetic models A-
D. The red star corresponds to source location xS, the green star to receiver/virtual
source location xB = xA, the blue star to non-existing source location xO and the
magenta star to non-existing source location xE; models A-C have no free surface
incorporated; model D has a free surface at 0 m depth.

In the previous example, the ghost terms gS + gO did not give a signifi-
cant contribution outside t = 0s. This is not the case for model B (Figure
3.3b), which is the same as model A, except for two additional contrasts at
500m and 700m depth. The reference response reveals not only the desired
reflection at t = 0.4s but also the reflections of the overburden at t = 0.1s
and t = 0.3s and their multiples; see Figure 3.5a. The ghosts gS + gO and
the correlation function C are shown in Figures 3.5b and 3.5c, respectively.
Since no reflectors are present above the source, gS = 0. However, the se-
cond ghost gO does give a significant contribution. The events at t = 0.1s
and t = 0.3s appear with opposite polarity (Figure 3.5b) compared to the
reference response (Figure 3.5a). Therefore, these events have incorrect am-
plitudes in the correlation function and are hardly visible (Figure 3.5c). More
important, there is a ghost at t = 0.2s (Figure 3.5c) that is not visible in
the reference response (Figure 3.5a). This ghost originates from an internal
multiple between the contrasts at 500m and 700m. Finally we note that the
multiples at t = 0.5s and t = 0.7s also appear as ghost terms, with different
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amplitudes and polarities than the reference response. Therefore these res-
ponses are retrieved with incorrect amplitudes (Figure 3.5c). For practical
applications this can be seen as advantageous, since these multiple reflections
are generally not desired for further processing.

It has been demonstrated by Wapenaar (2006) that ghost gO vanishes
if sufficient scattering occurs below the receiver array. To demonstrate this
effect, we introduce model C, being similar to model B except for a series
of additional random contrasts deeper in the subsurface superimposed by a
trend of acoustic impedance increasing with depth, see Figure 3.3c (note the
differently scaled axes in Figures 3.3b and 3.3c). All contrasts lay sufficiently
deep, such that the reference response is no different from that of model B
within the display window. The ghosts gS+gO and the correlation function C
are shown in Figures 3.6b and 3.6c, respectively. Indeed, the contributions of
ghost gO are minor and randomly distributed (Figure 3.6b). It can be shown
analytically that placing infinitely many contrasts even completely eliminates
gO. Note that the reference response (Figure 3.6a) and the correlation func-
tion (Figure 3.6c) agree relatively well. The so-called anti-radiation condition
has thus been successful in eliminating the effects of one-sided illumination.
Reflections of the target (t = 0.4s) and overburden (t = 0.1s and t = 0.3s),
including their multiples (t = 0.5s and t = 0.7s), have all been retrieved with
true amplitudes. Note that recording times need to be sufficiently long for
the anti-radiation condition to hold (Wapenaar, 2006). In this example, the
total recording time is 32s. Moreover, it should be mentioned that the anti-
radiation condition can not eliminate the effects of reflectors placed outside
the volume V , as gS 6= 0 for such scenario.

In model D we demonstrate the effect of free surface interactions, by
placing a free surface at 0m and two contrasts at 100m and 200m depth,
see Figure 3.3d. As a result, the reference response does not only contain
the desired reflection at t = 0.4s but also the primaries of the overburden
contrasts at t = 0.6s and t = 0.7s, the free surface reflection at t = 0.8s; and
free-surface multiples at t = 0.9s and t = 1.0s; see Figure 3.7a. Ghosts gS+gO

and correlation function C are shown in Figures 3.7b and 3.7c, respectively.
We see strong spurious events at t = 0.1s and t = 0.2s in the retrieved
response (and a weaker event at t = 0.3s), stemming from interactions of
the first reflectors with the free surface. We also observe that the reflections
at t = 0.6s and t = 0.7s, their multiples and the free surface reflection at
t = 0.8s are hardly retrieved due to the missing source at xO.
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Figure 3.4: Crosscorrelation of full fields for model A: a) reference response by
placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost terms
gS+gO; c) causal part of the correlation function C (black) and the sum of reference
response + ghosts (dashed green).
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Figure 3.5: Crosscorrelation of full fields for model B: a) reference response by
placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost terms
gS+gO; c) causal part of the correlation function C (black) and the sum of reference
response + ghosts (dashed green).
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Figure 3.6: Crosscorrelation of full fields for model C: a) reference response by
placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost terms
gS+gO; c) causal part of the correlation function C (black) and the sum of reference
response + ghosts (dashed green).
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Figure 3.7: Crosscorrelation of full fields for model D: a) reference response by
placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost terms
gS+gO; c) causal part of the correlation function C (black) and the sum of reference
response + ghosts (dashed green).
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3.3 Crosscorrelation of time-gated fields

In many cases our aim is not to retrieve a full Green’s function but to re-
trieve only a part of it. For controlled-source applications, for instance, a full
Green’s function would contain not only reflections from the target area but
also reflections from the overburden. In practice we often wish to eliminate
the latter by restricting a virtual source to radiate downwards only. In the
virtual source method (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006; Bakulin et al., 2007c), this
is effectively achieved by time-gating the first arrival prior to crosscorrela-
tion. In perturbation-based methodology (Vasconcelos et al., 2008a, 2009),
a similar discrimination is made between the incident field and the scattered
field. These fields are usually obtained by time-gating the full fields.

x
S

x
A

x
B x

E

∞→rn
S

n
E

S∂

∂E

Overburden

Target

V

Figure 3.8: Configuration for controlled-source interferometry by crosscorrelation
of time-gated fields; volume V is enclosed by the source array ∂S and an additional
boundary ∂E between the overburden and the target; xS denotes a source location
at ∂S and nS is the unit normal vector of this surface; xE denotes a source at ∂E
and nE is the unit normal vector of this surface; heterogeneities between sources and
receivers are referred to as "overburden", whereas heterogeneities below the receivers
are referred to as "target".

In Figure 3.8 we show a typical configuration for interferometry by CC
of time-gated wavefields. Note the similarities with Figure 3.2. The only
difference is that boundary ∂O has been replaced with a boundary ∂E, lo-
cated between the overburden and the target area. The volume V is now
enclosed by ∂S and ∂E. We define a reference state by density ρ0 (x) and
velocity c0 (x). In this reference state all heterogeneities outside volume V

(namely the target) have been removed. These heterogeneities are refer-
red to as the perturbations in density ∆ρ (x) and velocity ∆c (x), where
ρ (x) = ρ0 (x) +∆ρ (x) and c (x) = c0 (x) +∆c (x) represent the density and
velocity of the true physical medium. Fields that propagate in the reference
state are referred to as incident fields p̂inc. Fields that propagate in the phy-
sical medium can now be expressed as a superposition of the incident field
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and the so-called scattered field p̂sc, that is p̂ = p̂inc + p̂sc. Vasconcelos et al.
(2009) have derived a representation for Green’s function retrieval of the scat-
tered field between virtual source xA and receiver xB from crosscorrelations
of the scattered field at xB and the incident field at xA:

∣

∣

∣
Ŝ (ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
Ĝsc (xB,xA, ω) = ÎSptb (xB,xA, ω) + ÎEptb (xB,xA, ω) , (3.13)

where subscript ptb stands for "perturbation-based"’. On the left-hand side
we find the desired scattered Green’s function, imprinted by the squared
amplitude spectrum of the source wavelet. Note that no acausal Green’s
function is retrieved. On the right-hand side we find integral ÎSptb, stemming
from the crosscorrelations of incident and scattered fields from the actual
sources at ∂S:

ÎSptb (xB,xA, ω) = −
∫

∂S

1

jωρ (xS)
[{nS · ∇S p̂sc (xB,xS , ω)} {p̂inc (xA,xS , ω)}∗

− {p̂sc (xB,xS , ω)} {nS · ∇S p̂inc (xA,xS , ω)}∗]dxS .

(3.14)

The second integral, ÎE , stems from similar crosscorrelations of non-existing
sources xE at ∂E :

ÎEptb (xB,xA, ω) = −
∫

∂E

1

jωρ (xE)
[{nE · ∇E p̂sc (xB,xE , ω)} {p̂inc (xA,xE , ω)}∗

− {p̂sc (xB,xE , ω)} {nE · ∇E p̂inc (xA,xE , ω)}∗]dxE ,

(3.15)

where ∇E is the spatial gradient at xE , nE is the outward-pointing unit
normal vector to ∂E and ρ (xE) is the density along this surface. We write
the wavefields in equation 3.14 in terms of ingoing and outgoing constituents
at ∂S. It can be shown that the crosscorrelations between ingoing and out-
going wavefields cancel each other and the remaining terms can be merged
(Vasconcelos et al., 2009), such that
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ÎSptb (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2

jωρ (xS)
[
{

p̂insc (xB,xS , ω)
}{

nS · ∇S p̂
in
inc (xA,xS , ω)

}∗

−
{

p̂outsc (xB,xS , ω)
}{

nS · ∇S p̂
out
inc (xA,xS , ω)

}∗
]dxS .

(3.16)

Assuming that the relevant wavefields propagate near normal incidence, we
can substitute far-field approximations nS · ∇S p̂

out
inc ≈ +(jω/c (xS)) p̂

out
inc and

nS · ∇S p̂
in
inc ≈ − (jω/c (xS)) p̂

in
inc into equation 3.16, yielding

ÎSptb (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∫

∂S

2

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[
{

p̂insc (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂ininc (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

−
{

p̂outsc (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂outinc (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

]dxS .

(3.17)

For integral ÎEptb the situation is slightly different. Since we have chosen
the reference state to have no heterogeneities below ∂E, all wavefields arri-
ving at the receivers are ingoing at ∂E (such that p̂inc = p̂ininc and p̂outinc = 0).
Crosscorrelations between ingoing and outgoing fields cancel and the remai-
ning terms can be merged (Vasconcelos et al., 2009), such that

ÎEptb (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂E

2

jωρ (xE)

{

p̂insc (xB,xE , ω)
}

{nE · ∇E p̂inc (xA,xE , ω)}∗ dxE .

(3.18)

The spatial derivative can be approximated with far-field approximation nE ·
∇E p̂inc ≈ − (jω/c (xE)) p̂inc, such that

ÎEptb (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∫

∂E

2

ρ (xE) c (xE)

{

p̂insc (xB,xE , ω)
}

{p̂inc (xA,xE , ω)}∗ dxE .

(3.19)

Note that evaluation of equation 3.17 still requires separation of ingoing and
outgoing waves. In practice, we generally crosscorrelate complete scattered
and incident fields at the receivers to obtain the correlation function of time-
gated (perturbation-based) wavefields Ĉptb:
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Ĉptb (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
{p̂sc (xB,xS , ω)} {p̂inc (xA,xS , ω)}∗ dxS .

(3.20)

To evaluate the consequence of this choice, we separate the scattered and
incident wavefields in in- and outgoing constituents according to p̂inc = p̂ininc+
p̂outinc and p̂sc = p̂insc + p̂outsc and substitute these representations into equation
3.20. The result can be written as

Ĉptb (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[
{

p̂insc (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂ininc (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

−
{

p̂outsc (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂outinc (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

]dxS

+

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[{p̂sc (xB,xS , ω)}

{

p̂outinc (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

+
{

p̂outsc (xB,xS , ω)
}

{p̂inc (xA,xS , ω)}∗]dxS .

(3.21)

The first integral in equation 3.21 can be identified as the desired integral
ÎSptb (see equation 3.17). The second integral is a ghost term that we redefine
as

ĝSptb (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[{p̂sc (xB,xS , ω)}

{

p̂outinc (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

+
{

p̂outsc (xB,xS , ω)
}

{p̂inc (xA,xS , ω)}∗]dxS .

(3.22)

The missing sources at xE make up for a second ghost term that we define
by rewriting the integral in equation 3.19 in the following way:

ĝEptb (xB,xA, ω) = −
∫

∂E

2

ρ (xE) c (xE)

{

p̂insc (xB,xE , ω)
}

{p̂inc (xA,xE , ω)}∗ dxE .

(3.23)
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Now, by substituting equations 3.23, 3.19, 3.17, 3.13 and 3.20 into equation
3.21 we arrive at

Ĉptb (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∣

∣

∣
Ŝ (ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
Ĝsc (xB,xA, ω)

+ ĝSptb (xB,xA, ω) + ĝEptb (xB,xA, ω) .
(3.24)

Equation 3.24 is useful for identifying ghosts in interferometry by CC of time-
gated fields. Computation of Cptb (see equation 3.20) yields a scaled band-
limited version of the desired scattered Green’s function plus two ghost terms
gSptb and gEptb. The first ghost g

S
ptb stems from reflectors outside the integration

volume and behaves very similar to the ghost gS that we found for CC of full
fields. The second ghost gEptb is relatively small. It consists of ingoing waves
at xE that have scattered in the target area before arriving at the receivers.
However, to reach the target area, these waves should have also scattered in
the overburden. This means that such fields have at least scattered twice. It
is reasoned by Vasconcelos et al. (2009) that such contributions can generally
be neglected.

To illustrate the effectiveness of crosscorrelation of time-gated fields we
apply this methodology to model B (Figure 3.3b), with the additional source
xE located at 1000m depth (instead of the source at xO). Incident fields are
computed in a reference medium with all heterogeneities below ∂E removed.
Scattered fields are computed by subtraction of these incident fields from
full fields. We generate the reference response by placing an active source at
xA and computing the scattered response at the same receiver; see Figure
3.9a. We can clearly see not only the desired reflector at t = 0.4s but also
the multiple reflections from the overburden at t = 0.5s and t = 0.7 s as
well as higher-order multiples. In Figures 3.9b and 3.9c we show the ghosts
gSptb+gEptb and the correlation function Cptb. Note which the spurious event at
t = 0.2s, that was visible in Figure 3.5c, is significantly weakened and hardly
visible. The multiples at t = 0.5s and t = 0.7s have smaller amplitudes in
the correlation function (Figure 3.9c) than in the reference response (Figure
3.9a). This is a consequence of not having the source at xE .

To show that CC of time-gated fields does not offer a solution for reflectors
above the source array, we apply the methodology to model D (Figure 3.4d)
as well. In Figure 3.10a we show the reference response. We observe the
target event at t = 0.4s and a multiple at t = 1.0s. Ghosts gSptb + gEptb and
Cptb are shown in Figures 3.10b and 3.10c, respectively. Note that we can
still observe several spurious events and the undesired overburden reflections.
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Figure 3.9: Crosscorrelation of time-gated fields for model B: a) reference response
by placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost
terms gS + gE; c) causal part of the correlation function Cptb (black) and the sum
of reference response + ghosts (dashed green).
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Figure 3.10: Crosscorrelation of time-gated fields for model D: a) reference res-
ponse by placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost
terms gS + gE; c) causal part of the correlation function Cptb (black) and the sum
of reference response + ghosts (dashed green).
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3.4 Crosscorrelation of decomposed fields

Another way to eliminate ghosts in interferometry is to separate up- and
downgoing waves prior to crosscorrelation, as proposed by Mehta et al. (2007a).
If receivers are installed in horizontal wells, decomposition can be implemen-
ted by combining pressure and particle velocity recordings along the receiver
array (Wapenaar et al., 1990; Amundsen & Reitan, 1995). If wave propa-
gation is close to normal incidence, these methods can be approximated by
a weighted summation of pressure and particle velocity at a single receiver
(Mehta et al., 2007a, 2010b; Barr, 1997). If receivers are installed in vertical
wells, decomposition can be implemented by FK-filtering or taking vertical
derivatives along the borehole (Petronio & Poletto, 2010). Note that similar
decomposition schemes can be applied for salt-flank imaging in vertical wells
(Figures 3.1c and 3.1d), where up- and downgoing have to be replaced by
left- and rightgoing.

We use the same configuration as in Figure 3.2. We define p̂+ (xA,xS , ω)
and p̂− (xB,xS , ω) as the downgoing and upgoing fields at receivers xA and
xB, respectively. Instead of evaluating the correlation function of full fields
(equation 3.8), we define Ĉdcp as the correlation function between p̂+ and p̂−;
that is

Ĉdcp (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)

{

p̂− (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂+ (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

dxS ,

(3.25)

where subscript dcp denotes "decomposed". As a consequence of this choice,
we will reconstruct a Green’s function Ĝ−,+ (xB,xA, ω) as if there were a
downgoing field emitted at xA and an upgoing field registered at xB plus an
acausal Green’s function {Ĝ+,− (xA,xB, ω)}∗ as if there were an upgoing field
emitted at xB and a downgoing field registered at xA (see chapter 4, Van der
Neut et al., 2011a). We can find a representation for this case by rewriting
equation 3.12 in terms of up- and downgoing constituents and removing all
but those that are downgoing at xA and upgoing at xB; that is

Ĉdcp (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∣

∣

∣
Ŝ (ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
[Ĝ−,+ (xB,xA, ω) +

{

Ĝ+,− (xA,xB, ω)
}∗

]

+ ĝSdcp (xB,xA, ω) + ĝOdcp (xB,xA, ω) ,
(3.26)

where the decomposed ghosts are given by
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ĝSdcp (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂S

2W (xS)

ρ (xS) c (xS)
[
{

p̂− (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂+,out (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

+
{

p̂−,out (xB,xS , ω)
}{

p̂+ (xA,xS , ω)
}∗

]dxS ,

(3.27)

and

ĝOdcp (xB,xA, ω) = −
∫

∂O

2

ρ (xO) c (xO)

{

p̂− (xB,xO, ω)
}{

p̂+ (xA,xO, ω)
}∗

dxO.

(3.28)

Here p̂+,out (xA,xS , ω) refers to the field that is outgoing at source xS and
downgoing at receiver xA. p̂

−,out (xB,xS , ω) refers to the field that is outgoing
at source xS and upgoing at receiver xB.

Equation 3.26 is useful for identifying ghosts in interferometry by CC
of decomposed fields. It shows that crosscorrelation of up- and downgoing
constituents (equation 3.25) yields as a causal part the desired Green’s func-
tion G−,+ (xB,xA, ω) plus two additional ghost terms gSdcp and gOdcp. Note
that the acausal part can be used to generate virtual sources that radiate
upwards, as will be demonstrated in chapter 4 (Van der Neut et al., 2011a).

To illustrate the consequence of decomposition, we demonstrate equation
3.25 on model B (Figure 3.3b). The reference response consists of a single
reflection at t = 0.4s and a weak multiple at t = 0.9s; see Figure 3.11a. The
ghosts gSdcp + gOdcp and correlation function Cdcp are shown in Figures 3.11b
and 3.11c, respectively. Note that the ghosts are close to zero, meaning that
the reflection response is almost perfectly reconstructed, apart from two weak
spurious events at t = 0.2s and t = 0.6s. Compared to interferometry by
crosscorrelation of time-gated fields (Figure 3.9c), the multiples at t = 0.5s
and t = 0.7s have been effectively removed.

Wavefield decomposition does still not offer a solution for free-surface-
related artifacts. To illustrate this, we apply the method to model D (Figure
3.3d). In Figure 3.12a we show the reference response, containing only the
desired reflection at t = 0.4s. Ghosts gSdcp + gOdcp and the retrieved correla-
tion function Cdcp are shown in Figures 3.12b and 3.12c, respectively. Note
that artifacts are almost similar to those of perturbation-based (time-gated)
interferometry (Figure 3.10c).
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Figure 3.11: Crosscorrelation of decomposed fields for model B: a) reference res-
ponse by placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost
terms gSdcp+gOdcp; c) causal part of the correlation function Cdcp (black) and the sum
of reference response + ghosts (dashed green).
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Figure 3.12: Crosscorrelation of decomposed fields for model D: a) reference res-
ponse by placing an active source at the virtual source location xA; b) computed ghost
terms gSdcp+gOdcp; c) causal part of the correlation function Cdcp (black) and the sum
of reference response + ghosts (dashed green).
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Figure 3.13: Configuration for controlled-source interferometry by multidimensio-
nal deconvolution of time-gated fields; volume V is enclosed by the free surface ∂F
and receiver array ∂A; xS denotes a source location; xA and xB denote receiver lo-
cations at ∂A and nA is the unit normal vector of the receiver array; nF is the unit
normal vector of the free surface; heterogeneities between sources and receivers are
referred to as "overburden", whereas heterogeneities below the receivers are referred
to as "target".

3.5 Multidimensional deconvolution of time-gated
fields

Another strategy to eliminate ghosts in interferometry is to replace cross-
correlation by deconvolution or, more exact, multidimensional deconvolution
(MDD) (Wapenaar et al., 2011b). In MDD, a Green’s function is retrieved
by solving an inverse problem. This inverse problem is generally derived for
decomposed wavefields and requires the installation of multi-component re-
ceivers or two parallel receiver arrays close to each other. Before addressing
MDD of decomposed fields, we present an alternative (perturbation-based)
approach for time-gated fields, which can be applied with single-component
sensors.

To derive MDD for time-gated fields, we define a new volume V, boun-
ded by free surface ∂F and receiver array ∂A, see Figure 3.13. We define
a reference medium, which is similar to the physical medium within the in-
tegration volume, but homogeneous below ∂A. All heterogeneities in the
physical medium outside V are referred to as perturbations. Subscript inc
indicates those fields that propagate in the reference medium. Subscript sc
is used for scattered fields, where p̂ = p̂inc + p̂sc denotes the full field in the
physical medium. Vasconcelos et al. (2009) derived a convolution-based re-
presentation for the scattered field with a source at xS and a receiver at xB,
where xS is inside volume V and xB is outside this volume, that is
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p̂sc (xB,xS , ω) = ĴA
ptb (xB,xS , ω) + ĴF

ptb (xB,xS , ω) . (3.29)

On the right-hand side we find two integrals. ĴA
ptb involves integration over

the receiver array ∂A:

ĴA
ptb (xB,xS , ω) =

∫

∂A

1

jωρ (xA)
[
{

nA · ∇AĜsc (xB,xA, ω)
}

{p̂inc (xA,xS , ω)}

−
{

Ĝsc (xB,xA, ω)
}

{nA · ∇Ap̂inc (xA,xS , ω)}]dxA.

(3.30)

∇A is the spatial gradient at receiver location xA and nA is the outward-
pointing unit normal vector of ∂A. Integral ĴF

ptb is a similar integral over ∂F,
which vanishes since all pressure recordings are zero at this interface. We
rewrite the wavefield p̂ at ∂A in terms of ingoing components p̂in and outgoing
components p̂out. Similarly, Ĝsc = Ĝout

sc + Ĝin
sc . Since the reference medium

is homogeneous outside V, p̂inc is purely outgoing at xA (so p̂inc = p̂outinc and
p̂ininc = 0). It can be shown that the convolutions between ingoing fields at
the virtual source xA and outgoing fields p̂inc (xA,xS , ω) cancel and that the
remaining terms can be merged (Wapenaar et al., 2011b). Consequently,
equations 3.29 and 3.30 can be rewritten as

p̂sc (xB,xS , ω) =

∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω) p̂inc (xA,xS , ω) dxA, (3.31)

where we have introduced

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω) =
2

jωρ (xA)
nA · ∇AĜ

out
sc (xB,xA, ω) . (3.32)

Equation 3.32 represents the exact scaled dipole Green’s function that can
be solved by inversion of equation 3.31. Since an exact solution of equation
3.31 is generally not feasible, we apply least-squares inversion. We show in
appendix 3A (section 3.10) that finding a least-squares solution of this pro-
blem is equivalent to solving the so-called normal equation, which is obtained
by correlating both sides of equation 3.31 with p̂inc (x

′
A,xS , ω) and summing

over xS (where x′
A is at ∂A). Hence
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Ĉptb

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂ptb

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA. (3.33)

On the left-hand side of equation 3.33 we find the correlation function of the
incident field at x′

A and the scattered field at xB:

Ĉptb

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

p̂sc

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

){

p̂inc

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
.

(3.34)

Note that equation 3.34 is identical to a discrete scaled representation of
equation 3.20, if the medium parameters are constant at ∂S and x′

A is replaced
by xA. On the right-hand side of equation 3.33 we have the so-called point-
spread-function (PSF) for time-gated fields, defined as

Γ̂ptb

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

p̂inc

(

xA,x
(i)
S , ω

){

p̂inc

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
.

(3.35)

In both expressions, W
(

x
(i)
S

)

is an optional source-dependent weighting

function. If sufficient source and receiver locations are present, a multidi-
mensional inverse Γ̂inv

ptb of the PSF can be introduced, according to

∫

∂A

Γ̂ptb

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

Γ̂inv
ptb

(

x′
A,x

′′
A, ω

)

dxA = d̂
(

xA − x′′
A, ω

)

, (3.36)

where x′′
A is at ∂A and d̂ (xA − x′′

A, ω) is a band-limited delta function. The
desired dipole response can now be found by filtering the correlation function
with Γ̂inv

ptb , according to

Ĝptb

(

xB,x
′′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂A

Ĉptb

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

Γ̂inv
ptb

(

x′
A,x

′′
A, ω

)

dx′
A. (3.37)

Implementation of equation 3.37 is referred to as MDD of time-gated fields.
This method allows us to deghost and deblur the correlation function of time-
gated fields. We retrieve a Green’s function of an outward-radiating virtual
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Figure 3.14: Deconvolution of time-gated fields for model B: a) retrieved Green’s
function (black) and the reference response (dashed green); b) point-spread function
Γptb; c) convolution of the reflection response with the PSF (black) and correlation
function Cptb(dashed green).
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function (black) and the reference response (dashed green); b) point-spread function
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function Cptb(dashed green).
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source. However, this retrieved Green’s function lives in the physical medium
and multiples from the overburden can still populate the retrieved gathers.

We apply MDD of time-gated fields to model B (Figure 3.3b). The result
is shown in Figure 3.14a (black) and compared with the reference response
Gptb (dashed green). Note that the MDD response is similar to the correlation
function Cptb (Figure 3.9c), apart from a very weak spurious event at t = 0.2s,
a scaling factor and subtle amplitude variations. We discussed that Cptb can
be interpreted as the desired response Gptb, convolved with the PSF (see
equation 3.33). In Figure 3.14b we show that the PSF is close to a scaled
band-limited delta function, with two additional weak events observed at
t = ±0.2s. If we convolve the reference response with the PSF, we find
indeed the correlation function, see Figure 3.14c. From the simple structure
of the PSF, it could have been directly concluded that Gptb and Cptb are
indeed very similar apart from a scaling factor.

This is not the case for model D (Figure 3.3d). The response of MDD of
time-gated fields (black) is compared with the reference responseGptb (dashed
green) in Figure 3.15a. Compared to the correlation function Cptb (Figure
3.10c), the MDD response is very simple, containing only the target reflection
at t = 0.4s and a multiple at t = 1.0s. The strong disagreement of the MDD
result and the correlation function is reflected by the PSF; see Figure 3.15b.
In Figure 3.15c we show that convolution of the PSF and reference response
yields indeed the correlation function Cptb.

3.6 Multidimensional deconvolution of decompo-
sed fields

The response retrieved by MDD of time-gated fields can still contain un-
desired reflections from the overburden. If ingoing and outgoing waves are
separated at the receiver level prior to MDD, also these multiples can be
removed (Wapenaar et al., 2011b). For this purpose we redefine our volume
once more, see Figure 3.16. Instead of enclosing the volume above the re-
ceivers, we now define V as the volume enclosed by receiver array ∂A and a
halfsphere ∂O below the receivers with radius r → ∞. We define a reference
state, in which all heterogeneities above ∂A are removed. Fields that propa-

gate in this reference state are indicated with a bar; that is ˆ̄G. We formulate
a convolution-based representation for the field of source xS at receiver xB,
where xS is outside volume V and xB is inside this volume, reading

p̂ (xB,xS , ω) = ĴA
dcp (xB,xS , ω) + ĴO

dcp (xB,xS , ω) . (3.38)
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Figure 3.16: Configuration for controlled-source interferometry by multidimensio-
nal deconvolution of decomposed fields; integration volume V is enclosed by receiver
array ∂A and an additional halfsphere ∂O; xS denotes a source location; xA and
xB denote receiver locations at ∂A and nA is the unit normal vector of the receiver
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On the right-hand side we find two integrals. ĴA
dcp involves integration over

the receiver array ∂A:

ĴA
dcp (xB,xS , ω) = −

∫

∂A

1

jωρ (xA)
[
{

nA · ∇A
ˆ̄G (xB,xA, ω)

}

{p̂ (xA,xS , ω)}

−
{

ˆ̄G (xB,xA, ω)
}

{nA · ∇Ap̂ (xA,xS , ω)}]dxA.

(3.39)

Integral ĴO
dcp is a similar integral over the interface ∂O. Since this integral

contains convolutions and its radius r → ∞, it will vanish due to Sommer-
feld’s radiation conditions (Fokkema & Van den Berg, 1993).

Since the reference state is homogeneous outside V, ˆ̄G (xB,xA, ω) is purely

ingoing at virtual source xA ( ˆ̄G = ˆ̄Gin and ˆ̄Gout = 0). We substitute p̂ =
p̂in + p̂out. It can be shown that the convolutions of ingoing fields at the
virtual source xA with outgoing fields p̂out (xA,xS , ω) cancel and that the
remaining terms can be merged, yielding

p̂out (xB,xS , ω) =

∫

∂A

ˆ̄Gdcp (xB,xA, ω) p̂
in (xA,xS , ω) dxA, (3.40)

where we have applied additional decomposition at xB and we have introdu-
ced
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ˆ̄Gdcp (xB,xA, ω) = − 2

jωρ (xA)
nA · ∇A

ˆ̄Gout (xB,xA, ω) . (3.41)

In a similar way as for MDD of perturbed fields, a normal equation can be
derived:

Ĉdcp

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂A

ˆ̄Gdcp (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂dcp

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA, (3.42)

where x′
A is at ∂A. On the left-hand side we find the correlation function of

the ingoing field at x′
A and the outgoing field at xB:

Ĉdcp

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

p̂out
(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

){

p̂in
(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
.

(3.43)

Note that equation 3.43 is similar to a discrete scaled version of equation
3.25, if "ingoing" and "outgoing" are interchanged with "downgoing" and
"upgoing", medium parameters are constant at the source array and x′

A is
replaced by xA. On the right-hand side we find the point-spread function
(PSF) for decomposed fields, given by

Γ̂dcp

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

p̂in
(

xA,x
(i)
S , ω

){

p̂in
(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
.

(3.44)

If acquisition conditions allow, we can take a multidimensional inverse of the
PSF (Γ̂inv

dcp) and convolve it with the correlation function according to

ˆ̄Gdcp

(

xB,x
′′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂A

Ĉdcp

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

Γ̂inv
dcp

(

x′
A,x

′′
A, ω

)

dx′
A. (3.45)

where x′′
A is at ∂A and

∫

∂A

Γ̂dcp

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

Γ̂inv
dcp

(

x′
A,x

′′
A, ω

)

dxA = d̂
(

xA − x′′
A, ω

)

, (3.46)
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Figure 3.17: Deconvolution of decomposed fields for model B: a) retrieved Green’s
function (black) and the reference response (dashed green); b) point-spread function
Γdcp; c) convolution of the reflection response with the PSF (black) and correlation
function Cdcp(dashed green).
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with d̂ (xA − x′′
A, ω) being a band-limited delta function.

Implementation of equation 3.45 is referred to as MDD of decomposed
fields. This method allows us to deghost and deblur the correlation func-
tion of decomposed fields. Moreover, we retrieve a response that lives in
the reference medium, where all multiples from the overburden have been
removed.

We return to model B (Figure 3.3b). In Figure 3.17a we show the result of
MDD of decomposed fields (black) and the reference response (dashed green).
The response does not contain any of the multiples that have been retrieved
by MDD of time-gated fields (Figure 3.14a). Note that indeed the weak
ghosts and multiples that we observed in the correlation function (Figure
3.11c) have been eliminated, as predicted by theory. The weakness of these
events is reflected in the PSF, showing a scaled band-limited delta function
with weak events at t = ±0.2s and t = ±0.5s. We convolve the reference
response with the PSF to show that indeed the correlation function emerges,
see Figure 3.17c.

The effects of MDD of decomposed fields are more dramatically exposed
by model D (Figure 3.3d). In Figure 3.18a we show that also for this model
we can retrieve a response that is free of ghosts and multiples. Compared
to MDD of time-gated fields (Figure 3.15a), we observe that the multiple at
t = 1.0s has been eliminated. The complex character of the PSF (Figure
3.18b) exposes the difference between the MDD response and the correlation
function (Figure 3.12c). In Figure 3.18c we show that the correlation function
can indeed be found by convolving the reference response with the PSF.

3.7 Spatial aspects

So far we have mostly concentrated on temporal aspects (ghosts and mul-
tiples) of interferometry. In this section we will discuss spatial aspects. In
the representations 3.33 and 3.42 we have shown that the correlation func-
tions of time-gated and decomposed fields can be interpreted as the desired
reflection response, blurred in time and space with the PSF. This means that
we can only retrieve an accurate response by crosscorrelation if the PSF is
focused at the virtual source location. However, due to unbalanced source
distributions, intrinsic losses or heterogeneities in the overburden, the PSF
can be spatially defocused. As a result, the retrieved data by crosscorrelation
will be blurred. We illustrate this with a salt-flank example.

In Figure 3.19a we show a salt-flank model, defined as a function of coor-
dinates x1 (horizontal distance) and x3 (depth). Note the velocity gradient
in the medium, producing diving waves that are useful for salt-flank imaging.
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We place 201 receivers in a vertical well with 20m vertical spacing along the
interval x3 ∈ [1000m, 5000m] at x1 = 15000m. We place 401 sources at the
surface with 30m spacing along the interval x1 ∈ [0m, 12000m] at x3 = 0m.
No free surface is incorporated. In the following, we generate a virtual shot
record as if there were a source at receiver xA = (15000m, 4000m) in the well
using CC of time-gated fields. We generate a reference response by placing
an active source at xA and modeling the wavefield. In Figure 3.19b we show
three snapshots of the emitted wavefield that was used for the reference res-
ponse. We indicate three reflections by numbers 1, 2 and 3. These are the
reflections we aim to retrieve.

We time-gate the incident fields of the observed data at the receiver array
and subtract them from the full fields to extract the scattered fields. Next,
we obtain the correlation function at virtual source xA by stacking crosscor-
relations of incident and scattered fields over all 401 sources (see equation
3.34). A Hanning taper is applied to the first 20 and last 20 sources. In
Figure 3.20a we show the retrieved response (red) and the reference response
(black). For display purposes, only every 20th trace is shown. Note that the
match is perfect and the reflections 1, 2 and 3 that were indicated in Figure
3.19b can easily be recognized.

In seismic interferometry, the retrieval of a reflection response is often
explained by summations over correlation gathers. To briefly illustrate this
concept, we crosscorrelated the incident field at xA = (15000m, 4000m) with
the scattered field at xB = (15000m, 2000m) for different source locations xS ,
see Figure 3.20b. For display purposes, only every 20th trace is shown. To
retrieve the trace at 2000m of the virtual shot record (Figure 3.20a), a stack
over all traces in Figure 3.20b is required. It can be shown that constructive
interference takes place at the stationary points, being the maxima in time
of each reflector in Figure 3.20b, obeying Fermat’s principle (Schuster et al.,
2004). Destructive interference takes place outside these stationary points.

Alternatively, we could interpret interferometry as the process of focusing
a virtual source, meaning that the PSF in equation 3.35 is converging towards
a spatial and temporal delta function, indicating that the correlation func-
tion does indeed represent the desired reflection response, free of blurring. In
Figure 3.21 we show the PSF for a virtual source at xA = (15000m, 4000m).
As for a virtual shot gather, the traces of the PSF can be interpreted as
summations over correlation gathers. In the so-called PSF correlation ga-
thers, the incident field at xA is correlated with the incident field at x′

A (i.e.
the ’integrand’ of equation 3.35). If xA = x′

A, this corresponds to auto-
correlation, providing a significant contribution at t = 0, see Figure 3.22a.
These contributions will interfere constructively, to generate the desired spike
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Figure 3.19: a) Velocity model for the salt-flank imaging example. Sources are
located at boundary ∂S, covering x1 ∈ [0m, 12000m] at x3 = 0m; receivers are
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3.4 s of the wavefield emitted by a source at xA = (15000m, 4000m); reflections 1, 2
and 3 are indicated.
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in the PSF. If xA 6= x′
A, crosscorrelations of different source locations will

map at different times; see Figure 3.22b. If the virtual source is uniformly
illuminated in each spatial direction, all such contributions will interfere des-
tructively and the PSF will converge to the desired delta function. If this is
the case, the virtual source will be perfectly focused, as in Figure 3.21. The
two "legs" that can be observed in the PSF are caused by the finite source
aperture. Finite source aperture artifacts can be reduced by tapering the
edges of the source array (Mehta et al., 2008a), as has already been done in
this example. It was shown by Van der Neut & Thorbecke (2009) that the
legs of the PSF can be used to diagnose the need for and the effects of such
tapering.

If illumination varies with incidence angle, spatial blurring can occur.
Illumination variations can be introduced at the source side, for instance if
sources are non-uniformly distributed or source characteristics are spatially
varying due to source coupling conditions. We mimic such a situation by as-
signing location- and frequency-dependent spectra to the sources, see Figure
3.23a. In this particular example, the peak frequency and source strength
vary randomly with the source location, superimposed by an additional trend
in source strength along the array. Note that the low source numbers (cor-
responding to the left side of the array in Figure 3.19a) are overilluminated
with respect to the high source numbers (corresponding to the right side of
the array in Figure 3.19a). As a consequence of these variations, the PSF of
the virtual source is no longer optimally focused, as shown in Figure 3.24a.
The events in the PSF that intersect the focus point (x = xA and t = 0)
(apart from the legs), as seen in Figure 3.24a, stem from incomplete destruc-
tive interference and are typical for spatial defocusing of the virtual source,
leading to a distorted virtual source radiation pattern (see chapter 2, Van der
Neut & Bakulin, 2009).

Virtual source defocusing can also be a consequence of velocity or density
variations in the overburden. We illustrate this by introducing a gas cloud in
the model, see Figure 3.23b. In Figure 3.24b we show the PSF in the medium
with gas cloud, where the variations in source spectra of Figure 3.23a have
also been incorporated. Note that besides spatial defocusing, we also observe
temporal defocusing stemming from gas cloud scattering. Events in the PSF
that do not intersect the focus point (x = xA and t = 0), as seen in Figure
3.24b, are typical indicators of temporal defocusing, which can be related to
the ghosts and multiples that we discussed earlier in this paper.

In Figure 3.25a we show the correlation function for the model with va-
rying source spectra and a gas cloud. Note that the correlation function is
no longer perfectly matching the reference response, especially not in terms
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of amplitudes. This mismatch can be effectively removed from the retrie-
ved data by MDD, meaning that the correlation function is filtered with the
inverse of the PSF (see equation 3.37). The retrieved gather after MDD is
shown in Figure 3.25b. Note that the match between retrieved and refe-
rence response has improved considerably. We do point out, however, that
inversion artifacts can be created due to limited illumination conditions, as
highlighted in the top of Figure 3.25b.

In Figure 3.26a we show an image of the salt flank in the model with
source spectra variations and a gas cloud. The image is obtained by one-
way shot profile migration of the correlation functions at all possible virtual
source locations. In dashed red we show the location of the salt flank, as
taken from the velocity model. Note that interferometry has enabled us to
image the top of the flank "from below" by smart utilization of the diving
waves. Also note that artifacts can be observed, which might be interpreted
as additional ghost reflectors or diffractors. As MDD allows us to refocus the
virtual sources before migration, several of these artifacts can be removed by
migrating data after MDD, as shown in Figure 3.26b. We observe that several
potential "ghost reflectors" have been eliminated throughout the gather. The
continuity of the salt flank amplitude marked by "A" is improved. The
strong artifact marked by "B" as well as various other artifacts in this part
of the gather have been suppressed. Artifacts such as indicated by "C" have
been eliminated, but new artifacts such as "D" have emerged. We point
with special attention to events "E" and "F" that might well be mistakenly
interpreted as the continuation of the lower part of the salt flank. Note that
MDD has completely eliminated these spurious arrivals. Finally, we note that
inversion artifacts have hardened the interpretation of the lowest part of the
salt flank in "G". We conclude that MDD can indeed improve the image and
remove defocusing effects, but care should be taken for potential inversion
artifacts that can deteriorate parts of the image and mislead interpretation.
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Figure 3.21: PSF for a virtual source at xA = (15000m, 4000m); the red-blue plot
is clipped at 20% of the maximum amplitude; the black and green traces represent
true-amplitude temporal and spatial traces, respectively.
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Figure 3.22: a) PSF correlation gather for a) receivers at xA = (15000m, 4000m)
and x′

A = xA = (15000m, 4000m) and b) receivers at xA = (15000m, 4000m) and
x′
A = (15000m, 2000m).
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Figure 3.23: a) Source spectra to mimic varying source-side conditions (dB scale).
b) Velocity model for the salt-flank imaging example with gas cloud.
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Figure 3.24: a) PSF for a virtual source at xA = (15000m, 4000m) for a) a model
with varying source spectra and b) a model with varying source spectra and a gas
cloud; the red-blue plot is clipped at 20% of the maximum amplitude; the black and
green traces represent true-amplitude temporal and spatial traces, respectively.
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Figure 3.25: a) Reference response (black) and the retrieved response by a) CC
and b) MDD (red) for a virtual source at xA = (15000m, 4000m) in a model with
varying source spectra and a gas cloud; reflections 1, 2 and 3 are indicated.
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Figure 3.26: Migrated section of the salt flank from a) the CC data and b) the MDD
data in a model with varying source spectra and a gas cloud; the location of the salt
flank as taken from the velocity model is given by the red dashed line; markers A-G
are discussed in the main text.
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3.8 Discussion

An overview has been given of the ghosts that appear in correlation-based
interferometry of full, time-gated and decomposed fields. Equations 3.12,
3.24 and 3.26 describe these ghosts in an additive way. Alternatively, the
correlation functions of time-gated or decomposed fields can be interpreted
as the desired reflection responses convolved in space and time with the PSF,
see equations 3.33 and 3.42. Analysis of the PSF’s allows us to diagnose the
quality of virtual source focusing in time and space. Along the temporal
axis, the PSF gives information on possible ghosts and undesired multiples
that may hamper the retrieved data. Along the spatial axis, the PSF gives
information on focusing, that can be blurred due to unbalanced acquisition,
intrinsic losses or complexities in the velocity model. The correlation func-
tion can be deblurred by filtering with the inverse of the PSF. This process
is multidimensional deconvolution, allowing us to deghost, demultiple and
deblur the retrieved data.

The PSF can also provide insight in the effects of time-gating, which is of-
ten applied for separation of incident and scattered wavefields. In the virtual
source method of Bakulin & Calvert (2006), it is advocated to crosscorrelate
only the direct field instead of the full incident field. In appendix 3B (sec-
tion 3.11), we use the PSF to show that narrow time-gates can improve the
quality of virtual source focusing.

To compute the PSF for time-gated fields we require separation of the
incident and scattered fields for each source. However, such time-gating can
sometimes be problematic. Instead, an approximation of the PSF could also
be obtained by time-gating the contributions around t = 0 in the correla-
tion function of full fields. This PSF can provide valuable insights in spatial
virtual source focusing in various types of applications. In chapter 8 of this
thesis, we show how an estimate of the PSF could be obtained from cross-
correlations of ambient seismic noise records. These PSF’s can then be used
to correct Green’s functions as retrieved by seismic interferometry for non-
uniform passive source distributions.

Similarities exist between the derived methodology and model-driven re-
datuming (Schuster & Zhou, 2006). Correlation-based interferometry can be
related to correlation-based redatuming schemes such as those derived by
Berryhill (1979). Multidimensional deconvolution of time-gated fields can be
compared with rigorous redatuming (Mulder, 2005). Parallels can also be
found with seismic migration and inversion (see chapter 6). The PSF that
we defined for time-gated wavefields has close similarities with the resolution
function in seismic inversion (Schuster & Hu, 2000; Toxopeus et al., 2008;
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Van Veldhuizen et al., 2008). Similarly, inversion of the PSF can be com-
pared with migration deconvolution (Yu et al., 2006) or refocusing migrated
images (Zhang & Ulrych, 2010). However, in all these cases it is important
to realize that having actual subsurface receivers allows us to redatum wave-
fields, including multiple scattered events, much more effectively than with
any model-driven method.

3.9 Conclusion

Controlled-source seismic interferometry is generally explained from correla-
tion-based theory. Although this theory is exact, the required assumptions
are often not fulfilled in practice. Because of one-sided illumination, complex
subsurface structures, intrinsic losses, the use of single source types and free
surface interactions, virtual sources can defocus and unphysical ghosts can
enter the retrieved gathers. Even if all assumptions are fulfilled, particular
undesired reflections from the overburden can still be retrieved by crosscorre-
lation. Separation of incident and scattered fields or wavefield decomposition
prior to crosscorrelation can remove particular ghosts and multiples. Multi-
dimensional deconvolution of time-gated fields allows us to refocus defocused
virtual sources and remove additional ghosts and multiples. However, this
method leaves particular multiples in place. To remove all multiples, multi-
dimensional deconvolution should be applied to decomposed fields. It can be
hard to stabilize the required inversion and artifacts can easily be introduced,
especially if illumination conditions are limited. Through the interferometric
point-spread function, we can diagnose illumination variations, ghosts and
multiples. As this function can be obtained directly from the data, it can
be a useful tool for analyzing virtual source focusing and, consequently, the
quality of the retrieved data.

3.10 Appendix 3A: The normal equation for scalar
fields

Since equation 3.31 does generally not have a unique solution, we aim to
minimize a cost function instead. In least-squares theory, this cost function
is generally defined as (Menke, 1989)

Ê (xB, ω) =
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

ê
(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

)

ê∗
(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

)

, (3.47)
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where W is introduced as an additional weighting factor and ê is the misfit
between the left- and right-hand side of equation 3.31, that is

ê (xB,xS , ω) = p̂sc (xB,xS , ω)−
∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω) p̂inc (xA,xS , ω) dxA.

(3.48)

In least-squares inversion, our goal is to minimize the cost function Ê at
each receiver xB and frequency-component ω. However, as such inversion
is generally unstable, we pose an additional constraint on minimizing the
solution length L̂:

L̂ (xB, ω) =

∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω) Ĝ
∗
ptb (xB,xA, ω) dxA. (3.49)

Instead of minimizing Ê, we minimize Ê + ǫ2L̂, where ǫ determines the
balance between minimizing the misfit and minimizing the solution length.
Next we start to search for the solution Ĝptb, obeying

∂
(

Ê (xB, ω) + ǫ2L̂ (xB, ω)
)

∂Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω)
= 0. (3.50)

After some algebra, equation 3.50 can be rewritten as (Menke, 1989)

Ĉptb

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω)
[

Γ̂ptb

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

+ ǫ2δ
(

xA − x′
A, ω

)

]

dxA,

(3.51)

where x′
A is at dxA. Quantities Ĉptb and Γ̂ptb are defined in equations 3.34

and 3.35. Inversion of 3.51 provides the least-squares solution of the forward
problem (equation 3.31). By setting ǫ = 0, equation 3.51 is similar to equa-
tion 3.33. This result is often referred to as the normal equation. For more
details, see Menke (1989).
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3.11 Appendix 3B: Time-gating revisited

To separate incident and scattered fields, we often rely on time-gating. Inci-
dent fields generally contain not only the direct fields but also multiples from
the overburden. In the virtual source method of Bakulin & Calvert (2006)
it is advocated to crosscorrelate only the direct field (instead of the full inci-
dent field) at the virtual source location with the scattered fields at the other
receivers. In this appendix we study the advantage of such strategy, using
the point-spread function.

First, let us introduce the virtual source correlation function Ĉvsm of the
direct field at receiver xA with the scattered field at receiver xB:

Ĉvsm (xB,xA, ω) =
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

p̂sc

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

)

p̂∗dir

(

xA,x
(i)
S , ω

)

, (3.52)

where subscripts vsm and dir stand for "virtual source method" and "direct
field", respectively. The direct field does not contain the full incident field
p̂inc. A particular section ∆p̂inc is not captured by the time-gate. We may
substitute p̂inc = p̂dir +∆p̂inc into equation 3.31, to show that

p̂sc (xB,xS , ω)−∆p̂sc (xB,xS , ω) =

∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω) p̂dir (xA,xS , ω) dxA,

(3.53)

with

∆p̂sc (xB,xS , ω) =

∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω)∆p̂inc (xA,xS , ω) dxA. (3.54)

Equation 3.53 may be solved by MDD. With similar reasoning as expressed in
appendix 3A (section 3.10) we can show that this yields the following normal
equation:

Ĉvsm

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂A

Ĝptb (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂vsm

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA+ĝvsm
(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

,

(3.55)
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where Ĉvsm is the correlation function of the virtual source method (equation
3.52) evaluated at receiver x′

A instead of xA. Γ̂vsm is the PSF of the virtual
source method:

Γ̂vsm

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

p̂dir

(

xA,x
(i)
S , ω

)

p̂∗dir

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)

. (3.56)

ĝvsm is a ghost term associated with this strategy:

ĝvsm
(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

= −
∑

i

W
(

x
(i)
S

)

∆p̂sc

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

)

p̂∗dir

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)

.

(3.57)

With equation 3.55 we have shown that the response as retrieved by the
virtual source method can be interpreted as the desired Green’s function Ĝptb

blurred by Γ̂vsm plus an additional ghost ĝvsm. In equation 3.33 we derived
that crosscorrelation of the full incident field instead of the direct field yields
the same Green’s function blurred by Γ̂ptb without a ghost term. By setting
the time-gate, we have thus introduced an additional ghost. However, since
Γ̂vsm does only contain the crosscorrelations of the direct field, this function
behaves generally more like the desired delta function than Γ̂ptb. In other
words: time-gating the direct field tends to improve focusing of the virtual
source, which can also eliminate ghosts, multiples and blurring, as we have
also seen in chapter 2 (Van der Neut & Bakulin, 2009).



Chapter 4

Elastodynamic interferometric
redatuming

Abstract

Various authors have shown that accurate redatuming of controlled seismic
sources to downhole receiver locations can be achieved without requiring a
velocity model. By placing receivers in a horizontal or deviated well and tur-
ning them into virtual sources, accurate images can be obtained even below
a complex near-subsurface. Examples include controlled-source interferome-
try and the virtual-source method, both based on crosscorrelated signals at
two downhole receiver locations, stacked over source locations at the sur-
face. Because the required redatuming operators are taken directly from
the data, even multiple scattered waveforms can be focused at the virtual-
source location and accurate redatuming can be achieved. To reach such
precision in a solid earth, representations for elastic wave propagation that
require multi-component sources and receivers must be implemented. Wa-
vefield decomposition prior to crosscorrelation allows us to enforce virtual
sources to radiate only downward or only upward. Virtual-source focusing
and undesired multiples from the overburden can be diagnosed with the in-
terferometric point-spread function (PSF), which can be obtained directly
from the data if an array of subsurface receivers is deployed. The quality of
retrieved responses can be improved by filtering with the inverse of the PSF,
a methodology referred to as multidimensional deconvolution.

This chapter has been published as a journal paper in Geophysics, 76, SA63-SA76
(Van der Neut et al., 2011a). Note that minor changes have been introduced to make the
text consistent with the other chapters of this thesis.

81
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4.1 Introduction

Various authors have shown how seismic data can be redatumed from the
acquisition level to an arbitrary level in the subsurface by crosscorrelating
the data with redatuming operators (Berryhill, 1979; Tegtmeier et al., 2004)
or through a more rigorous matrix inversion (Mulder, 2005). These methods
generally require a velocity model to compute the redatuming operators.
Alternatively, the operators can be estimated iteratively from surface seismic
data, as done in common-focus-point (CFP) technology (Berkhout, 1997;
Thorbecke, 1997; Kelamis et al., 2002). When seismic receivers are placed in
boreholes in the subsurface, the required operators can be measured directly.
This is the key idea behind controlled-source seismic interferometry (Schuster
& Zhou, 2006; Schuster, 2009) and the virtual-source method (Bakulin &
Calvert, 2006; Korneev & Bakulin, 2006).

The use of actual subsurface receivers allows us to obtain the redatuming
operators much more accurately than in any model-driven approach without
having to rely on a velocity model. Therefore, data-driven redatuming is
especially interesting below complex structures in the near-subsurface, where
accurate velocity models are hard to obtain and transmitted wavefields tend
to be strongly distorted (Bakulin et al., 2007c). Because all waveforms are
actually measured, even multiple scattered wavefields can be focused (Vas-
concelos et al., 2008a).

Various interferometry representations have been derived from acoustic
wave theory. A few authors have applied the concept for shear waves. Baku-
lin et al. (2007b) and Poletto et al. (2008) generate virtual shear-wave sources
from walk-away vertical seismic profiling (VSP) data. Xiao et al. (2006) de-
lineate salt flanks by crosscorrelating P- and S-wave arrivals in VSP data.
Wapenaar (2004) and Van Manen et al. (2006) derive interferometric repre-
sentations to retrieve an exact Green’s function in elastic media. Similar
relations are applied to ocean-bottom cable (OBC) data by Gaiser & Vas-
concelos (2010) and to VSP data by Lu et al. (2009) and Gaiser et al. (2009).

Decomposing up- and downgoing wavefields prior to crosscorrelation can
significantly improve interferometric redatuming, as shown by Mehta et al.
(2007a). In this chapter, we generalize this concept for elastic media, where
acoustic decomposition is replaced by elastic decomposition, separating the
recordings into up- and downgoing P- and S-wave constituents. We show how
virtual sources can be generated that emit only one particular wave mode,
either downward or upward.

From a theoretical point of view, redatuming by crosscorrelation has its
limitations. First, free-surface interactions are assumed to have been eli-
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minated. This condition can be relaxed when both volume-force sources
and deformation-rate sources are deployed (Wapenaar, 2004). Second, the
concept generally is applied with one-sided illumination, meaning that sources
are located at the earth’s surface only instead of, as theory prescribes, on a
closed integral surrounding the downhole receivers (Wapenaar & Fokkema,
2006). Third, the theory assumes lossless media (Snieder, 2007).

For these reasons, alternative redatuming schemes have been proposed,
based on wavefield deconvolution (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006; Snieder et al.,
2006b; Vasconcelos & Snieder, 2008b; Poletto et al., 2010). Schuster & Zhou
(2006) and Wapenaar et al. (2008b) show that to obtain an exact Green’s
function that obeys 3D wave propagation, multidimensional deconvolution
(MDD) should be implemented instead of trace-to-trace deconvolution. Ap-
plying MDD changes the boundary conditions, such that a reflection response
is retrieved as if the medium above the receivers were homogeneous. In this
way, all interaction effects with the medium above the receivers, including
multiples, can be eliminated. The concept is similar to Betti deconvolu-
tion as applied by Amundsen et al. (2001) and Holvik & Amundsen (2005)
to remove multiple reflections from OBC data. Here, we demonstrate that
interferometric redatuming of controlled sources to downhole receivers can
benefit significantly from such an approach.

We briefly review interferometric representations by crosscorrelation of
two-way wavefields in elastic media. Then we derive alternative solutions
for one-way wavefields, allowing us to steer virtual sources in the direction
of our interest. We show how multidimensional deconvolution can further
improve the redatumed responses and we discuss the interferometric point-
spread function (PSF) that can be used to diagnose the quality of virtual-
source focusing and predict undesired multiples that can populate retrieved
gathers. Finally, we illustrate these theories with synthetic examples of a
layered lossless medium, a layered dissipative medium and a complex inho-
mogeneous medium.

4.2 Crosscorrelation of two-way fields

In this section, vectors are indicated in bold, where x = (x1, x2, x3)
T de-

notes a location in a Cartesian coordinate system and superscript T is the
transpose. A typical configuration for interferometric redatuming is shown in
Figure 4.1. The aim is to redatum multi-component sources from the earth’s
surface ∂Dsrc to receiver level ∂Drec. The main difference with common
model-driven approaches is that in our case physical receivers are located at
∂Drec, allowing us to measure the redatuming operators between ∂Dsrc to
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∂Drec very accurately. Wapenaar (2004) shows that for redatuming in elas-
tic media, it is desirable to decompose wavefields at the source side prior to
crosscorrelation. This means that P- or S-wave sources should be generated
from horizontal and vertical vibrator sources through a procedure outlined
by Wapenaar et al. (1990).

Figure 4.1: Configuration for interferometric redatuming. Sources are located at xS

at level ∂Dsrc and receivers are located at xA and xB at level ∂Drec, where receiver
xA is turned into a virtual source. Level ∂Dm is located below the deepest scatterer
in the medium.

Next, an approximation of the band-limited Green’s function between
receiver locations xA and xB and its acausal counterpart can be retrieved by
evaluating

Ŝ0 (ω)
[

Ĝp,q (xB,xA, ω) +
{

Ĝq,p (xA,xB, ω)
}∗]

≈ 2

ρck

∫

∂Dsrc

F̂ k (xS , ω) v̂p,k (xB,xS , ω) {v̂q,k (xA,xS , ω)}∗ dxS .
(4.1)

If not stated differently, Einstein’s summation convention is applied in all
equations of this chapter, meaning that repeated subscripts are summed
over. On the right side of equation 4.1, we find v̂q,k (xA,xS , ω), denoting
the observed q-component of the particle velocity at xA from a decompo-
sed k-component source at xS , where k = 1 denotes a P-wave source and
k = 2 or k = 3 denotes an S-wave source. The quantity v̂p,k (xB,xS , ω)
is the observed p-component of the particle velocity at xB resulting from
the same source. The carets denote the frequency domain, asterisks de-
note complex conjugation and ω is the angular frequency. The quantity
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F̂ k (xS , ω) = Ŝ0(ω)/(|Ŝk(ω,xS)|2 + ǫ2) is a wavelet shaping filter, where
Ŝk(ω,xS) is the spectrum of an individual source, Ŝ0(ω) is the desired wavelet
of the output data and ǫ is a constant for deconvolution stability. The quan-
tities ρ and ck are the density and propagation velocity of the corresponding
wave type: for P-wave sources, ck = cP is the P-wave velocity; for S-wave
sources, ck = cS is the S-wave velocity. Superscript k takes the value of sub-
script k when the summation convention is applied. It is assumed that the
medium properties are constant at the source array. The retrieved response
Ĝp,q (xB,xA, ω) + {Ĝq,p (xA,xB, ω)}∗ represents a Green’s function and its
acausal counterpart as if there were a q-component virtual force source at xA

and the p-component of particle velocity registered at xB.
To retrieve an accurate response with equation 4.1, the medium should

be homogeneous above the source array (Wapenaar, 2004). Because interac-
tions with the free surface are not accounted for, these should be removed
prior to crosscorrelation. Further, the medium should be lossless (Snieder,
2007), recording times should be sufficiently long to capture entire signals
and enough scattering must be assumed below the receivers to compensate
for the one-sided illumination (Wapenaar, 2006).

4.3 Crosscorrelation of one-way fields

If multiple and/or multi-component receivers are available in the borehole,
wavefield decomposition can be applied to separate up- and downgoing P-
and S-waves prior to crosscorrelation. It is important to note that we define
our coordinate system with respect to the well trajectory.

The situation is shown in Figure 4.2, where the i1-direction is chosen
parallel to the well. Curved well trajectories can be taken into account by
choosing curvilinear coordinate systems (Frijlink & Wapenaar, 2010). The
plane spanned by source and receivers is similar to the plane spanned by i1
and i3. Various authors have shown how wavefields can be decomposed into
P- and S-wave constituents propagating in positive and negative i1-directions
(Leaney, 1990; Sun et al., 2009). For interferometric redatuming of controlled
sources to receiver locations in horizontal or deviated wells, we generally aim
to distinguish P- and S-waves propagating in the positive i3-direction, defined
as downgoing, from those propagating in the negative i3- direction, defined as
upgoing. In appendix 4A (section 4.10), we show how such so-called one-way
fields can be obtained.
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Figure 4.2: Definition of the Cartesian coordinate frame spanned by normal vectors
i1, i2 and i3; i1 and i3 define a plane in which the source and receivers are located;
i1 is parallel to the well.

In appendix 4B (section 4.11), we derive a Green’s function representation
for seismic interferometry by crosscorrelation of one-way fields. We show that
crosscorrelation of P̂−,+

n,k (xA,xS , ω) (being the n-component of the downgoing
field at xA coming from a source for downgoing k-mode waves at xS) and
P̂−,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω) (being the m-component of the upgoing field at xB coming

from a source for downgoing k-mode waves at xS) yields

Ŝ0 (ω)
[

Ĝ−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω) +

{

Ĝ+,−
n,m (xA,xB, ω)

}∗]

≈
∫

∂Dsrc

F̂ k (xS , ω) P̂
−,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω)

{

P̂+,+
n,k (xA,xS , ω)

}∗
dxS .

(4.2)

Here, F̂ k (xS , ω) is the same shaping filter as in equation 4.1. Note that
the redatumed response is asymmetric. The quantity Ĝ−,+

m,n (xB,xA, ω) is the
response as if there were a downgoing P-wave (n = 1) or S-wave (n = 2 or
n = 3) emitted at xA and an upgoing P-wave (m = 1) or S-wave (m = 2 or
m = 3) received at xB. The quantity Ĝ+,−

n,m (xA,xB, ω) is the response as if
there were an upgoing P- or S-wave emitted at xB and a downgoing P- or
S-wave received at xA. By taking the causal part of equation 4.2 in the time
domain, we can retrieve the responses of downward-radiating virtual sources
at xA.

Similarly, crosscorrelation of P̂−,+
n,k (xA,xS , ω) (being the n-component of

the upgoing field at xA coming from a source for downgoing k-mode waves
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at xS) and P̂+,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω) (being the m-component of the downgoing field

at xB coming from a source for downgoing k-mode waves at xS) yields

Ŝ0 (ω)
[

Ĝ+,−
m,n (xB,xA, ω) +

{

Ĝ−,+
n,m (xA,xB, ω)

}∗]

≈
∫

∂Dsrc

F̂ k (xS , ω) P̂
+,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω)

{

P̂−,+
n,k (xA,xS , ω)

}∗
dxS .

(4.3)

The quantity Ĝ+,−
m,n (xB,xA, ω) denotes the response as if there were an up-

going P- or S-wave emitted at xA and a downgoing P- or S-wave received
at xB. The quantity Ĝ−,+

n,m (xA,xB, ω) denotes the response as if there were
a downgoing P- or S-wave emitted at xB and an upgoing P- or S-wave re-
gistered at xA. By taking the causal part of equation 4.2, we can retrieve
the responses of upward-radiating virtual sources at xA. Because of one-way
reciprocity, the acausal part of equation 4.2 is equal to the complex conjugate
of the causal part of equation 4.3 and vice versa.

4.4 Multidimensional deconvolution

In the introduction, we mention several reasons why crosscorrelation does
not always provide the most desirable reflection response. An alternative
approach is taken by Wapenaar et al. (2008b) by interpreting interferometry
as an inverse problem. Based on the decomposed wavefields discussed in
appendix 4A (section 4.10), a forward problem can be derived:

P̂−,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω) =

∫

∂Drec

ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω) P̂

+,+
n,k (xA,xS , ω) dxA, (4.4)

where the integration takes place over receiver coordinates xA and where
receiver component n is implicitly summed over by the summation conven-

tion. The quantity ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω) is the response that would be recorded

if there were a downgoing n-component virtual source at xA and an up-
going m-component field registered at xB, where n and m stand for P- or

S-waves, as in equation 4.2. The overbar indicates that ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω) is

the Green’s function of a reference medium where all heterogeneities above
the receiver level have been removed. Below the receiver level, the reference
medium is identical to the actual medium. No assumptions are imposed on
the source component k of the actual sources at xS . Sources can be force
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sources or decomposed P- or S-wave sources. Forward problems for MDD
can even be derived for simultaneously acting noise sources (see chapter 8)
or for simultaneous-source acquisition (see chapter 10). In equation 4.4, we
have chosen downward-radiating P- and S-wave sources. We solve equation
4.4 by least-squares inversion. In appendix 4C (section 4.12), we show that
the implementation of such an inversion is equivalent to solving the following
normal equation:

Ĉ−,+
m,n′

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂Drec

ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂n,n′

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA, (4.5)

where we introduce the correlation function

Ĉ−,+
m,n′

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

P̂−,+
m,k

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

){

P̂+,+
n′,k

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
, (4.6)

and the interferometric PSF

Γ̂n,n′

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

P̂+,+
n,k

(

xA,x
(i)
S , ω

){

P̂+,+
n′,k

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
, (4.7)

with xA and x′
A on ∂Drec. The correlation function Ĉ−,+

m,n′ (xB,x
′
A, ω), defined

in equation 4.6, involves a summation of crosscorrelations of down- and up-
going fields over the sources. It is similar to a discrete implementation of the
right side of equation 4.2. Therefore, the correlation function itself is close
to a representation of the causal Green’s function Ĝ−,+

m,n (xB,xA, ω) plus the

acausal Green’s function
{

Ĝ+,−
n,m (xA,xB, ω)

}∗
. Alternatively, the correlation

function can be interpreted as the desired Green’s function ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω)

blurred by the PSF (see equation 4.5). The PSF can help us diagnose virtual-
source defocusing.

Often, a stable multidimensional inverse of the PSF, Γ̂inv
n′,n′′ (x′

A,x
′′
A, ω)

can be found, obeying

d̂
(

xA − x′′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂Drec

Γ̂n,n′

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

Γ̂inv
n′,n′′

(

x′
A,x

′′
A, ω

)

dx′
A, (4.8)

where d̂ (xA − x′′
A, ω) is a spatial and temporal band-limited delta function

with xA and x′′
A on ∂Drec. Next, we can filter the correlation function with

this inverse to remove the PSF imprint from the retrieved data:
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Ŝ0 (ω)
ˆ̄G−,+
m,n′′

(

xB,x
′′
A, ω

)

= Ŝ0 (ω)

∫

∂Drec

Ĉ−,+
m,n′

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

Γ̂inv
n′,n′′

(

x′
A,x

′′
A, ω

)

dx′
A,

(4.9)

with Ŝ0 (ω) the desired wavelet of the output data. This process, MDD, has
been implemented to seismic data in the frequency-wavenumber (f − k) do-
main under an acoustic layered-medium approximation in chapter 2 (Van der
Neut & Bakulin, 2009). By obtaining a multidimensional inverse of the PSF
as in chapter 3 (Van der Neut et al., 2011b), an accurate response can
be obtained in general elastic inhomogeneous dissipative media. Recently,
MDD has been implemented to virtual crosswell data (Minato et al., 2011),
controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) exploration (Fan et al., 2009; Hun-
ziker et al., 2009), ground-penetrating radar (GPR) (Slob, 2009), passive
seismic interferometry (chapter 8) and lithospheric-scale imaging (Ruigrok
et al., 2010a).

4.5 Example with a layered lossless medium

To demonstrate the capabilities of interferometric redatuming by crosscorre-
lation, we design an idealized elastic 2D example, where all required assump-
tions (Wapenaar, 2004) are fulfilled. In Figure 3.3a and 3.3b, we show the
acquisition and elastic medium parameters. At the earth’s surface, 501 two-
component (2C) sources (vertical and horizontal force sources) are located
with 16m spacing. In a horizontal well at 800m depth, 101 four-component
(4C) receivers (v1, v3, τ13 and τ33) are located with 16m spacing. We refer to
the sources by source numbers 1-501 and the receivers by receiver numbers
1-101, where the central source (251) and the central receiver (51) have zero
horizontal offset with respect to each other. No free surface has been incorpo-
rated because correlation-based theory assumes free-surface effects have been
removed. A 2D elastic finite-difference code is used (Virieux, 1986), with ab-
sorbing boundary conditions applied to the four enclosing boundaries. Below
the receiver array, we find a series of layers, providing sufficient backscattering
to compensate for the one-sided illumination (Wapenaar, 2006). The medium
properties at the receiver level are ρ(xA) = 2600kg/m3, cP (xA) = 2800m/s
and cS(xA) = 1963m/s. The peak frequency is 20Hz. According to the
Nyquist criterion ∆x = cS(xA)/2fC , spatial aliasing does not occur below
fC ≈ 61Hz.
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Figure 4.3: a) Acquisition: 501 sources (circles) with 16m spacing are located
on the interval [−4000m, 4000m] at 0m depth and 101 receivers (triangles) with
16m spacing are located on the interval [−800m, 800m] at 800m depth. The P-wave
velocities are shown in gray (for exact values, see b)). b) P-wave velocity (solid line),
S-wave velocity (dashed line) and density as a function of depth. c) Acquisition for
reference response with medium heterogeneities above the receivers removed; P-wave
velocities are shown in gray (for exact values, see b)). d) Acquisition for reference
response with medium heterogeneities below the receivers removed; P-wave velocities
are shown in gray (for exact values, see b)).

We apply elastic decomposition at the source side to generate downgoing
P- and S-wave sources (Wapenaar et al., 1990) and redatum the wavefields
from the source level to the receiver level with equation 4.1. Additional f−k
filtering is applied to remove artifacts of the decomposition algorithm near
and beyond critical angles (horizontal wavenumbers kx ≥ ω/cP are removed
during this operation). The band-limited delta function retrieved around
t = 0 has been muted for visual purposes. We compare the results with a
reference response, obtained by placing active force sources at the receiver
level and recording the particle velocity responses where the direct field has
been muted. The wavelets are aligned with the shaping filter F k (xS , ω),
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being independent of xS in this case. Retrieved virtual-shot gathers and
reference responses are shown in Figure 4.4, where the virtual-source location
xA has been fixed at receiver 31. The waveforms match in amplitude and
phase.

Figure 4.4: Retrieved virtual-source gathers (red) and reference responses (black)
(using equation 4.1). a) A virtual vertical-force source at xA and vertical particle
velocity receivers; b) a virtual vertical-force source at xA and horizontal particle velo-
city receivers; c) a virtual horizontal-force source at xA and vertical particle velocity
receivers; and d) a virtual horizontal-force source at xA and horizontal particle velo-
city receivers. Every fifth trace is shown. Contributions in the blue area are removed.
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Figure 4.5: Retrieved virtual-source gathers (red) and reference responses (black)
(using equation 4.2) for a downward-radiating virtual source and receivers for up-
going waves in a lossless medium: a) PP , b) SP , c) PS, d) SS. Every fifth trace
is shown.

Reflections from above and below the receiver array have been retrieved,
which generally is not our desire for further processing. By incorporating
elastic decomposition, we can enforce the virtual source to radiate downward
or upward only. For this purpose, we decompose the wavefields at the source
and receiver side. To illuminate the medium below the receivers, the down-
going field at xA is crosscorrelated with the upgoing field in xB (see equation
4.2). The retrieved response is compared with a reference response obtained
by decomposing the full response at the source and receiver side in a me-
dium without reflectors above the receivers (see Figure 4.3c). Note that the
retrieved Green’s function G−,+

m,n (xB,xA, t) can also contain events that have
scattered above the receivers. However, such events should have scattered at
least three times, making them weak and insignificant for our analysis.
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In Figure 4.5, we show virtual shot gathers and reference responses, expo-
sing the reflectors below the receiver array. The waveforms match closely in
amplitude and phase, except for the first reflectors at high offsets. Retrieving
such events requires high angles of incidence, which are not transmitted from
the earth’s surface through the heterogeneous overburden. The terminology
adopted to describe the wavefields is that the first and second capital symbols
denote the wavefields registered at receivers xB and emitted at the virtual
source xA, respectively (e.g., PS corresponds to an S-wavefield emitted at
xA and a P-wavefield registered at xB).

Figure 4.6: Retrieved virtual-source gathers (red) and reference responses (black)
(using equation 4.3) for an upward-radiating virtual source and receivers for down-
going waves in a lossless medium: a) PP , b) SP , c) PS, d) SS. Every fifth trace
is shown.
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To image reflectors above the well, we can also generate upward-radiating
virtual sources by crosscorrelating the upgoing field at xA with the downgoing
field at the other receivers (equation 4.3). A similar processing sequence is
implemented, but the reference response is computed in a medium where
all reflectors below the receivers have been removed (see Figure 4.3d). The
retrieved responses, G+,−

m,n (xB,xA, t) may still contain interactions with the
medium below the receivers, which have scattered at least three times and are
neglected in this analysis. In Figure 4.6, virtual-source gathers and reference
responses match almost perfectly, exposing the reflectors above the receiver
array. Later in the gather, the retrieved response vanishes because of the
limited recording time.

Figure 4.7: Retrieved virtual-source gathers (red) and reference responses (black)
(using equations 4.2 and 4.9) for a downward-radiating virtual source and receivers
for upgoing waves in a dissipative medium: a) SS retrieved by crosscorrelation, b)
PS retrieved by crosscorrelation, c) SS retrieved by MDD and d) PS retrieved by
MDD. Every fifth trace is shown.
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4.6 Example with a layered dissipative medium

Earlier, we mentioned several reasons why MDD could be favored over crosscor-
relation. One reason is MDD’s ability to compensate for intrinsic losses in
the medium. To illustrate this, we generate downgoing virtual sources in
the same medium as example 1, with overall quality factors for P-waves
QP = 21 and S-waves QS = 16 incorporated throughout the medium, using
a finite-difference scheme of Robsertsson et al. (1994). Because the effects of
the losses are visible most severely in the retrieved SS and PS gathers, we
concentrate on these.

Figure 4.8: An S-wave PSF in a) a lossless medium, b) a dissipative medium before
MDD and c) a dissipative medium after MDD.
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Figure 4.9: An S-wave PSF in the f − k domain in a) a lossless medium, b) a
dissipative medium before MDD and c) a dissipative medium after MDD. All f − k
spectra are normalized and the color bar is logarithmic.

In Figure 4.7a and 4.7b, we show the SS and PS virtual-source gathers
(obtained by crosscorrelation, equation 4.2) and reference responses in the
dissipative medium. Misfits of amplitude and phase can be observed. To
understand these misfits, we analyze the S-wave PSF in the lossless and dis-
sipative medium (see Figure 4.8a and 4.8b, respectively). Ideally, these res-
ponses would be close to band-limited delta functions, such that the retrieved
correlation functions would match the desired reflection responses (equation
4.5). Note that the PSF in the dissipative medium exposes stronger blurring
than the PSF in the lossless medium. This can be observed even better in
the f − k domain (Figure 4.9a and 4.9b). For clarity, late arrivals have been
removed in the time-space domain prior to f − k transformation. When vir-
tual sources are focused accurately, the f −k spectrum of the PSF should be
approximately flat within the illuminated cone, corresponding to the desired
(band-limited) delta function in the time-space domain (see chapter 2). In
Figure 4.9a, this is the case in the lossless medium; but in Figure 4.9b, this
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is not the case in the dissipative medium.
The defocusing effects caused by intrinsic losses can be removed by imple-

menting MDD (equation 4.9). In Figure 4.7c and 4.7d, we show the virtual-
source gathers after MDD and the reference response. The mismatch can no
longer be observed. Only reflections at relatively far offsets at early arrival
times have not been retrieved because no wavefield passed the overburden
with sufficiently high incidence angle. Similar observations are reported by
Slob (2009) for redatuming GPR data by MDD.

Some freedom exists in choosing the stabilization factor of the inversion
(see appendix 4C, section 4.12). To quantify the effect of MDD on virtual-
source focusing, it can be useful to convolve the PSF with its stabilized
inverse. We refer to the result of this operation as the PSF after MDD
because it provides an indication of improved virtual-source focusing. The S-
wave PSF after MDD is shown in Figure 4.8c; focusing is better than Figure
4.8b. The f − k spectrum of the PSF after MDD is shown in Figure 4.9c.
Note that the spectrum has been flattened considerably compared to Figure
4.9b. The lower the value of epsilon (equation 4.24), the better the focusing
at the virtual-source location and the flatter the f − k spectrum of the PSF.
However, choosing epsilon too low generally results in inversion artifacts.

4.7 Example with a complex medium

In the following example, we apply interferometry to redatum multi-compo-
nent sources from the earth’s surface to multi-component receiver locations in
a deviated well below a complex overburden. The elastic model is a 2D slice
taken from a 3D synthetic model inspired by an onshore oilfield of Shell E & P
in Oman (Korneev et al., 2008) (see Figure 4.10a - 4.10c). Medium properties
are not exactly homogeneous at the receiver array (Figure 4.10d), but average
values of cP = 1875m/s, cS = 754m/s and ρ = 1954kg/m3 are taken for the
decomposition algorithm. To allow high-resolution imaging with S-waves, 55
2C force sources are deployed just below (1.5m) the earth’s surface with 60Hz
peak frequency. The source spacing is 12m, such that a source line of 648m
has been covered. The first five and last five source positions are tapered
with a Hanning filter to reduce finite-array artifacts (Mehta et al., 2008a).
In a deviated well, 128 multi-component receivers are located, covering an
array of approximately 394m, recording particle velocity and traction. The
receiver spacing is chosen relatively small at 3.1m to avoid spatial aliasing.
According to the Nyquist criterion ∆x = cS(xA)/2fC , aliasing will not occur
below fC = 120Hz, which is about the maximum frequency of the emitted
spectrum.
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Figure 4.10: a) P-wave velocity (in m/s), b) S-wave velocity (in m/s) and c)
density (in kg/m3) of the complex model, with sources (circles) at the earth’s surface
and receivers (triangles) in a deviated well indicated. The dashed line indicates the
target area. d) P-wave velocity cP , S-wave velocity cS and density ρ at the receiver
level (solid lines) and the average values (dashed lines) used in the decomposition
scheme.

Below the well, we find the finely layered structure that we want to image,
having a similar orientation as the well. Because of their relatively short
wavelength at 60Hz, S-waves prove more useful for imaging this target than
P-waves. That is why we focus our attention to the retrieved SS reflection
response, although we solve the entire elastic system. We create a reference
response by placing multi-component active shots at all receiver locations
and applying elastic decomposition at the source side and the receiver side
in the f − k domain. Because we perform elastic decomposition in the f − k
domain, whereas the medium properties are not exactly homogeneous at
the receiver array (see Figure 4.10d), neither the redatumed data nor the
reference response is exact. Additional f−k filtering has been applied because
our decomposition algorithm could not handle near-critical angles correctly.
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Figure 4.11: a) Recorded horizontal particle velocity of a horizontal force source in
the center of the source array with gain control applied. b) Decomposed upgoing S-
wavefield obtained with shear traction. c) Decomposed upgoing S-wavefield obtained
without shear traction. d) Decomposed downgoing S-wavefield obtained without shear
traction. In b-d, no gain control has been applied. Green lines represent time gates.
See appendix 4D (section 4.13) for details.

The well and the target reflectors have a dip of about 15 degrees with
respect to the earth’s surface. The data are rotated to a Cartesian coordinate
system with the horizontal and vertical axes parallel and perpendicular to the
well, respectively, where the origin coincides with the first receiver location.
In Figure 4.11a, we show the horizontal particle velocity field observed at
the receiver array, the result of a horizontal force source (parallel to the
earth’s surface) in the center of the source array. Automatic gain control
has been applied to enhance events at later arrival times. Because of the
strong variations in medium properties in the near-subsurface, the recorded
wavefields are indeed heavily distorted. We compute the full particle velocity
and traction vectors and apply the elastic decomposition scheme discussed
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Figure 4.12: Retrieved virtual source gathers (red) and reference responses (black)
(using equations 4.2 and 4.9) for a downward-radiating S-wave virtual source and
receivers for upgoing S-waves a) retrieved by crosscorrelation using all components,
b) retrieved by MDD using all components, c) retrieved by crosscorrelation without
shear traction and d) retrieved by MDD without shear traction. The arrows indicate
the reference reflector. Every fourth trace is shown.

in appendix 4A (section 4.10). The retrieved upgoing S-wavefield is shown in
Figure 4.11b. Note that part of the downgoing S-wavefield leaked into this
gather because the assumption of lateral homogeneity at the receiver level is
not exactly fulfilled (Figure 4.10d).

Next, we implement the alternative elastic decomposition scheme discus-
sed in appendix 4D (section 4.13), where we assume the normal traction to
be known but the shear traction to be unknown. Figure 4.11c shows the
retrieved upgoing S-wavefield using this scheme. Note that the gather is
noisier than in Figure 4.11b because late downgoing S-waves are handled
incorrectly. Early downgoing S-waves, however, are processed well by the
scheme, as shown in Figure 4.11d.
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We select a reference virtual source location approximately 100m from
the first receiver. In Figure 4.12a, we show the virtual shot gather at this
location retrieved by crosscorrelation and the reference response. The full
decomposition scheme (requiring shear traction) has been used. Additional
f − k filtering is applied to the retrieved response to suppress noise and
enforce downward virtual-source radiation. In Figure 4.12b, we show results
from multidimensional deconvolution. The waveform match has improved
and the amplitude spectrum has been reconstructed better.

To demonstrate this, we pick the peak amplitudes (normalized by the
zero-offset amplitudes) of a reference reflector indicated by the arrows in
Figure 4.12a and 4.12b. We convert the offsets into angles by ray tracing and
correct for geometric spreading by dividing the picked amplitudes with

√
ttw

(ttw being two-way traveltime). Picked values are averaged over the receiver
array and normalized as shown in Figure 4.13 for the reference, crosscor-
relation and MDD responses. Note that MDD is capable of reconstructing
the amplitude variation with angle (AVA) behavior very accurately. Only at
large angles is the AVA behavior no longer captured.

Figure 4.13: Normalized AVA of a reference reflector (indicated by the arrows
in Figure 4.12) for the reference response (blue), crosscorrelation (red) and MDD
(green). Averages have been taken over the receiver array. Small fluctuations are
caused mostly by the medium properties along the receiver array, which affect the
decomposition of all responses in a similar way. All components have been used in
the decomposition algorithm.
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Figure 4.14: (a) S-wave PSF, b) f−k spectrum of the S-wave PSF, c) S-wave PSF
after MDD and d) f − k spectrum of the S-wave PSF after MDD. All components
have been used in the decomposition algorithm. All f − k spectra are normalized.
The color bar is logarithmic.

We repeat the decomosition with the alternative scheme of appendix 4D
(section 4.13), where the normal traction is assumed to be known but shear
traction is unknown. In Figure 4.12c, we show the response as retrieved by
crosscorrelation. Note that the response is slightly noisier than in Figure
4.12a. Although improvements can be observed after applying MDD, inver-
sion artifacts are also introduced by this strategy (Figure 4.12d). However,
most inversion artifacts appear as uncorrelated noise, which will destructively
interfere during migration, as we will see later. To diagnose virtual-source
focusing, we compute the S-wave PSF at the reference virtual-source location
(Figure 4.14a). Indeed, the field is focused at the virtual-source location at
t = 0. However, some contributions outside of this focus point can be obser-
ved. In Figure 4.14b, we show the PSF in the f − k domain. The gather is
not entirely flat, as should be the case for perfect focusing. To diagnose the
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impact of MDD, we show the PSF after this operation (Figure 4.14c). Note
that focusing has improved. A flatter PSF f − k spectrum (Figure 4.14d)
also results.

We select a target area in the model, indicated by a dashed black box in
Figure 4.10a - 4.10c. In Figure 4.15, we show the S-wave reflectivity in the (ro-
tated) target area as computed directly from the S-wave velocity and density
model. This reflectivity has been band-pass-filtered to have approximately
the same frequency content as the data. One-way wave-equation migration is
applied to the retrieved gathers within the target area with a deconvolution-
based imaging condition (Thorbecke, 1997). We emphasize that no velocity
information outside the target area is required for this operation. In Figure
4.16a, we show the S-wave image obtained from the responses as retrieved
by crosscorrelation. All components have been used in the decomposition
scheme. In Figure 4.16b, we show the image as obtained from MDD data.
Note the improved resolution and lateral continuity, especially in the red,
yellow and green boxes indicated in the figures. In Figure 4.16c, we show
the S-wave image that was obtained without shear traction recordings using
crosscorrelation. Despite the noisy virtual shot records (Figure 4.12c), we
have still been able to obtain accurate images. The S-wave image obtained
from MDD data without shear traction is shown in Figure 4.16d. Note that
improvements over crosscorrelation can still be observed and much of the
noise in the shot records (Figure 4.12d) has interfered destructively during
the migration.

4.8 Discussion

All of the examples in this chapter are based on 2D elastic wave propagation.
Theoretically, to apply MDD in 3D media, one would need a 2D array of
receivers in the subsurface. Obviously, this is not feasible in a borehole,
where we can sample only in one spatial direction. If medium properties
do not vary significantly in the unsampled direction such that P- and Sv-
waves propagate mainly within a plane spanned by the well and a source
line, MDD might still be applied for that single source line. Vasconcelos
& Snieder (2008b) show that stationary points can be found by trace-to-
trace deconvolution and stacking over sources. Similarly, MDD solutions of
different source lines might be stacked to find the stationary point in the
unsampled direction (perpendicular to the well trajectory). Such a 2.5D
approach will be evaluated in chapter 5 of this thesis.
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Figure 4.15: The S-wave reflectivity obtained from S-wave velocity and density
models. The red, yellow and green lines mark parts of the image discussed in the
main text.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 4.16: S-wave image obtained from a) crosscorrelation data using all com-
ponents, b) MDD data using all components, c) crosscorrelation data without shear
traction and d) MDD data without shear traction. The red, yellow and green lines
mark parts of the image discussed in the main text.
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In real data applications, acquisition geometries may be less ideal than
the ones discussed in this chapter. Reducing the number of receivers might
result in spatial aliasing problems and, because of limited receiver aperture,
the coverage of the integral in equation 4.4 might be insufficient. Wavefield
decomposition can also be problematic because it relies on estimates of the
subsurface parameters along the receiver array. In practice, such estimates
may be inaccurate and individual receiver components will need calibration.
As for OBC data, an adaptive decomposition scheme might be preferred, in
which the medium parameters are estimated during the decomposition pro-
cess (Schalkwijk et al., 2003). When angles are close to normal incidence,
dual-sensor summation may be sufficient (Mehta et al., 2010b). In many
cases, multi-component receivers will not be available. If so, approximations
to up- and downgoing fields can sometimes be isolated by time-gating or
(when using vertical boreholes) by f − k filtering (Vasconcelos et al., 2008a).
In such cases, it may be more convenient to speak of incident (instead of
downgoing) and scattered (instead of upgoing) fields and to apply represen-
tations for perturbed media (Vasconcelos et al., 2009). In chapter 3 (Van der
Neut, 2009) we showed that multidimensional deconvolution can also be ap-
plied with time-gated fields, leading to a slight change of boundary conditions.

The interferometric PSF has a lot in common with the resolution function
or PSF as we find it in seismic migration (see chapter 6, Schuster & Hu,
2000; Thorbecke & Wapenaar, 2007; Toxopeus et al., 2008; Van Veldhuizen
et al., 2008). Interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution as such can
be compared with migration deconvolution (Hu et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2006;
Zhang & Ulrych, 2010). Such an analogy is also pointed out by Vasconcelos
et al. (2010), who present an imaging condition for one-way wavefields that
is very similar to equation 4.4. In migration, the PSF generally has to be
obtained from a velocity model, whereas in interferometry it can be computed
from actually measured Green’s functions, allowing us to focus not only the
direct arrival but instead focus the complete wavefield. In this way, spurious
events caused by multiple scattering in the overburden can be eliminated
efficiently.

4.9 Conclusion

We have discussed three methods for interferometric redatuming of control-
led sources to a downhole receiver array in an elastic medium. Method 1,
crosscorrelation of two-way fields, demands little at the receiver side and can
be applied even with single-component receivers at single locations. Howe-
ver, this method is demanding at the source side because multi-component
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decomposed sources must be evaluated to retrieve exact Green’s functions.
Moreover, intrinsic losses and free-surface interactions are not accounted for.
Similar remarks should be made about method 2, crosscorrelation of one-
way fields. It has the additional advantage that virtual sources radiate only
downgoing or upgoing P- or S-waves and receivers sense only downgoing or
upgoing P- or S-waves. Method 3, MDD, requires sufficient multi-component
receivers to sample a receiver integral. The method is not so demanding at
the source side, other than providing sufficient illumination to allow inver-
sion. Free-surface interactions and intrinsic losses are accounted for and all
effects of the overburden, including multiples, are removed. However, the
method requires an inversion of the interferometric PSF, which is not always
obtained easily in practice. The PSF can also be used to diagnose the quality
of data retrieved by crosscorrelation. Convolving the PSF with its stabilized
inverse can provide insight in the improved focusing obtained by MDD.

4.10 Appendix 4A: Wavefield decomposition in bo-
reholes

The fundamental quantities to describe elastic wavefields are the particle
velocity vector v̂i and the stress tensor τ̂ij . In horizontal boreholes, the
wavefield is sampled in the i1-direction only (see Figure 4.2). For the moment,
however, we assume receivers to be present along a plane spanned by i1 and
i2. We project the stress-tensor onto the normal of this plane nj = δj3 (where
δj3 is a Kronecker delta); that is τ̂i3 = nj τ̂ij . The quantities v̂i and τ̂i3 can

be combined in the two-way wave vector Q̂ = (−τ̂13,−τ̂23,−τ̂33, v̂1, v̂2, v̂3)
T ,

which obeys the two-way wave equation:

∂3Q̂ = ÂQ̂+ D̂, (4.10)

where D̂ is a source vector and where Â is a matrix of operators and me-
dium parameters (Frasier, 1970; Ursin, 1983; Wapenaar & Berkhout, 1989).
Elastic decomposition can be applied to separate P- and S-wave constituents
that are down- and upgoing with respect to the observation plane. This is
obtained through eigenvalue decomposition of matrix Â = L̂Λ̂L̂−1. The two-
way wavefield Q̂ can be decomposed into the one-way wavefield P̂ = L̂−1Q̂,
obeying the one-way wave equation

∂3P̂ = B̂P̂+ Ŝ, (4.11)
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with B̂ = Λ̂− L̂−1∂3L̂. Vector Ŝ is the decomposed source vector, according
to Ŝ = L̂−1D̂. If the medium is laterally homogeneous at the receiver array,
decomposition can be obtained in the f − k domain (represented by tildes)
by inverting L̃P̃ = Q̃.

Full elastic decomposition would require sampling in two spatial direc-
tions of six-component (6C) data. For land data, acquisition is generally
performed at the earth’s (free) surface, such that the traction vector vanishes.
This allows us to decompose wavefields with 3C geophones only (Dankbaar,
1985; Robsertsson & Curtis, 2002). For marine data, if receivers are located
at the seafloor, the shear traction components τ̂13 and τ̂23 vanish but the
normal traction component τ̂33 does not. By obtaining measurements of the
particle velocity vector and the acoustic pressure (which at the seafloor is
related to −τ̂33), elastic decomposition can also be applied in this environ-
ment (Amundsen & Reitan, 1995; Schalkwijk et al., 2003; Muijs et al., 2007).
For decomposition in boreholes, we are not that fortunate because none of
the components of Q̃ vanishes. This means that, theoretically, 6C data are
required along a 2D receiver array.

In practice, we sample the wavefield in the i1-direction only. Therefore,
we apply decomposition in the plane spanned by i1 and i3, ignoring out-of-
plane reflections. Under this assumption, P- and Sv-waves decouple from
Sh-waves and 2D elastic decomposition can then be obtained by inverting
the following relation:
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. (4.12)

The normal traction can be estimated from downhole pressure measurements,
but we do not measure the downhole shear traction. For this reason, we
derived an alternative scheme that does not require the shear traction in
appendix 4D (section 4.13). For this moment, however, we assume that we
record all components, such that equation 4.12 can be inverted.

Some freedom exists in scaling the composition matrix L̃, depending on
what we want the decomposed field to represent. Here, we choose to impose
flux normalization, meaning that the power flux of the two-way wavefield,
−τ̃∗13ṽ1− τ̃∗33ṽ3− ṽ∗1 τ̃13− ṽ∗3 τ̃33, equals the power flux of the one-way wavefield,
{P̃+

P }∗P̃+
P + {P̃+

S }∗P̃+
S −{P̃−

P }∗P̃−
P −{P̃−

S }∗P̃−
S (Frasier, 1970), which allows

us to apply one-way reciprocity theorems. An exact representation of L̃
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obeying power-flux normalization is given by Ursin (1983) and Wapenaar
et al. (2008b).

In controlled-source interferometry, wave propagation is often close to
normal incidence with respect to the well. At normal incidence, it is well
known that the decomposition system uncouples because various elements of
L̃ vanish such that equation 4.12 can be rewritten as

(

−τ̃33
ṽ3

)

(

L̃+
1,21 L̃−

1,21

L̃+
2,21 L̃−

2,21

)

(

P̃+
P

P̃−
P

)

, (4.13)

and

(

−τ̃13
ṽ1

)

(

L̃+
1,12 L̃−

1,12

L̃+
2,12 L̃−

2,12

)

(

P̃+
S

P̃−
S

)

. (4.14)

In this special case, up- and downgoing P-waves can be described solely by
τ̃33 and ṽ3 (equation 4.13) and up- and downgoing S-waves can be described
solely by τ̃13 and ṽ1 (equation 4.14). This fact is exploited in the well-known
dual-sensor approach, where the P-wave system is decomposed by summing
or adding weighted contributions of τ̃33 and ṽ3, assuming near-normal inci-
dence propagation (Barr, 1997; Mehta et al., 2010b). Note that dual-sensor
summation can also be applied in the time-space domain, such that an array
of sensors is not needed. In the examples in this chapter, decomposition is
obtained by inverting equation 4.12, unless stated differently.

4.11 Appendix 4B: Green’s function representa-
tion for one-way fields

In the following, we decompose Green’s functions at the source and receiver
sides and cast them in the following matrix:

Ĝ (x,xS , ω) =

(

Ĝ+,+
m,k (x,xS , ω) Ĝ+,−

m,k (x,xS , ω)

Ĝ−,+
m,k (x,xS , ω) Ĝ−,−

m,k (x,xS , ω)

)

, (4.15)

for a source at xS and a receiver at x. In Ĝ±,±
m,k , subscripts m and k refer to

different wave modes (P, Sv and Sh) at the receiver side (first superscript)
and source side (second superscript), respectively. The plus (downgoing) and
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minus (upgoing) signs denote the propagation direction at the receiver side
and source side. All Green’s matrices must obey the one-way wave equation
4.11, where P̂ is substituted by Ĝ and Ŝ = Iδ (x− xS), with I an identity
matrix of the appropriate size and δ (x− xS) a delta function.

We consider the interaction quantity, ∂3{Ĝ† (x,xA, ω)JĜ (x,xB, ω)}. The
dagger † denotes the complex conjugate transpose, J =

(

I 0

0 −I

)

and 0 is

a matrix of zeros. Next, we apply the product rule for differentiation to
the interaction quantity and substitute the one-way wave equation into the
result. We integrate over a volume D enclosed by ∂Dsrc and ∂Dm (Figure
4.1). Locations xA and xB are inside the volume of integration. We apply
the divergence theorem of Gauss to arrive at

JĜ (xA,xB, ω) + Ĝ† (xB,xA, ω)J

=

∫

∂Dsrc+∂Dm

Ĝ† (x,xA, ω)JĜ (x,xB, ω)n3dx

−
∫

D

Ĝ† (x,xA, ω)
[

B̂†J+ JB̂
]

Ĝ (x,xB, ω)dx,

(4.16)

where nj is a normal vector perpendicular to the integration boundary, with
nj = −δj3 at ∂Dsrc and nj = δj3 at ∂Dm. If sufficient scattering takes place
below the receivers, the integration path over ∂Dm in the first integral can be
neglected (Wapenaar, 2006). The volume integral on the right side vanishes
if B̂†J = −JB̂, which is the case only if evanescent wavefields are neglected
and the medium is free of intrinsic losses.

We transpose equation 4.16 and introduce symmetry properties JT =

J−1 = J, ĜT (x,xA, ω) = NĜ (xA,x, ω)N, where N =

(

0 I

−I 0

)

, JN =

−NJ and N−1 = NT = −N to arrive at

Ĝ (xB,xA, ω) + JĜ† (xA,xB, ω)J

≈
∫

∂Dsrc

Ĝ (xB,xS , ω)JĜ
† (xA,xS , ω)JdxS ,

(4.17)

where we substituted xS = x. Next, we assume that no heterogeneities
exist above ∂Dsrc, such that all relevant wavefields are purely downgoing
at the source side. Under this condition, substituting equation 4.15 into
equation 4.17 leads to equations 4.2 and 4.3 in the main text. Here, we have
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assumed that the one-way wavefields can be rewritten as P̂±,+
m,k (x,xS , ω) =

Ŝk (xS , ω) Ĝ
±,+
m,k (x,xS , ω).

Apart from equations 4.2 and 4.3, we find two additional equations:

Ŝ0 (ω)
[

Ĝ+,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω) +

{

Ĝ+,+
n,m (xA,xB, ω)

}∗]

≈
∫

∂Dsrc

F̂ k (xS , ω) P̂
+,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω)

{

P̂+,+
n,k (xA,xS , ω)

}∗
dxS ,

(4.18)

and

Ŝ0 (ω)
[

Ĝ−,−
m,n (xB,xA, ω) +

{

Ĝ−,−
n,m (xA,xB, ω)

}∗]

≈ −
∫

∂Dsrc

F̂ k (xS , ω) P̂
−,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω)

{

P̂−,+
n,k (xA,xS , ω)

}∗
dxS .

(4.19)

Equation 4.18 shows that the crosscorrelation of downgoing fields with down-
going fields yields a Green’s function as if a downgoing field were emitted at
xA and a downgoing field were received at xB. Equation 4.19 shows that the
crosscorrelation of upgoing fields with upgoing fields yields a Green’s function
as if an upgoing field were emitted at xA and an upgoing field were received
at xB.

4.12 Appendix 4C: The normal equation for vector
fields

We want to invert equation 4.4 in the main text for ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω). For

this reason, we define the misfit of this equation as

êm,k (xB,xS , ω) = P̂−,+
m,k (xB,xS , ω)−

∫

∂Drec

ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω) P̂

+,+
n,k (xA,xS , ω) dxA.

(4.20)

In least-squares inversion, we aim to minimize a cost function, defined as
(Menke, 1989)
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Êm (xB, ω) =
∑

i

êm,k

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

)

ê∗m,k

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

)

. (4.21)

In equation 4.21, repeated subscripts m are not implicitly summed over be-
cause we aim to invert for each component m separately. Exact minimiza-
tion of Êm (xB, ω) generally results in an unstable solution that is not desi-
red. Numerical instability can be prevented by introducing as an additional
constraint the solution length (commonly referred to as regularization):

L̂m (xB, ω) =

∫

∂Drec

ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω)

{

ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω)

}∗
dxA. (4.22)

where subscripts m are once more not implicitly summed over. Next, for
each component m, receiver xB and frequency sample ω, we define a separate
least-squares minimization problem:

∂
(

Êm (xB, ω) + ǫ2L̂m (xB, ω)
)

∂ ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω)

= 0, (4.23)

where ǫ is introduced to control the balance between minimizing Êm (xB, ω)
(low ǫ) and L̂m (xB, ω) (high ǫ). Via some algebra (Menke, 1989), equation
4.23 can be rewritten as the following normal equation:

Ĉ−,+
m,n′

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂Drec

ˆ̄G−,+
m,n (xB,xA, ω)

[

Γ̂n,n′

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

+ ǫ2δ
(

xA − x′
A

)

δnn′

]

dxA,

(4.24)

where δnn′ is a Kronecker delta function and where Ĉ−,+
m,n′ (xB,x

′
A, ω) and

Γ̂n,n′ (xA,x
′
A, ω) are defined in equations 4.6 and 4.7. By setting ǫ = 0,

equation 4.24 turns into equation 4.5. However, to obtain a stable solution,
we generally must include ǫ > 0 in the inversion of equation 4.24.
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Table 4.1: Coefficients for different assumptions.

Assumption Ã C̃+
P C̃+

S C̃−
P C̃−

S

P̃−
S = 0 0 0 0 0 1

P̃+
S = 0 0 0 1 0 0

4.13 Appendix 4D: Decomposition without shear
traction measurements

Recall from equation 4.12 that four receiver components are required to im-
plement 2D elastic decomposition in boreholes. In multi-component surveys,
particle velocities ṽ1 and ṽ3 are recorded. In modern surveys, downhole hy-
drophones also tend to be deployed, from which an approximation of the
normal traction τ̃33 can be estimated (Mehta et al., 2010b). However, the
shear traction τ̃13 is generally unknown; therefore, the elastic decomposition
problem is underdetermined with three equations and four unknowns.

To overcome this problem, we introduce an additional constraint by re-
placing τ̃13 and the first row in matrix L̃ with coefficients Ã, C̃±

P and C̃±
S :
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. (4.25)

Because τ̃13 is not recorded, separation of up- and downgoing S-waves is im-
possible at normal incidence (see equation 4.14). Interferometric redatuming
requires good separation near or close to normal incidence, so the imposed
constraint should in some way introduce the separation of up- and downgoing
S-waves to the decomposition system. We notice that upgoing S-waves gene-
rally arrive relatively late with respect to the other components. For early
arrival times, a reasonable assumption seems that no upgoing S-waves exist;
in other words: P̃−

S = 0. This assumption can be introduced in equation 4.25
by the coefficients defined in Table 4.1, yielding a system of four equations
and four unknowns that can be inverted. In our experience, the assumption
P̃−
S = 0 allows us to discriminate well between up- and downgoing P-waves

throughout the gathers. For S-waves, we must adopt a different strategy.
The first significant upgoing S-wavefield can often be distinguished by

visual inspection. We place a time gate right above this event. For the upper
part (early arrival times) of the data, we adapt the assumption P̃−

S = 0 to
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retrieve the downgoing S-wavefield. For the lower part (late arrival times) of
the data, we assume that no downgoing S-wave is present, which is imposed
by a P̃+

S = 0 assumption, introduced by the coefficients as given in Table
4.1. Downgoing S-waves often exist in the lower part, especially stemming
from interactions with the free surface (multiples). For the complex model we
consider in section 4.7, the P̃+

S = 0 assumption appears relatively successful in
extracting the dominant upgoing S-wave. For different data sets, alternative
constraints might be preferred.
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Chapter 5

Interferometric illumination
diagnosis and balancing

Abstract

With seismic interferometry or the virtual source method, controlled sources
can be redatumed from the earth’s surface to generate so-called virtual sources
at downhole receiver locations. Generally this is done by crosscorrelation of
the recorded downhole data and stacking over source locations. By studying
the retrieved data at zero time lag, downhole illumination conditions that
determine the virtual-source radiation pattern can be analyzed without a ve-
locity model. This can be beneficial for survey planning in time-lapse expe-
riments. Moreover, the virtual-source radiation pattern can be corrected by
multidimensional deconvolution or directional balancing. Such an approach
can help to improve virtual-source repeatability, posing major advantages
for reservoir monitoring. An algorithm is proposed for so-called illumination
balancing (being closely related to directional balancing). It can be applied
to single-component receiver arrays with limited aperture below a strongly
heterogeneous overburden. The algorithm is demonstrated on synthetic 3D
elastic data to retrieve time-lapse amplitude attributes.

5.1 Introduction

Conventional seismic imaging, characterization and monitoring relies heavily
on the availability and quality of a subsurface velocity model. Especially if

This chapter has been accepted for publication in Geophysical Prospecting (Van der
Neut, 2013). Note that minor changes have been introduced to make the text consistent
with the other chapters of this thesis.
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the shallow subsurface is strongly heterogeneous, accurate velocity models
are hard to obtain, which can pose serious limitations in such environments.
Bakulin & Calvert (2004) overcame this problem by placing receivers in hori-
zontal or deviated wells below the major complexities and redatuming seismic
sources from their actual locations at the earth’s surface to the well by a for-
malism based on crosscorrelation. The concept is generally referred to as
the virtual source method (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006) or seismic interferome-
try (Schuster et al., 2004; Schuster, 2009). Since the required redatuming
operators from the source level to the receiver level are actually measured, a
velocity model is not required. Besides imaging below a complex overburden,
the virtual source concept proved useful for a variety of applications, inclu-
ding reservoir monitoring (Bakulin et al., 2007c), salt-flank imaging (Willis
et al., 2006), sub-salt imaging (Vasconcelos et al., 2008a) and various others
(Curtis et al., 2006; Schuster, 2009; Ramirez & Weglein, 2009; Wapenaar
et al., 2010a; Vasconcelos et al., 2011).

Over the past few years, seismic interferometry has evolved significantly
(Wapenaar et al., 2010b). Besides the common correlation-based approach,
several authors use convolution (Slob & Wapenaar, 2007a; Poletto & Farina,
2010), (single-trace) deconvolution (Vasconcelos & Snieder, 2008a; Poletto
et al., 2011) and multidimensional deconvolution (Wapenaar et al., 2011b).
In the latter method, seismic redatuming is interpreted as an inverse pro-
blem, which can be solved in a least-squares sense. A major limitation of
such an approach is that some sort of wavefield separation is required by
definition, either by wavefield decomposition (Wapenaar et al., 2011b) or
time-gating (chapter 3, Van der Neut et al., 2011b). Moreover, in hetero-
geneous 3D media, the implementation of multidimensional deconvolution
would ideally require 2D receiver arrays, which are not available in typical
single-well acquisition.

It is well understood that interferometry by crosscorrelation and mul-
tidimensional deconvolution are closely related through the interferometric
point-spread function (Wapenaar et al., 2011b). The point-spread function
quantifies the downhole illumination conditions, which will be imprinted on
the retrieved virtual-source data. As such, the point-spread function can be
interpreted as the radiation pattern of the virtual source and deconvolution
with the point-spread function (as done in multidimensional deconvolution)
can be seen as optimization of this radiation pattern (chapter 2, Van der
Neut & Bakulin, 2009). In this chapter, practical solutions are proposed
to diagnose and optimize the radiation pattern of a virtual source in cases
where acquisition conditions are limited. Implementation of the proposed
algorithm will be demonstrated with a single-component receiver array of
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Figure 5.1: Configuration. Sources are redatumed from their actual locations x
(s)
S

to downhole receivers x
(v)
R to bypass complexities in the overburden. A response

between receivers x
(v)
R and x

(r)
R is retrieved to illuminate the target reflectors.

limited aperture in a horizontal borehole below a complex overburden.

5.2 Theoretical developments

The main configuration of this study is shown in Figure 5.1. Sources are

placed at surface locations x
(s)
S . Receivers are placed in a horizontal well at

locations x
(r)
R . Subscripts S and R denote ”source” and ”receiver”, whereas

superscripts s and r are indices for the source and receiver numbers, res-
pectively. For virtual sources, index v will be used. In the most common
form of seismic interferometry (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006), full wavefields
are crosscorrelated and summed over source locations, yielding the following
correlation function:

Ĉ
(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

=
∑

s

P̂
(

x
(r)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

P̂ ∗
(

x
(v)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

∆xS . (5.1)

Here, P̂
(

x
(r)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

holds the recorded data from source x
(s)
S to receiver

x
(r)
R , ω is the angular frequency, superscript ∗ denotes complex conjugation

and ∆xS is the source spacing. Equation 5.1 is written in the frequency-space
domain, which is indicated by the caret. Various authors have shown that the
causal part of the correlation function can be interpreted as an approxima-

tion of a Green’s function, as if there were a source at x
(v)
R and a receiver at
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x
(r)
R , convolved with the auto-correlated source wavelet (Bakulin & Calvert,

2006; Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006). For this to be true, it is required that the
source array is sufficiently extended as to sample the Fresnel zones of the re-
flected wavefields (Snieder, 2004; Schuster, 2009; Costagliola, 2010) and that
the source array is tapered to avoid truncation artifacts (Mehta et al., 2008a).
Note that equation 5.1 is subject to a far-field radiation approximation, in
which amplitude-versus-rayparameter characteristics are not preserved and
free-surface reflections are not accouted for (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006;
Schuster, 2009).

In practice, the retrieved response by equation 5.1 is not always optimal
and several alternative formulations have been proposed (Schuster & Zhou,
2006; Snieder et al., 2009). In the virtual source method, for example, the full

field at x
(r)
R is correlated with the time-gated direct field at x

(v)
R (Bakulin &

Calvert, 2006). A similar approach is taken in so-called perturbation-based
interferometry (Vasconcelos et al., 2009) by crosscorrelating the scattered

field from the target reflectors at x
(r)
R with the incident field from the over-

burden at x
(v)
R ; that is

Ĉsc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

=
∑

s

P̂sc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

P̂ ∗
inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

∆xS . (5.2)

Here, subscripts sc and inc stand for "scattered" and "incident" constituents,
respectively, which can often be separated by time-gates (chapter 3, Van der

Neut et al., 2011b). The retrieved response Ĉsc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

can be in-

terpreted as an approximation of the scattered wavefield as if there were a

virtual source at x
(v)
R and a receiver at x

(r)
R . The effectiveness of time-gating

can be understood in several ways. Vasconcelos et al. (2009) and Van der
Neut et al. (2011b) (chapter 3) show that with equation 5.2 less spurious
cross-terms are retrieved than with equation 5.1. Alternatively, it can be
shown that time-gating improves the radiation pattern of a virtual source
(chapter 2, Van der Neut & Bakulin, 2009). Applying wavefield decompo-
sition prior to crosscorrelation proved even more successful (Mehta et al.,
2007a, 2010b). However, such decomposition requires multi-component re-
ceivers, which are often not available.

Representations for interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution of
decomposed wavefields have been derived by Wapenaar et al. (2011b). Ap-
plications have been demonstrated for redatuming elastic wavefields below
complex overburdens (chapter 4, Van der Neut et al., 2011a) and ice sheets
(Poletto & Bellezza, 2012), virtual crosswell imaging (Minato et al., 2011),
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controlled-source electromagnetic exploration (Hunziker et al., 2012) and
ground penetrating radar (Slob, 2009). Slight modifications have been intro-
duced for time-gated incident and scattered wavefields in chapter 3 (Van der
Neut et al., 2011b). In any case, one starts with the formulation of a convo-
lutional forward equation, which reads for time-gated wavefields:

P̂sc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

=
∑

v

X̂sc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

P̂inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

∆xR, (5.3)

where ∆xR is the receiver spacing and X̂sc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

is a dipole im-

pulse response as if there were an incident field emitted at x
(v)
R and a scattered

field received at x
(r)
R . If sufficient sources are available, equation 5.3 can be

inverted in the least-squares sense for X̂sc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

. It can be shown

that this solution obeys the following normal equation (chapter 3, Van der
Neut et al., 2011b):

Ĉsc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(w)
S , ω

)

=
∑

v

X̂sc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

Ĉinc,inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(w)
S , ω

)

∆xR,

(5.4)

where w is another receiver index and the point-spread function is introduced
as

Ĉinc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(w)
R , ω

)

=
∑

s

P̂inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

P̂ ∗
inc

(

x
(w)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

∆xS .

(5.5)

The left-hand side of equation 5.4 is exactly the correlation function as de-
fined in equation 5.2 (with index v replaced by w). The results as obtained
with interferometry by crosscorrelation can thus be interpreted as the desi-

red dipole impulse response X̂sc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

blurred in time and space

with the point-spread function. Given this, the point-spread function can
be used to study the radiation pattern of a virtual source. Computing the
point-spread function is closely related to beamforming (Lacoss et al., 1969;
Lacoss, 1971). It should be noted, however, that the point-spread function
characterizes the illumination at a single virtual source location, whereas
with beamforming one analyzes the average illumination along the receiver
array.
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An important advantage of multidimensional deconvolution is that free-
surface reflections are correctly handled. A deeper look in the fundamental
representations of correlation-based methods shows that a homogeneous half-
space above the source array should be assumed to derive equations 5.1 and
5.2 (a direct consequence of the so-called far-field radiation approximation)
(Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006). For this reason, free-surface related multiples
are not taken care of and can cause spurious arrivals in the retrieved res-
ponses (chapter 3, Van der Neut et al., 2011b). The representations for mul-
tidimensional deconvolution do not require any assumption on the medium
above the sources. As multidimensional deconvolution changes the boun-
dary conditions, free-surface interactions are eliminated from the retrieved
responses (Wapenaar et al., 2011b). To remove all free-surface interactions,
the incident field should contain all surface-related multiples, which is often
hard to achieve by time-gating (but not by wavefield decomposition).

Multidimensional deconvolution should not be confused with (single-)
trace deconvolution as proposed by Vasconcelos & Snieder (2008a). In the

latter method, a reflection response X̂TD

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

is obtained by sum-

ming deconvolution pairs, according to

X̂TD

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

=
P̂sc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

P̂ ∗
inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

P̂inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

P̂ ∗
inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(s)
S , ω

)

+ ǫ2
, (5.6)

where a small constant ǫ2 is added for numerical stability and subscript
TD stands for trace deconvolution. Another approach is to neglect the
off-diagonal contributions in the inversion process of multidimensional de-
convolution. This is equivalent to choosing v = w in equation 5.4, ignoring
∆xR and removing the summation sign, yielding

X̂DD

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

=
Ĉsc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

Ĉinc,inc

(

x
(v)
R ,x

(v)
R , ω

)

+ ǫ2
. (5.7)

Equation 5.7 is closely related to illumination compensation as sometimes
applied in seismic migration (Nemeth et al., 1999), which balances the illu-
mination strength along the receiver array. Since essentially the off-diagonal
contributions in the point-spread function are neglected, this method is refer-
red to as diagonal deconvolution, indicated by the subscript DD. Note that
equation 5.6 describes a summation over deconvolved pairs, whereas equation
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5.7 describes a deconvolution of summed correlated pairs, which is essentially
different.

5.3 Practical issues

In practice, it is not always easy to isolate wavefields with time-gates prior to
crosscorrelation. However, the correlation function of full fields (equation 5.1)
can be interpreted as a sum of four constituents, reading in the time-space
domain:

C
(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , t

)

= Cinc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , t

)

+ Csc,inc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , t

)

+

Cinc,sc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , t

)

+ Csc,sc

(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , t

)

.
(5.8)

Note that Cinc,inc is the point-spread function (equation 5.5), having its main
contribution at t = 0 (and v = r). Csc,inc and Cinc,sc host the scattered
contributions (reflections) being located at positive and negative times, res-
pectively. Csc,sc is generally weak and mostly concentrated at t = 0 (for
v = r).

The constituents of C around t = 0 are referred to as the virtual-source
function, which can loosely be interpreted as the source function of the data as
retrieved with interferometry by crosscorrelation. The virtual-source function
is dominated by the point-spread function, but also contains contributions
from Csc,sc. The virtual-source function does not contain later arrivals from
the point-spread function relating to multiples in the incident wavefield. It is
assumed that the virtual-source function can be isolated from the correlated
data by placing a time-gate around t = 0. Theoretically, multidimensio-
nal deconvolution can be applied by deconvolving the causal contributions
in C (which are dominated by Csc,inc) by the virtual-source function (ap-
proximating Cinc,inc). A similar procedure has been used before to apply
multidimensional deconvolution on ambient-noise correlations (see chapter
8). In practice, however, multidimensional deconvolution with time-gated
fields can be hard, especially when events are interfering and conditions for
wavefield separation are not optimal. For such reasons, an alternative stra-
tegy is proposed in the following.

Consider the following τ − p transform (or slant stack) at fixed x
(v)
R :

C̆
(

p,x
(v)
R , τ

)

=
∑

r

C
(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , τ + p (r − v)∆xR

)

∆xR. (5.9)
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Figure 5.2: Virtual-source function in a homogeneous medium with ca = 2000m/s
in a) the time-space domain and b) the τ − p domain. The auto-spectrum of the
sources is a Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency of 20Hz.

Here, p is the rayparameter and τ is the intercept time. r and v are integers
taking the values of indices r and v. In appendix 5A (section 5.9), it is shown
that if the overburden is homogeneous and the receiver array is illuminated
with a maximum propagation angle of αmax, the τ − p transform of the
correlation function converges to

C̆
(

p,x
(v)
R , τ

)

=

{

S̆(τ) for p2 ≤ c−2
a

0 for p2 > c−2
a

(5.10)

Here, S̆(τ) is the auto-spectrum of the source wavelet and ca = c/ sin (αmax)
is the apparent velocity, with c being the propagation velocity. In Figure 5.2a
the time-space domain representation of such ideal virtual-source function is
shown for a case with ca = 2000m/s. As expected from equation 5.10, the
τ − p transform reveals an imprint of the source auto-spectrum S̆(τ) for
−c−1

a ≤ p ≤ c−1
a , see Figure 5.2b.

If the overburden is complex and / or sources are not uniformly distribu-
ted, illumination conditions can be less ideal and the virtual-source function
can be rayparameter-dependent within the illuminated band (−c−1

a ≤ p ≤
c−1
a ). To compensate for this, a filter is introduced that balances the virtual-
source function at each rayparameter and virtual source location within this
band, according to

C̆ ′
(

p,x
(v)
R , τ

)

= f̆
(

p,x
(v)
R , τ

)

∗ C̆
(

p,x
(v)
R , τ

)

. (5.11)
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Here, ∗ denotes temporal convolution, C̆ ′ is the updated correlation func-
tion and f̆ is a matching filter, as commonly used in adaptive subtraction
(Verschuur & Berkhout, 1997; Abma et al., 2005). To find f̆ , the following
minimization problem is solved in a local window around τ = 0:

minimize
f̆

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣D̆ (τ)− f̆
(

p,x
(v)
R , τ

)

∗ C̆
(

p,x
(v)
R , τ

)∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
, (5.12)

where subscript 2 denotes the ℓ2-norm and D̆ (τ) is the desired virtual-source
function. An obvious choice would be D̆ (τ) = S̆ (τ) for −c−1

a ≤ p ≤ c−1
a ,

such that the observed virtual-source function is forced to align with the ideal
virtual-source function (equation 5.10). An alternative route is to choose for
D̆ (τ) a delta function δ̆(τ), which is numerically computed as a vector with
zeros and one non-zero entry at τ = 0. In this way, the data are also tem-
porally deconvolved by the filter and knowledge of the average source auto-
spectrum is not required. The proposed approach is referred to as illumi-
nation balancing, being closely related to the directional balancing method
of Curtis & Halliday (2010a). In both cases, the observed correlated data
(C) is matched with an ideal virtual source response (D). Curtis & Halliday
(2010a) apply their method to full gathers in the frequency-wavenumber do-
main for surface-wave retrieval. Illumination balancing is applied in a local
window around zero intercept time in the τ − p domain for interferometric
redatuming. It has been assumed that the virtual-source function is flat in
the τ − p domain at each receiver location and τ = 0. If the medium is
strongly heterogeneous at the receiver level, this assumption will no longer
be met. If knowledge of the local medium properties is available, this might
be used for a more sophisicated estimate of D̆ (τ).

One important practical issue that has not been addressed is dimensio-
nality. Ideally, multidimensional deconvolution (or illumination balancing)
requires the downhole wavefields to be sampled in two spatial directions in a
3D medium. However, the borehole samples these fields only in one spatial di-
rection. To allow multidimensional deconvolution (or illumination balancing)
for this configuration, a synthesized-2D solution is proposed. Directions x1
and x2, respectively parallel and perpendicular to the well, are distinguished.
By inspection of the correlation gather in the x2-direction, the interferometric
Fresnel zones (Costagliola, 2010) of the major reflections can be identified,
as will be shown later. Based on this, a sub-array of sources is selected being
broad in the x1-direction and narrow in the x2-direction, but large enough to
contain all relevant stationary-phase points. Correlations of all sources in the
2D sub-array are stacked to generate the correlation functions (equation 5.1)
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Figure 5.3: a) A 2D slice in the x2-direction of the shear-wave velocity of the
subsurface used for numerical modeling, in units m/s. The source array is indicated
in pink. The receiver array is indicated by the white triangle. b) A 2D slice in the
x1-direction of the shear-wave velocity below the receiver array, in units m/s. The
dashed black rectangles with letters A, B, C, D, E and F indicate anomalies where the
medium parameters are different in the base and monitor surveys. Colored dashed
lines represent rays for a virtual source at x1 = 0m with rayparameters as provided
in Table 5.1. x1 and x2 denote horizontal directions and x3 denotes the vertical
direction.

Table 5.1: Color coding for the traced rays in Figures 5.3b, 5.10b, 5.12a and 5.12b.

Color black red cyan magenta blue

p(10−4s/m) 0 ±1 ±2 ±3 ±4

to be used for multidimensional deconvolution or illumination balancing in
the x1-direction. As the source array is narrow in the x2-direction, illumina-
tion variations outside the stationary-phase region, which are not accounted
for by the synthesized-2D assumption, are avoided to some extent.

5.4 Reservoir-monitoring example

Various time-lapse applications of seismic interferometry and the virtual
source method have been presented in the past (Sens-Schönfelder & Wegler,
2006; Bakulin et al., 2007c; Wapenaar et al., 2010b). Changes in surface
statics and overburden velocities are naturally compensated by crosscorre-
lation or deconvolution (Schuster et al., 2004) and, as a consequence, vir-
tual sources tend to be more repeatable than physical sources (Mehta et al.,
2010a). Most of these studies have focused attention on the kinematics of
the retrieved signals. It has been synthetically demonstrated, however, that
relative amplitude-versus-rayparameter information can be retrieved with in-
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terferometry by multidimensional deconvolution (Van der Neut, 2011). Since
the scattered wavefield is deconvolved by the incident wavefield (including
variations in the overburden), multidimensional deconvolution offers the po-
tential to differentiate changes in the overburden from changes in the target
reservoir. This is highly desirable in time-lapse processing, since changes in
the shallow subsurface tend to cumulate and often mask the responses of
deeper target horizons (Spetzler & Kvam, 2006).

In the following, interferometric illumination diagnosis and balancing will
be applied for reservoir monitoring below a complex 3D overburden. Elas-
tic wavefields are modeled synthetically using a 3D base-survey model with
free surface, based on an existing oilfield in Oman (Korneev et al., 2008).
In Figure 5.3a, a 2D slice (in the (x2, x3)-plane) of the shear-wave velocity
model is shown. Horizontal vibrators are located on a 2D grid (having 141 x
39 source locations with 8m source spacing in both directions) at the earth’s
surface. All sources are polarized in the x2-direction. At 340m depth, a
geophone array is deployed with 10m receiver spacing, measuring particle
velocity in the x2-direction. This array is placed in a horizontal well that is
oriented in the x1-direction (perpendicular to the slice of Figure 5.3a). With
seismic interferometry, virtual-source data will be generated as if both (vir-
tual) sources and receivers were located in the well. Since the polarization
of the vibrators is perpendicular to the receiver line in which virtual-source
data are retrieved, Sh-waves dominate the gathers, approximately obeying a
scalar wave equation that can be decoupled from the system of P- and Sv-
waves. In Figure 5.3b, a slice of the medium below the receivers is shown in
the (x1, x3)-plane. After modeling the responses of the base survey, changes
between 0% and 15% are introduced in the medium parameters (density, P-
and S-wave velocity) in various parts of the reservoir, including six dashed
rectangles (anomalies) that are indicated in Figure 5.3b. Medium parameters
in the overburden remain unchanged. Monitor survey data are forward mo-
deled in the evolved medium with the same source and receiver coordinates
as used for modeling the base survey.

In Figures 5.4a and 5.4b, common-receiver gathers are shown for the base
survey and the time-lapse response (monitor survey minus base survey), with
source locations varying in the x2-direction (at x1 = 0m). In Figures 5.5a
and 5.5b common-receiver gathers are shown with source locations varying in
the x1-direction (at x2 = 0m ). It should be noticed that the illuminating wa-
vefield is strongly distorted by the complex overburden, especially in the x1-
direction (being the direction of the well). To find the stationary-phase region
in the x2-direction, auto-correlation gathers are created by auto-correlating
the wavefields at the central receiver, see Figures 5.6a and 5.6b. Based on
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Figure 5.4: Common-receiver gather with source locations varying in the x2-
direction (at x1 = 0m) in the time-space domain: a) base survey, b) time-lapse
response obtained by subtracting the base-survey data from the monitor-survey data.
The dashed blue lines indicate the location of the sub-array of sources that is used
for further processing.

visual inspection, a subset of sources is selected, indicated by the dashed blue
lines. This subset is assumed to cover the interferometric Fresnel zone of the
dominant reflections (Costagliola, 2010). Source tapers are applied in both
x1- and x2-directions to mitigate finite source-aperture effects (Mehta et al.,
2008a).

Virtual sources are generated at all 41 receiver locations using crosscorre-
lation of full wavefields (equation 5.1). In Figure 5.7a the retrieved response
is shown at zero subsurface offset (meaning that r = v at each trace). The
virtual-source function is removed from the retrieved gather by muting all
information at t < 0.08s, as indicated by the dashed red line in the figure.
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Figure 5.5: Common-receiver gather with source locations varying in the x1-
direction (at x2 = 0m) in the time-space domain: a) base survey, b) time-lapse
response obtained by subtracting the base-survey data from the monitor-survey data.
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Figure 5.6: Auto-correlation gather in the x2-direction (at x1 = 0m) in the time-
space domain: a) base survey, b) time-lapse response obtained by subtracting the
base-survey data from the monitor-survey data. The dashed blue lines indicate the
location of the sub-array of sources that is used for further processing.
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Figure 5.7: Zero-offset virtual-source data in the time-space domain: a) base sur-
vey, b) time-lapse response obtained by subtracting the base-survey data from the
monitor-survey data. The virtual-source function is removed by muting all data
above 0.08s (indicated by the red dashed line). The dashed black rectangles with
letters A, B, C, D, E and F indicate anomalies where the medium parameters are
different in the base and monitor surveys.
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In Figure 5.7b the time-lapse response is shown for all 41 virtual-source-
receiver pairs at zero offset. The anomalies that are marked by dashed black
rectangles in Figure 5.3b can clearly be observed in Figure 5.7b and are indi-
cated by similar markers. Note that additional time-lapse responses can be
found between 0.30s and 0.40s. These spurious events are probably caused
by travel-time mismatch in the deeper section originating from the velocity
changes in the shallower section (Spetzler & Kvam, 2006).

5.5 Illumination diagnosis

As mentioned before, the retrieved virtual-source data do not only contain
the scattered field, but also the virtual-source function around t = 0, mainly
stemming from crosscorrelations of the incident field with itself. In the fol-
lowing, the virtual-source function at a receiver location in the center of the
array (v = 21) will be studied carefully. First, this is done before crosscorre-
lated traces are stacked over surface sources. In Figure 5.8a the contribution
of one particular surface source to the correlation function (including the
virtual-source function) is shown. This figure is obtained by crosscorrelating
the field observed at the virtual-source location with the fields observed at
all receivers for the chosen surface source. The following τ − pq transform is
defined as an extension to the τ − p transform (equation 5.9):

˘̆
C
(

p, q,x
(v)
R , τ

)

=
∑

r

C
(

x
(r)
R ,x

(v)
R , τ + p ((r − v)∆xR) + q ((r − v)∆xR)

2
)

∆xR.

(5.13)

Here q is referred to as the curvature. Taking the τ − pq transform of the
correlation function at v = 21 and τ = 0, the virtual-source function can
be unraveled in p and q, see Figure 5.8b. A dominant peak is found at
(pdom, qdom) ≈

(

−1.8 · 10−4s/m,−1.1 · 10−6s/m2
)

where the subscript dom
stands for "dominant". To illustrate that the estimated dominant raypara-
meter and curvature provide a good parameterization of the event in Figure
5.8a, the function t = pdom(r∆xR) + qdom(r∆xR)

2 is drawn in this figure.
Note that it matches the dominant event well.

Virtual-source data are created by stacking crosscorrelated traces over the
available surface sources (equation 5.1). Such stacking process will have an
effect on the retrieved virtual-source function. In Figure 5.9a the correlation
function (including the virtual-source function) is shown after the sources
of one chosen x2-coordinate are stacked along the x1-direction. In Figure
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Figure 5.8: Correlation function for v = 21 from one chosen source in a) the
time-space domain and b) the τ − pq domain at τ = 0. The dashed green line in a)
represents the function t = pdom(r∆xR) + qdom(r∆xR)

2, where pdom and qdom are
the dominant rayparameter and dominant curvature extracted from b).

5.9b, the corresponding scan over p and q is shown. A dominant orientation
can no longer be observed. Note that the illuminated zone is limited in ray-
parameters to a band of approximately −4 · 10−4s/m ≤ p ≤ 4 · 10−4s/m.
Outside this band, the virtual source has not been illuminated well and, as
a consequence, virtual-source radiation vanishes. This behavior is consistent
with equation 5.10. It can be concluded that the maximum propagation
angle is approximately αmax = arcsin

(

c−1
maxc

)

≈ 17.5◦, with c−1
max = pmax =

4 · 10−4s/m and c ≈ 750m/s at the receiver level.
By estimating the dominant rayparameter pdom of each surface source, a

map can be constructed of pdom as a function of the surface-source location,
see Figures 5.10a and 5.10b. With dashed colored lines the different raypara-
meters that are provided in Table 1 are indicated. The band of illumination
(−4 · 10−4s/m ≤ p ≤ 4 · 10−4s/m) can be clearly observed. The constructed
map provides useful information on which source contributes to the retrieval
of which rayparameter. Note that the dominant rayparameter is estimated
in the x1 -direction only. For this reason, it is sensitive for the x1-coordinate
of the source, but relatively insensitive for its x2-coordinate.

Mateeva et al. (2007) demonstrated the advantage of steering a virtual
source by selecting only those sources at the surface that contribute to the
desired illumination. To achieve this, ray tracing was applied for the direct
arrival in a velocity model. However, by creating a map of source-dependent
illumination (Figures 5.10a and 5.10b), appropriate sources can be selected
without a velocity model. This is demonstrated by repeating the experiment
with a smaller source array. With the help of Figure 10b, only the sources
that radiate in the range 2 · 10−4s/m ≤ p ≤ 4 · 10−4s/m are selected. These
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sources are indicated by the green zone in Figure 5.10b. The selected source
array is referred to as ∂Sselected. In Figure 5.11a the virtual-source function
is shown in the case when sources are stacked over ∂Sselected only. Note that
a preferred direction can be observed, which is even more apparent after
a scan over rayparameter and curvature, see Figure 5.11b. The imposed
radiation limitation 2 · 10−4s/m ≤ p ≤ 4 · 10−4s/m can well be observed.
The dominant rayparameter and curvature are picked and the function t =
pdom(r∆xR)+qdom(r∆xR)

2 is drawn in Figure 5.11a. Note that this function
follows the main trend in the virtual-source function well.

In Figures 5.12a and 5.12b the retrieved time-lapse responses are shown
using all sources and only sources in ∂Sselected, respectively. Rays are traced
in the gathers with rayparameters as indicated in Table 5.1. Note that in
Figure 5.12b only anomalies in the green zone (corresponding to the selected
rayparameters 2 · 10−4s/m ≤ p ≤ 4 · 10−4s/m) are detected. This is a
consequence of limiting the illumination from the surface and, consequently,
limiting the virtual-source radiation direction.

Through a survey with a sparse but wide source grid, the general do-
minant rayparameter might be mapped as a function of source location (as
in Figure 5.10a). With the help of such an illumination map, denser source
arrays can be designed to steer the virtual source in the direction of inter-
est. Alternatively, in time-lapse experiments, a base survey can be conducted
with a wide grid of sources and, depending on the target of interest, a smaller
sub-grid can be selected for monitoring. When the imaging target is more
complex, as for instance in salt-flank and sub-salt imaging (Willis et al.,
2006; Mateeva et al., 2007; Vasconcelos et al., 2008a), steered virtual-source
radiation may also simplify the interpretation of the retrieved records consi-
derably.
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Figure 5.9: Correlation function for v = 21 after stacking sources in the x1-
direction for one chosen source line in the x2-direction in a) the time-space domain
and b) the τ − pq domain at τ = 0.
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Figure 5.10: a) Estimated dominant rayparameter pdom (in 10−4s/m) of the illu-
minating field as a function of the source location. b) Estimated dominant raypa-
rameter pdom averaged over the source x2-coordinate as a function of the source
x1-coordinate. Colored dashed lines correspond to rayparameters with color coding
as provided in Table 1. The green zone indicates the source lines that are selected
for the limited source array ∂Sselected.
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Figure 5.11: Correlation function for v = 21 after stacking only over sources within
∂Sselected (indicated in green in Figure 5.10b ) in the x1-direction for one chosen
source line in the x2-direction in a) the time-space domain and b) the τ −pq domain
at τ = 0. The dashed green line in a) represents the function t = pdom(r∆xR) +
qdom(r∆xR)

2, where pdom and qdom are the dominant rayparameter and dominant
curvature extracted from b).
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Figure 5.12: Retrieved time-lapse response of a virtual source at v = 21 after
stacking a) all sources and b) only sources within selected ∂Sselected (indicated in
green in Figure 5.10b). Colored dashed lines are rays with color coding as provided
in Table 1. The yellow and green zone represent the illuminated portions of the
gathers using all sources and only sources within ∂Sselected, respectively.
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5.6 Illumination balancing

Mehta et al. (2010a) discuss two problems that can hamper reservoir mo-
nitoring with downhole receivers: 1) non-repeatable source coupling and 2)
obstructions of the source array (i.e. missing sources). Concerning non-
repeatable source coupling, a distinction can be made between the emitted
phase and amplitude spectra. When creating virtual-source data with equa-
tion 5.1 or 5.2, crosscorrelation naturally compensates for non-repeatability
of the phase spectra. However, non-repeatability of the amplitude spectra
and missing sources are not accounted for by correlation-based theory. Illu-
mination balancing is one possible way to improve the retrieved signals, as
will be demonstrated with an example.

In Figure 5.13a, a map is shown of the surface source array. The source
coupling is assumed to be similar in the base and monitor survey, except
for zone X that is indicated in grey. In this zone, high frequencies have
been relatively more attenuated, as shown in Figure 5.13b. The sources have
been scaled such that the frequency-integrated autospectrum

∫

Ŝ(ω)dω of
the base survey is equal to that of the monitor survey at each source location
in the survey. Apart from the source coupling issues in zone X, there is an
obstruction in the source array (i. e. missing sources) of the monitor survey,
indicated as zone Y in Figure 5.13a.

After crosscorrelation and stacking (equation 5.1), the retrieved data are
resorted with respect to downhole common-midpoint locations. At each
common-midpoint location, the correlation function is transformed to the
τ − p domain and evaluated at τ = 0 to analyze the virtual-source function.
In the upper panel of Figure 14a the virtual-source function of the base and
monitor surveys are shown at common-midpoint location x2 = −50m, being
situated right above the center of anomaly B (see Figure 5.3b). Note that
the virtual-source function of the base and monitor survey at this common-
midpoint location is different in terms of frequency content, especially near
p = 0s/m. This is caused by the non-repeatable sources in zone X (Fi-
gure 5.13b), crossing this common-midpoint location at the surface (Figure
5.13a). Using equation 5.12, the virtual-source functions of both surveys are
matched to a desired function D(τ) (in this case a delta function) at each
common-midpoint location and rayparameter. The virtual-source functions
after matching are shown in the lower panel of Figure 5.14a. Note that the
mismatch in frequency content has largely been suppressed. Illumination
balancing is implemented by applying the obtained matching filters to the
reflected fields at each common-midpoint location and rayparameter. Results
of this operation are shown in Figure 5.14b.
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Before analyzing the reflected signals in more detail, the change in the
virtual-source function’s peak amplitude is studied at each common-midpoint
location and rayparameter. This is done by subtracting virtual-source func-
tion peak amplitudes of the monitor and base surveys and normalizing with
the peak amplitude of the base survey. The resulting map is shown in Figure
5.15a. The imprint from zone Y can clearly be observed at high x1 and high
p. Recall that in zone X the frequency-integrated auto-spectra

∫

Ŝ(ω)dω of
the base and monitor survey are similar at each source location. Therefore
the contributions from this zone to the virtual-source function’s peak ampli-
tude of the base and monitor survey are almost similar, such that no imprint
can be observed in Figure 5.15a.

The relative change in reflected amplitudes from the upper anomalies
(indicated by A, B and C in Figure 5.3b) is estimated. The reflections in
the upper zone (0.10s ≤ τ ≤ 0.17s) that contain these anomalies are time-
gated in the common-midpoint gathers. The time-gate is indicated in Figure
5.14b. The amplitude spectrum of each time-gated trace is summed over
all frequencies to estimate the total reflected amplitude in that trace. The
change in reflected amplitudes is computed by taking the difference of the mo-
nitor and base survey and normalizing with the base survey. In Figure 5.15b,
the estimated change of the reflected amplitude is shown before illumina-
tion balancing was applied. A reference response is computed by generating
amplitude-versus-rayparameter curves using Shuey’s approximation (Shuey,
1985) at each common-midpoint location, using contrasts as estimated from
the velocity and density models; see Figure 5.16a. By comparing Figures
5.15b and 5.16a, it is observed that the retrieved amplitude change without
illumination balancing is masked by 1) an imprint from zone X masking the
target anomalies and 2) an imprint from zone Y giving the impression of a
second anomaly at high x1 and high p. Note the correlation of the fake second
anomaly caused by zone Y with the change of the virtual-source function’s
peak amplitude observed in Figure 5.15a. The change of reflectivity after
illumination balancing is shown in Figure 5.16b. As intended, the imprints
from zones X and Y have been attenuated by illumination balancing and the
underlying anomalies are better exposed.

In theory, exact amplitude-versus-rayparameter curves can be retrieved
with interferometry, which can be inverted for the amplitude-versus-raypara-
meter intercept and gradient, as demonstrated for a simple synthetic model
by Van der Neut (2011). However, with few single-component downhole re-
ceivers in complex 3D media, the retrieval of true-amplitude signals is hard in
practice. In Figure 5.17a, the amplitude-versus-rayparameter curve of ano-
maly B (see Figure 5.3b) is shown after averaging over common-midpoint
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Figure 5.13: Map of the source array, showing the location of the anomalies with
dashed black lines. Zone X (in grey) depicts sources that have different coupling
conditions in the monitor survey. Zone Y (in black) depicts sources that are missing
in the monitor survey. b) Source spectra of the distorted sources in zone X in the
monitor survey (in red) and of all other sources in the base and monitor surveys (in
blue).

locations −75m ≤ x1 ≤ −25m. Note that even after illumination balan-
cing and averaging, the retrieved amplitude-versus-rayparameter response is
still noisy. Although retrieving the amplitude-versus-rayparameter gradient
might be hard, the amplitude-versus-rayparameter intercept can be estima-
ted relatively well. To demonstrate this, the retrieved change of reflectivity is
averaged over rayparameters (neglecting rayparameter dependence) at each
common-midpoint location. The results are shown in Figure 5.17b. Note
that without illumination balancing the target anomaly is obstructed by the
imprints from zone X, whereas the fake second anomaly caused by the mis-
sing sources in zone Y can be misleading for interpretation. Implementation
of illumination balancing has resulted in improved localization and charac-
terization of the anomaly, although the reflectivity change in anomaly A is
slightly overestimated. By combining the observed changes in reflectivity
with time shift information, for instance from virtual refraction data (Tata-
nova et al., 2011), an inversion for the change of medium parameters might
be possible.
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Figure 5.14: a) Virtual-source function in the τ − p domain at common-midpoint
location x1 = −50m before (upper panel) and after (lower panel) illumination ba-
lancing. Every fifth trace is shown. b) Retrieved reflections in the τ − p domain at
common-midpoint location x1 = −50m before (upper panel) and after (lower panel)
illumination balancing. Every trace is shown. The time-gate that is used to retrieve
the signals in Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 is indicated by a black dashed line. In
all figures the signals from the base and monitor survey are shown in black and red,
respectively.
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Figure 5.15: a) Change of the virtual-source function’s peak amplitudes at each
common-midpoint location x1 and rayparameter p. b) Retrieved change of reflected
amplitudes in the upper zone of the virtual-source data (0.10s ≤ t ≤ 0.17s) at each
common-midpoint location x1 and rayparameter p before illumination balancing. The
locations of anomalies A, B and C are indicated.
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Figure 5.16: Expected change of reflected amplitudes in the upper zone of the
virtual-source data (0.10 ≤ t ≤ 0.17s) at each common-midpoint location x1 and
rayparameter p. b) Retrieved change of reflected amplitudes in the upper zone of
the virtual-source data (0.10 ≤ t ≤ 0.17s) at each common-midpoint location x1 and
rayparameter p after illumination balancing. The locations of anomalies A, B and
C are indicated.
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Figure 5.17: a) Retrieved amplitude-versus-rayparameter curves of anomaly B af-
ter averaging over common-midpoint locations −75m ≤ x1 ≤ −25m. b) Retrieved
reflectivity change averaged over rayparameters. The locations of anomalies A, B
and C are indicated by dashed black lines. The blue and red curves are extracted wi-
thout and with illumination balancing, respectively. The black curves are computed
from the model.
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5.7 Discussion

In the previous example, non-repeatability at the source side has been ad-
dressed. However, multidimensional deconvolution or illumination balancing
might also be used to eliminate the effects of changes in the overburden. It
is noticed that illumination balancing is closely related to the self-decon me-
thod of Mehta et al. (2008c), where the source spectra are deconvolved in
the correlation gathers prior to source summation. Note that Mehta et al.
(2008c) apply deconvolution at each source location, similar to equation 5.6,
whereas illumination balancing is derived from equation 5.4 and involves
deconvolution at each rayparameter after source summation. Illumination
balancing can also be used to remove the imprints of missing sources, which
is not possible with the self-decon method. An alternative way to deal with
the missing sources is interpolation in the correlation gather, as suggested by
Poliannikov & Willis (2011).

In this study, a Ricker wavelet was used for the source function. In rea-
listic scenarios, the source function will generally be more complex and an
initial deconvolution step might have to be applied prior to interferometry
to be able to differentiate the virtual-source function from the reflected sig-
nals (Poletto et al., 2010). A relatively tight source spacing of 8m has been
used in the synthetic example to prevent aliasing of S-waves. For P-waves
generated by vertical vibrators, larger source intervals can probably be tole-
rated. 3D effects remain challenging in the application of multidimensional
deconvolution or illumination balancing. Under the current implementation,
synthesized-2D data are created by stacking over a number of source lines
in the x2-direction (perpendicular to the receiver array). Constructive in-
terference is assumed at the stationary points and destructive interference
elsewhere in the gather. To further eliminate contributions outside the inter-
ferometric Fresnel zones, velocity filtering or SVD-based filtering (as propo-
sed by Melo et al., 2010) might be applied to the correlation gathers in the
x2-direction prior to source-line summation.

Illumination balancing is applied after τ − p transformation of the corre-
lation function. Instead, interferometric redatuming itself can be applied in
the τ − p domain (Tao, 2011) and illumination balancing can follow. Simi-
lar concepts may also be applied in passive seismic interferometry. Draganov
et al. (2009) showed how a reflection response of the earth’s subsurface can be
retrieved by crosscorrelation of ambient seismic-noise records. The success of
this method strongly depends on the distribution of subsurface noise sources.
Instead of crosscorrelating long records of seismic noise, virtual-source data
can also be retrieved by selecting events in passive records and crosscorre-
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lating these separately. This is the approach taken in event-driven passive
seismic interferometry (Draganov et al., 2010a). Each passive source gives
a contribution to the virtual-source function. By studying these individual
contributions, a virtual source can be manufactured that radiates uniformly
within a certain range of rayparameters. A comparable route has been taken
for lithospheric scale imaging by Ruigrok et al. (2010b). Almagro Vidal et al.
(2011) show that analysis of the virtual-source function can also be used to
distinguish surface waves from body waves in correlated panels of passive
data. If the distribution of passive sources is limited, the virtual source ra-
diation will be limited accordingly. Studying the virtual-source function can
reveal such limitations. Illumination balancing in the τ − p domain might
be a robust way to remove the directivity imprint of passive sources from
retrieved reflection data.

5.8 Conclusion

Traditionally, seismic interferometry has been applied by crosscorrelation.
From a theoretical standpoint, it is better to replace crosscorrelation by an in-
version process, referred to as multidimensional deconvolution. This process
can be interpreted as optimizing the radiation pattern of a virtual source at
a receiver location. Although the advantages of such an approach have been
demonstrated before, implementation can be difficult, since some type of wa-
vefield separation (either by decomposition or time-gating) has to be applied
prior to inversion. If wavefield separation is not an option, the virtual-source
radiation pattern can still be analyzed by studying the crosscorrelations of
full wavefields at zero time lag. By illumination balancing, the directivity in
the radiation pattern can be reduced. This is especially interesting for reser-
voir monitoring, since the process allows us to remove non-repeatability in
the illuminating source fields from the desired time-lapse response. In theory,
correct amplitude-versus-rayparameter information can be retrieved by accu-
rate interferometric redatuming. In practice, achieving this is hard in cases
with limited 1D downhole receiver arrays below a complex 3D overburden.

5.9 Appendix 5A: The correlation function in a ho-
mogeneous medium

Consider a horizontal source array of finite aperture at a distance Z above
a horizontal receiver array of infinite aperture. Source and receiver spacings
are equal. A reference virtual source is generated in the center of the receiver
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array which is illuminated with a maximum angle αmax. Since a homogeneous
medium is shift-invariant, the correlation function at the reference virtual
source can be expressed as

Ĉ
(

x(r), ω
)

=
∑

s

P̂
(

x(r) − x(s), ω
)

P̂ ∗
(

−x(s), ω
)

∆xS . (5.14)

Here, P̂
(

x(r), ω
)

is a shot record from a source that is located directly
above the virtual-source location. Equation 5.14 can be transformed to the
frequency-wavenumber domain, for which the following discrete f − k trans-
form is introduced:

C̃ (k, ω) =
∑

r

Ĉ
(

x(r), ω
)

exp
(

jkx(r)
)

∆xR, (5.15)

where j is the imaginary unit and k is the horizontal wavenumber. Applying
f − k transformation to equation 5.14 yields the following (for ∆xR = ∆xS):

C̃ (k, ω) = P̃ (k, ω) P̃ ∗ (k, ω) . (5.16)

When dipole sources are deployed (for instance vertically oriented vibrators
at the free surface), the incident field can be expressed as (Wapenaar et al.,
2011b):

P̃ (k, ω) = ŝ(ω)×















exp

(

−j sgn (ω)

√

ω2c−2
a − k2Z

)

for k2 ≤ ω2c−2
a

exp

(

−
√

k2 − ω2c−2
a Z

)

for k2 > ω2c−2
a

(5.17)

where ca = c/ sinαmax, c is the propagation velocity and ŝ(ω) is the spectrum
of the source wavelet. Substitution of equation 5.17 into 5.16 yields

C̃ (k, ω) = Ŝ(ω)×











1 for k2 ≤ ω2c−2
a

exp

(

−2

√

k2 − ω2c−2
a Z

)

for k2 > ω2c−2
a

(5.18)

Here Ŝ(ω) = |ŝ(ω)|2 is the source auto-spectrum. The τ − p transform as
introduced in equation 5.9 can be expressed for the shift-invariant medium
as
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C̆ (p, τ) =
∑

r

C
(

x(r), τ + px(r)
)

∆xR. (5.19)

By applying forward temporal Fourier transformation to equation 5.19 and
using the shift property, it follows that

+∞
∫

−∞

C̆ (p, τ) exp (jωτ)dτ =
∑

r

Ĉ
(

x(r), ω
)

exp
(

jωpx(r)
)

∆xR. (5.20)

By taking k = ωp, the right-hand side of equations 5.20 and 5.15 are identical.
It follows that the left-hand side of equation 5.20 is equal to C̃(k, ω), which
is given by equation 5.18 and consequently

+∞
∫

−∞

C̆ (p, τ) exp (jωτ)dτ = Ŝ(ω)×











1 for p2 ≤ c−2
a

exp

(

−2ω

√

p2 − c−2
a Z

)

for p2 > c−2
a

(5.21)

Applying inverse temporal Fourier transformation to equation 5.21 yields
equation 5.10 in the main text. Here the evanescent field (at p2 > c−2

a ) has
been neglected.
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Chapter 6

The interferometric migration
resolution function

Abstract

With interferometric redatuming we can retrieve records as if there were a
source at a receiver location. This can be done by crosscorrelation or by
multidimensional deconvolution. Redatumed data are often used for local
imaging. The resolution of images from physical sources can be quantified
by the migration resolution function. In a similar way, we introduce the inter-
ferometric migration resolution function to quantify the resolution of images
from virtual sources. If virtual sources are focussed well, the interferometric
migration resolution function is similar to the migration resolution function.
If this is not the case, images from virtual sources will be blurred stronger
than images from equivalent physical sources at the locations of the receivers.
It is shown that applying interferometric redatuming by multidimensional de-
convolution instead of crosscorrelation improves the interferometric migration
resolution. Further, the interferometric migration resolution function can be
used for illumination diagnosis in the image domain. This is illustrated with
a sub-salt imaging example and with a salt-flank imaging example that is
based on an existing offshore oilfield.

6.1 Introduction

In chapter 1 of this thesis, we described the concept of interferometric re-
datuming. Sources are located at ∂DS and receivers at a deeper level ∂DA,
see Figure 6.1. Our aim is to redatum the sources to the receiver level by
interferometric redatuming. In chapter 1 we explained how this can be done

143
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with crosscorrelation in the time-space domain. Here, we reformulate the un-
derlying representation in the frequency-space domain (indicated by a caret)

Ĉ (xB,xA, ω) =

∫

∂DS

Û (xB,xS , ω) V̂
∗ (xA,xS , ω) dxS . (6.1)

Figure 6.1: Configuration for interferometric redatuming and imaging. Physical
sources are situated at level ∂DS and receivers at level ∂DA. Sources are redatumed
to the receiver level by interferometric redatuming. Finally, the redatumed data
are imaged locally below ∂DA. This process requires velocity information on the
volume DA (in green) below the receivers, but not on the volume DS (in yellow)
above the receivers. The redatumed data are connected to the reflection operator R
at image point xJ through the downward and upward propagators for primaries W±

p ,
see section 6.2.

Here, Û (xB,xS , ω) and V̂ (xA,xS , ω) are wavefields at locations xB and xA

due to a source at xS , where ω is the angular frequency and superscript ∗
denotes complex conjugation. What wavefields Û and V̂ represent exactly
depends on the type of interferometric redatuming that is applied (for an
overview, see chapters 1 and 3). Here we assume that V̂ is the downgoing
field and that Û is the upgoing field. The correlation function Ĉ is generally
interpreted as the response to a virtual source at xA, observed by a receiver
at xB. However, we have seen in chapter 1 that a more exact interpretation
is given by

Ĉ
(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂DA

Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂int

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA, (6.2)

where x′
A is a location at ∂DA. Here, Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) is the Green’s function

with a virtual source at xA and a receiver at xB that we desire to retrieve.
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The properties of this Green’s function depend on the type of interferometric
redatuming that is applied (see chapters 1 and 3). According to equation
6.2, the retrieved data Ĉ is blurred with the interferometric point-spread
function, that is formally defined as

Γ̂int

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂DS

V̂ (xA,xS , ω) V̂
∗
(

x′
A,xS , ω

)

dxS . (6.3)

Subscript int stands for "interferometric". This subscript is used to differen-
tiate the point-spread function from the closely-related migration resolution
function that we define later. In many cases, interferometric redatuming is
followed by local imaging of the correlated data Ĉ below the receiver level
∂DA. The combination of interferometric redatuming and imaging is often
referred to as interferometric imaging and various interesting applications of
this concept have been demonstrated (Zhou et al., 2006; Yu & Hornby, 2007;
Lou et al., 2008; Schuster, 2009). In the following section, we introduce the
migration resolution function to quantify the resolution of a seismic image.
Thereafter, we introduce an alternative resolution function for interferometric
images.

6.2 The migration resolution function

We return to Figure 6.1 to illustrate the concept of interferometric imaging.
The following primary forward model is used to represent the virtual-source
data Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) (Wapenaar & Berkhout, 1993):

Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∫

DA

Ŵ−
p (xB,xJ , ω) R̂ (xJ , ω) Ŵ

+
p (xJ ,xA, ω) dxJ . (6.4)

Here, Ŵ+
p (xJ ,xA) and Ŵ−

p (xB,xJ) are downward (superscript +) and up-
ward (superscript −) extrapolators of the primary (subscript p) wavefield
from the virtual acquistion surface ∂DA to potential reflection points xJ in
the target area. These operators can be computed from a background velo-
city model of the target area or from the reflection data itself, as in Common
Focus Point (CFP) technology (Berkhout, 1997; Thorbecke, 1997). The re-
flection operator R̂ (xJ , ω) characterizes the angle-dependent reflectivity at
location xJ (De Bruin et al., 1990). The integral is carried out over volume
DA.
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Seismic migration can be interpreted as a double focusing operation fol-
lowed by a stack over the range of available frequencies Ω. Following this
interpretation, the migrated data MG at location x′

J in the target area can
be obtained as (Berkhout & Wapenaar, 1993; Berkhout, 1997):

MG

(

x′
J

)

=
∫

Ω

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) {Ŵ+
p

(

x′
J ,xA, ω

)

}∗dxAdxBdω.

(6.5)

By substituting equation 6.4 into equation 6.5, it can be shown that migration
yields a blurred image of the reflection operator:

MG

(

x′
J

)

≈
∫

Ω

∫

DA

R̂ (xJ , ω) Γ̂mig

(

xJ ,x
′
J , ω

)

dxJdω , (6.6)

where Γ̂mig (xJ ,x
′
J) is the migration resolution function (Schuster & Hu,

2000; Thorbecke & Wapenaar, 2007):

Γ̂mig

(

xJ ,x
′
J , ω

)

=

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ŵ−
p (xB,xJ , ω)×

Ŵ+
p (xJ ,xA, ω) {Ŵ+

p

(

x′
J ,xA, ω

)

}∗dxAdxB.

(6.7)

Subscript mig stands for "migration". An image can also be obtained by
inversion of the forward model (Nemeth et al., 1999; Plessix & Mulder, 2004;
Tang & Biondo, 2009; Herrmann & Li, 2012). By doing that, we deconvolve
the migration resolution function from the migrated data. This concept is
also known as migration deconvolution (Hu et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2006;
Aoki & Schuster, 2009; Dai et al., 2011) or image restoration (Berkhout &
Wapenaar, 1993).

6.3 The interferometric migration resolution func-
tion

If not the Green’s function Ĝ0 but the correlation function Ĉ is migrated,
image blurring can be significantly worse. To illustrate this, the following rep-
resentation for the interferometric image is considered, analogous to equation
6.5:
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MC

(

x′
J

)

=
∫

Ω

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ĉ
(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

{Ŵ+
p

(

x′
J ,x

′
A, ω

)

}∗dx′
AdxBdω

.

(6.8)

By substituting equations 6.2 and 6.4 into equation 6.8, it follows that

MC

(

x′
J

)

≈
∫

Ω

∫

DA

R̂ (xJ , ω) Γ̂int,mig

(

xJ ,x
′
J , ω

)

dxJdω, (6.9)

with

Γ̂int,mig

(

xJ ,x
′
J , ω

)

=

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ŵ−
p (xB,xJ , ω)×







∫

∂DA

Ŵ+
p (xJ ,xA, ω) Γ̂int

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA






{Ŵ+

p

(

x′
J ,x

′
A, ω

)

}∗dx′
AdxB.

(6.10)

From equation 6.9 it can be concluded that the interferometric image is not
blurred by Γ̂mig but by Γ̂int,mig, carying an additional imprint of the interfero-
metric point-spread function Γ̂int. The interferometric migration resolution
function can be used to diagnose the resolution of an interferometric image,
as is illustrated in the following section.

6.4 Illumination diagnosis in the image domain

The theory that was derived in the previous section can be used for illumi-
nation diagnosis in the image domain. For illustrative purposes, we consider
the synthetic Sigsbee model example that has been discussed in chapter 1
(Figure 1.2a). In Figure 1.4a, we evaluated an image of the target area below
the well DA, after applying interferometric imaging by crosscorrelation. To
diagnose the interferometric migration resolution function for this problem,
a grid of point scatterers is added to a smooth version of the velocity mo-
del of the target area DA below the receivers, see Figure 6.2a. These point
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scatterers represent trial image points. Our aim is to analyze the migration
resolution function and the interferometric migration resolution function at
these trial image points. First, we assume that physical sources are located
in the well at the positions of the receivers. We compute Green’s functions
Ĝδ (xB,xA, ω) for the medium with point scatterers, where xA and xB are
source and receiver locations in the well. In practice, the Green’s function is
replaced by a band-limited version P̂δ = ŜĜδ, where Ŝ is the Fourier trans-
form of a wavelet. We assume that the reflectivity of the background medium
with point scatterers can be described as a superposition of delta functions,
where absolute amplitudes are not considered:

R̂δ (xJ , ω) ≈
∑

n

δ (xJ − xn) . (6.11)

In this expression, n is the index of the point-scatterer and xn is its location.
The Green’s function Ĝδ can be explained by a primary forward model,
analogous to equation 6.4:

Ĝδ (xB,xA, ω) ≈
∫

DA

Ŵ−
p (xB,xJ , ω) R̂δ (xJ , ω) Ŵ

+
p (xJ ,xA, ω) dxJ . (6.12)

We migrate the response Ĝδ, analogous to equation 6.5, that is

MGδ

(

x′
J

)

=
∫

Ω

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ĝδ (xB,xA, ω) {Ŵ+
p

(

x′
J ,xA, ω

)

}∗dxAdxBdω.

(6.13)

In Figure 6.2b, we show the image MGδ for the Sigsbee example with physical
sources and receivers in the well. To interpret this result, we substitute
equations 6.11 and 6.12 into equation 6.13, yielding

MGδ

(

x′
J

)

≈
∑

n

∫

Ω

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ŵ−
p (xB,xn, ω)×

{Ŵ+
p (xn,xA, ω) {Ŵ+

p

(

x′
J ,xA, ω

)

}∗dxAdxBdω.

(6.14)
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Or, with the help of equation 6.7:

MGδ

(

x′
J

)

≈
∑

n

∫

Ω

Γ̂mig

(

xn,x
′
J , ω

)

dω. (6.15)

Thus, MGδ can be interpreted as a superposition of blurred image points xn,
where the blurring is quantified by Γ̂mig. This type of image can be used to
diagnose the illumination conditions in the image domain. In Figure 6.2b,
the image points are relatively well focused, except for the edges of the image
domain. Note that the image contains an additional imprint of the wavelet
Ŝ, since we used P̂δ instead of Ĝδ for this analysis.

The experiment is repeated for the interferometric data. To simulate how
the trial image points would be illuminated by virtual sources, we convolve
Ĝδ with the interferometric point-spread functions that were observed from
physical sources at the surface, analogous to equation 6.2:

Ĉδ

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂DA

Ĝδ (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂int

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA. (6.16)

The correlation function Ĉδ is migrated, as in equation 6.8, yielding

MCδ

(

x′
J

)

=
∫

Ω

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ĉδ

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

{Ŵ+
p

(

x′
J ,x

′
A, ω

)

}∗dx′
AdxBdω

.

(6.17)

By substitution of equations 6.16, 6.11 and 6.12 into equation 6.17, it follows
that

MCδ

(

x′
J

)

≈
∑

n

∫

Ω

∫∫

∂DA

{Ŵ−
p

(

xB,x
′
J , ω

)

}∗Ŵ−
p (xB,xn, ω)×







∫

∂DA

Ŵ+
p (xn,xA, ω) Γ̂int

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA






{Ŵ+

p

(

x′
J ,x

′
A, ω

)

}∗dx′
AdxBdω.

(6.18)
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Figure 6.2: a) Background velocity model of the target area with an additional grid
of point scatterers. b) Image of the point scatterers obtained with physical sources in
the well.
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Figure 6.3: a) Image of the point scatterers obtained with virtual sources retrieved
by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidimensional deconvolution.

Or, with the help of equation 6.10

MCδ

(

x′
J

)

≈
∑

n

∫

Ω

Γ̂int,mig

(

xn,x
′
J , ω

)

dω. (6.19)

Thus, MCδ can be interpreted as a superposition of blurred trial image points,
where the blurring is quantified by the interferometric migration resolution
function Γ̂int,mig. The constructed image MCδ for the Sigsbee example (with
illumination by virtual sources in the well, being constructed from physical
sources at the surface, see chapter 1) is shown in Figure 6.3a. Note that
illuminating the image points with virtual sources results in stronger blurring
than illuminating them with physical sources. The image points at the right
side of the grid in Figure 6.3a have a stronger imprint than those at the left
side. This is because the illumination conditions in this part of the image
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have been affected worsely by the presence of the salt body.
Finally, the effects of multidimensional deconvolution are analyzed. For

this purpose, we repeat the procedure with a point-spread function that is
deconvolved by itself (with regularization). The result is shown in Figure
6.3b. Note that the imprint of Γ̂int has been largely removed. As a result,
the interferometric image has improved, as was shown in chapter 1 (Figure
1.4b).

In some cases, the radiation pattern of a virtual source carries a strong
directional imprint. It has been shown in this thesis that the point-spread
function is a proper tool to quantify this imprint in the data domain (see
chapter 5). As an extension to this concept, the interferometric migration
resolution function is attractive for illumination diagnosis in the image do-
main. We illustrate this idea with a salt-flank imaging example that is ins-
pired by an existing offshore oilfield (for a description, see Loureiro et al.,
2012). Sources are located at the surface and receivers are deployed in a
deviated well. Our aim is to delineate a salt body with virtual sources, see
Figure 6.4. As the aperture of the physical source array at the earth’s surface
is relatively short, the virtual sources inherit strong directional imprints that
are quantified by their point-spread functions. In Figure 6.5a, we show an
image that was created with physical sources in the well at the positions of
the receivers, clearly exposing the salt flank. In Figure 6.5b, we show an
equivalent image from virtual-source data that were created by correlation-
based interferometric redatuming of sources from the earth’s surface to the
well with equation 6.1. Note that the image from the physical sources is
better focused and allows us to delineate a larger portion of the salt flank
than the interferometric image. To understand this, we place a grid of point
scatterers in the target area (see Figure 6.4), representing trial image points.
Using a similar approach to the one we described in the previous section,
we illuminate these trial image points with physical sources and with virtual
sources, see Figure 6.6. The directional illumination footprints of the virtual
sources are well exposed by the blurred trial image points.
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Figure 6.4: Zoomed part of the salt body that we aim to image (Loureiro et al.,
2012). The deviated well is shown in white and the black circles represent point
scatterers (trial image points).
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Figure 6.5: Images of the salt flank obtained from a) physical sources in the well
versus b) virtual sources in the well (Loureiro et al., 2012).
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Figure 6.6: Image of the point scatterers obtained from a) physical sources in the
well versus b) virtual sources in the well (Loureiro et al., 2012).
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6.5 Discussion

It should be emphasized that illumination diagnosis in the image domain can
be carried out without velocity information from the overburden. We could
replace the grid of point scatterers by any other object to analyse how such
an object would be imaged by physical sources or virtual sources. Lecomte
(2008) and Toxopeus et al. (2008) showed that seismic images can be simu-
lated by filtering a geological model with the migration resolution function.
In a similar way, interferometric images can be simulated by filtering a geo-
logical model with the interferometric migration resolution function. This
concept can also be applied to passive interferometry, where retrieved virtual
sources often exhibit directional radiation patterns caused by non-uniform
noise source distributions, see chapter 8.

6.6 Conclusion

We have introduced the interferometric migration resolution function to quan-
tify the resolution of interferometric images. When virtual sources are focu-
sed well, the interferometric migration resolution function is similar to the
conventional resolution function of seismic imaging. When illumination is
incomplete, virtual sources can be de-focused. In such cases, the interfero-
metric migration resolution function can be used to diagnose the effects of
virtual source de-focusing in the image domain.
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Chapter 7

Sparsity promotion

Abstract

Assuming that exact transmission responses are known from the surface to a
particular level in the subsurface, sources can be effectively redatumed to that
level by interferometric redatuming. The redatumed fields can be used for
imaging below that level. This approach involves decomposition of up- and
downgoing wavefields and solving an inverse problem that is often ill-posed
and sensitive to noise. We demonstrate the benefits of sparsity promotion
in a transform domain (such as curvelets) for the interferometric redatuming
process. Sparsity can be promoted 1) on decomposed up- and downgoing
fields, 2) on redatumed fields, or 3) on the final image.

7.1 Introduction

Interferometric redatuming is the process of turning physical receivers into
virtual sources, without knowledge of the propagation velocity (Schuster,
2009). One succesfull application of this concept is to redatum sources from
the earth’s surface to receiver locations in the subsurface. These receivers
can be placed in a horizontal well, as in the virtual source method of Bakulin
& Calvert (2006). Alternatively, the transmission responses to subsurface
locations can be constructed from surface data, using novel methodology
developed by Broggini et al. (2012) and Wapenaar et al. (2012a). Interfe-
rometric redatuming involves solving an inverse problem. Wapenaar et al.
(2008b) showed how this problem can be solved by least-squares inversion.

This chapter has been accepted for publication in Geophysical Journal International
(Van der Neut & Herrmann, 2012a). Note that minor changes have been introduced to
make the text consistent with the other chapters of this thesis.
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However, in many cases the interferometric problem is poorly conditioned
and heavy regularization is required to stabilize the inversion (Minato et al.,
2011; Van der Neut et al., 2011a). In this chapter, we propose to constrain
the interferometric inverse problem by sparsity promotion in the curvelet
domain. Such an approach has proven succesfull in a range of geophysical
applications, see Herrmann et al. (2008) and references therein. The interfe-
rometric problem is dealt with in three sequential steps. In step 1, downhole
wavefields are decomposed into down- and upgoing constituents. In step
2, the sources are redatumed to the receiver level. In step 3, a subsurface
image is constructed from the redatumed data. Sparsity promotion can be
beneficial at each step.

7.2 Wavefield decomposition

By deploying downhole geophones and hydrophones, the particle velocity
field v and the pressure field p (both expressed as vectors in the time-space
domain) from sources at the surface can be recorded along a horizontal bo-
rehole (Mehta et al., 2010b). Alternatively, such transmission data can be
constructed from surface data (Wapenaar et al., 2012a). The recordings can
be related to the downgoing field d and the upgoing field u (also expressed
as vectors in the time-space domain) as

(

p

v

)

= L

(

d

u

)

. (7.1)

Here, L is a composition matrix that involves Fourier transformation, ap-
plying pseudo-differential operators and inverse Fourier transformation. Some
freedom exists in the scaling of L, depending on what we want the decom-
posed fields d and u to represent. In this chapter we impose power-flux
normalization, using expressions for L from Wapenaar (1998). Although the
inverse of L can be numerically computed, this inverse contains singulari-
ties near critical angles and can be unstable when applied to noisy data.
Instead, we propose to invert equation 7.1 with sparsity promotion in the
curvelet domain. We define a transform S = C2 ⊗W, where C2 is the two-
dimensional curvelet transform along the source and receiver coordinates, W
is the discrete wavelet transform and ⊗ denotes a Kronecker product. The
decomposed data are represented by transform-domain coefficients xd = Sd

and xu = Su. The representation of seismic data in terms of xd and xu is
assumed to be sparse, which is exploited by solving the following (convex)
optimization problem (Herrmann et al., 2008):
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minimize
xd,xu
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∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

≤ σ. (7.2)

Superscript ∗ denotes the adjoint and σ is a user-defined noise level that
quantifies the tolerated mismatch in the forward problem. Subscripts 1 and
2 denote the ℓ1- and ℓ2-norm. Equation 7.2 describes a basis pursuit denoising
problem that is solved by spgl1, a gradient-based method that uses spectral
step-lengths and Pareto root-finding (Van den Berg & Friedlander, 2008).
Once the coeficients xd and xu are found, d = S∗xd and u = S∗xu can
be constructed. Following Figueiredo et al. (2008), it is recommended to
implement an additional debiasing step to balance the amplitudes. In this
step, the residual of equation 7.1 is further minimized using only the non-zero
entries of xd and xu that were found by solving problem 7.2.

In the following synthetic example, we use the Sigsbee model (Paffenholz
et al., 2002) as shown in Figure 7.1a. At the surface, 128 sources are loca-
ted. Below a salt body, 128 2-component receivers are deployed. Gaussian
noise is added to the data with SNR=5 (Signal-to-Noise-Ratio, taken with
respect to the total wavefield). To expose the complexity of the transmitted
wavefield, a common-receiver-gather of the pressure recordings is shown in
Figure 7.1b. Together with the particle velocity recordings, these data will
be used for wavefield decomposition. This can be done by applying the nu-
merical inverse of the composition operator L to these data. For reference,
we show the result of this operation without noise added to the input data
in Figure 7.1c. We display the upgoing field only, which is weaker than the
downgoing field and therefore the most challenging to retrieve. In Figure
7.1d we show the result obtained from the noise-corrupted records, being
more noisy. In Figures 7.1e and 7.1f we show a common-source-gather of
the retrieved response in the time-space and frequency-wavenumber domain,
respectively. The white arrows highlight artefacts from singularities near cri-
tical angles. Applying wavefield decomposition with sparsity promotion in
the curvelet domain yields a relatively noise-free result, see Figures 7.1g and
7.1h. Instabilities at critical angles can no longer be observed, as shown in
in the frequency-wavenumber domain in Figure 7.1i.
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Figure 7.1: a) Sigsbee model; the source and receivers arrays are given by the white
solid line at the surface and by the black solid line in the subsurface (under the white
dashed line), respectively. The white dashed line indicates the target area for imaging.
b) Common-receiver gather of the pressure field at receiver 65. Gaussian noise has
been added. c) Common-receiver gather of the upgoing field at receiver 65, retrieved
with the numerical inverse of L. No Gaussian noise has been added to the input
data. d) Same, from input data with Gaussian noise. e) Common-source gather of
the upgoing field at source 65, retrieved with the numerical inverse of L. Gaussian
noise has been added to the input data. f) Same, in the frequency-wavenumber
domain. The white arrows indicate artifacts from singularities in the inverse of L.
g) Common-receiver gather of the upgoing field at receiver 65, retrieved by sparse
inversion. Gaussian noise has been added to the input data. h) Common-source
gather of the upgoing field at source 65, retrieved by sparse inversion. Gaussian noise
has been added to the input data. i) Same, in the frequency-wavenumber domain.
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7.3 Interferometric redatuming

Our next step is to redatum the sources of the decomposed wavefields d and
u to the receiver level, using interferometric redatuming. This is done by
inverting the following forward model (Wapenaar et al., 2008b):

u = Dg0. (7.3)

Here, D is a matrix that involves forward Fourier transformation, multidi-
mensional convolution with the downgoing field and inverse Fourier transfor-
mation. The vector g0 is the unknown Green’s function with virtual sources
at the receiver level and the medium above the receivers is homogeneous.
Interferometric redatuming by crosscorrelation (Schuster, 2009; Bakulin &
Calvert, 2006) can be implemented by applying the adjoint of D to u, yiel-
ding the correlation function c:

c = D∗u. (7.4)

From equations 7.3 and 7.4, it follows that c = D∗Dg0, being the normal
equation, with D∗D being the point-spread function (Van der Neut et al.,
2011a). In simple media with perfect acquisition conditions, the point-spread
function is close to a band-limited identity matrix and, consequently, c can
be interpreted as a band-limited representation of g0. In complex settings
with shadow zones or incomplete illumination, the point-spread function can
be de-focused. In such cases, equation 7.3 should be inverted to optimize our
estimate of g0.

One approach is to solve equation 7.3 by regularized least-squares inver-
sion (Wapenaar et al., 2008b). In this case the following minimization scheme
is implemented:

minimize
g0

1

2
||u−Dg0||22 + λ2 ||g0||22 . (7.5)

Here, λ is a regularization parameter to constrain the solution length ||g0||22.
Regularization also smoothens the solution, which can result in the loss of
high frequency information. Especially if the inverse problem is poorly condi-
tioned, it can be beneficial to impose additional constraints by sparsity pro-
motion in the curvelet domain. As for wavefield decomposition, the transform
S = C2 ⊗ W is chosen, where C2 is over virtual source and receiver coor-
dinates in this case. The solution is assumed to be sparsely represented by
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its transform-domain coefficients x0 = Sg0, which is exploited by solving the
following (convex) minimization problem (Herrmann et al., 2008) with spgl1
(Van den Berg & Friedlander, 2008):

minimize
x0

||x0||1 subject to ||u−DS∗x0||2 ≤ σ. (7.6)

As in the previous section, σ is a user-defined noise level, the solution can be
composed by g0 = S∗x0 and an additional debiasing step is recommended
(Figueiredo et al., 2008).

We illustrate interferometric redatuming with the Sigsbee example that
was introduced in Figure 7.1a. A virtual data set is retrieved as if sources
are located in the well. First, this is done by crosscorrelation using equation
7.4, see Figure 7.2a. We observe the strong reference reflector at approxi-
mately 1.5s and the weaker reflections earlier in the gather. The response
also contains many artefacts. Applying interferometric redatuming by least-
squares inversion (minimization problem 7.5) can improve the results conside-
rably (Figure 7.2b), but the retrieved response is rather noisy, despite severe
regularization. The results of sparse inversion (minimization problem 7.6) is
relatively free of noise, see Figure 7.2c.

7.4 Interferometric imaging

Interferometric redatuming is often followed by local imaging in a target area
below the receiver array. The following forward model can be derived under
the Born approximation (i.e. internal scattering is not taken into account)
(Plessix & Mulder, 2004)

g0 = Kδm0. (7.7)

Here the vector δm0 describes the perturbations of the background medium
in vectorized form and K is the Born scattering operator, describing the
propagation from the virtual sources to the perturbations and from there to
the receivers. Migration can be implemented by applying the adjoint of K
to the retrieved Green’s functions. In this way, an image δm of the medium
perturbations can be obtained:

δm ≈ K∗g0. (7.8)
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We apply migration to the retrieved virtual shot records from the Sigsbee
model. In Figure 7.2d, we show the results for Green’s functions that are
obtained with crosscorrelation. Note the artefact that is indicated by the
white arrow (which is likely caused by a reflection from the salt flank). We
do not find this artefact when using Green’s functions that are retrieved
by least-squares inversion, see Figure 7.2e. Although most of the noise has
interfered destructively during migration, some residual noise can be found.
If we use Green’s functions that are retrieved by sparse inversion, some minor
improvements can be observed, see Figure 7.2f.

7.5 Discussion

In least-squares imaging, the forward model from equation 7.7 is inverted
(Herrmann & Li, 2012). Alternatively, interferometric redatuming and least-
squares imaging could be combined by substituting equation 7.7 into equation
7.3, yielding

u = DKδm0. (7.9)

The upgoing field u is now described in terms of data-driven operator D,
describing the propagation above the receivers and model-driven operator K,
describing the propagation below the receivers. By defining an appropriate
transform domain S (for instance the curvelet domain) and expressing the
medium perturbations in terms of their transform-domain coefficients δx0 =
Sδm0, the following optimization problem can be introduced:

minimize
δx0

||δx0||1 subject to ||u−DKS∗δx0||2 ≤ σ. (7.10)

Assuming that operator D can be computed for a particular depth level Λ in
the subsurface (for instance using the method of Wapenaar et al. (2012b)),
equation 7.10 could be used for imaging below Λ. Since operator D includes
multiple scattering in the overburden (Wapenaar et al., 2008b), all internal
multiples above depth level Λ should be eliminated with such an approach.
To reduce computation time, it might be possible to replace the computa-
tionally expensive multidimensional convolution operation DK by a single
Born scattering operator K that includes the downgoing field in the source
function. A comparable strategy has been aplied by Tu et al. (2011) to in-
clude surface-related multiples in the source function of K for least-squares
migration of joint primaries and multiples.
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Figure 7.2: Virtual shot record as if there is a source at receiver 65, retrieved by a)
crosscorrelation, b) least-squares inversion and c) sparse inversion. Migration results
from virtual source data retrieved by d) crosscorrelation, e) least-squares inversion
and f) sparse inversion.

7.6 Conclusion

Interferometric imaging is generally applied by three sequential steps: 1) de-
composition in up- and downgoing wavefields, 2) wavefield redatuming and
3) imaging of the redatumed wavefields. Each step involves solving an inverse
problem, which is generally ill-posed and / or sensitive for noise. We sho-
wed that solving these problems with algorithms that promote sparsity in a
transform-domain (such as curvelets) can be effective for de-noising. Sparsity
can be promoted at each step individually. Interferometric redatuming and
imaging can also be combined, leading to a novel seismic inversion scheme
that accounts for multiple scattering above a target horizon.



Chapter 8

Application 1: Passive
interferometry

Abstract

In passive seismic interferometry, Green’s functions are retrieved by cross-
correlating ambient seismic noise records at two receiver locations. In the
underlying theory, some strong assumptions are being made that are not al-
ways fulfilled in practice. First, noise sources are assumed to be uniformly
distributed and mutually uncorrelated. Second, the medium should be free
of intrinsic losses. Passive seismic interferometry can also be applied by mul-
tidimensional deconvolution. In this case the medium can be dissipative.
Sources can be mutually correlated and irregularly distributed. The main
restriction for Green’s function retrieval by multidimensional deconvolution
is that the sources should be situated on one side of a closed receiver array
and that the constructed forward problem is invertible. Applications for sur-
face wave retrieval and body wave retrieval from ambient noise are given.
Finally it is demonstrated that multidimensional deconvolution provides an
efficient way to merge active and passive seismic data.

8.1 Introduction

Various authors have shown that crosscorrelating the recordings of a diffuse
wavefield at two locations yields a Green’s function as if there were a source
at one of the receiver locations (Weaver & Lobkis, 2001; Malcolm et al., 2004;
Roux et al., 2005). Diffusivity of the wavefields proved not to be a necessary

Jonathan Wall contributed to this chapter via his MSc. research (supervisors: Joost
van der Neut and Kees Wapenaar).
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condition for Green’s function retrieval from ambient noise. Claerbout (1968)
showed that auto-correlating the transmission response at the surface of a
single noise source below a set of reflectors in a 1D medium provides a 1D
reflection response. Wapenaar (2004) generalized this concept. He derived
that the reflection response of a 3D heterogeneous medium can be retrieved
by crosscorrelating surface recordings of simultaneously-acting uncorrelated
noise sources in the subsurface. The theory has been tested numerically
(Draganov et al., 2006; Artman, 2006) and has been applied to field data
(Draganov et al., 2009). Crosscorrelation of ambient seismic noise has been
especially successfull for the retrieval of surface waves (Campillo & Paul,
2003; Shapiro & Campillo, 2004; Shapiro et al., 2005; Sabra et al., 2005;
Bensen et al., 2007).

To allow accurate Green’s function retrieval from ambient noise, several
assumptions have to be made (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006): the medium
should be lossless and noise sources should be uniformly distributed and
mutually uncorrelated. In practice, ambient noise fields are often directive
(Stehly et al., 2006; Roux, 2009), posing complications for Green’s function
retrieval (Weaver et al., 2009; Froment et al., 2010). Various attempts have
been made to remove noise directivity. In the C3-method or iterative in-
terferometry, this is done by applying interferometry iteratively to retrieved
Green’s functions (Stehly et al., 2008; De Ridder et al., 2009). Various others
have derived correctional filters to achieve the same (Douma & Snieder, 2006;
Curtis & Halliday, 2010b; Gallot et al., 2011).

In this chapter, we show that multidimensional deconvolution can also be
applied to particular problems in passive seismic interferometry. Multidimen-
sional deconvolution has the potential to correct for directive ambient noise
as it does not rely on the assumption that noise sources are uniformly distri-
buted and mutually uncorrelated. Moreover, the underlying theory holds in
a dissipative medium. Theoretical validations are given in section 8.2. Appli-
cations for surface and body wave retrieval are discussed in sections 8.3 and
8.4. In section 8.5 we show that multidimensional deconvolution can also be
used to merge active and passive seismic data.

8.2 Theory

Consider the configuration as shown in figure 8.1a. Outside volume D, being

enclosed by receiver array ∂DA, we find source locations x
(i)
N , where i is the

source index number and subscript N denotes "noise". Each source emits its

own noise signature N̂
(

x
(i)
N

)

, resulting in the following response at receiver
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xA (at ∂DA):

V̂pas (xA, ω) =
∑

i

ĜV

(

xA,x
(i)
N , ω

)

N̂
(

x
(i)
N , ω

)

, (8.1)

and the following response at receiver xB (inside D):

Ûpas (xB, ω) =
∑

i

ĜU

(

xB,x
(i)
N , ω

)

N̂
(

x
(i)
N , ω

)

. (8.2)

Figure 8.1: a) Configuration for retrieving Green’s function Ĝ0 with passive seismic
interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution. Outside volume D (indicated in

yellow) we find sources x
(i)
N (and x

(j)
N ), where i (or j) is the source index number.

Receivers xA and x′
A are located at ∂DA, enclosing D. Receiver xB is inside D.

b) Modification for one-sided illumination, where ∂DA is partitioned into ∂DA1 and
∂DA2.

Quantities Ûpas (xB, ω) and V̂pas (xA, ω) are wavefields at the receivers xB

and xA and subscript pas indicates the "passive". ĜU

(

xB,x
(i)
N , ω

)

and

ĜV

(

xA,x
(i)
N , ω

)

are Green’s functions from source locations x
(i)
N to the re-

ceivers (where subscripts U and V relate to the type of fields Ûpas and V̂pas).
The following forward model can be derived for interferometry by multidi-
mensional deconvolution (Wapenaar et al., 2011b):

Ûpas (xB, ω) =

∫

∂DA

Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) V̂
in
pas (xA, ω) dxA, (8.3)

where superscript in refers to the ingoing constituents at ∂DA. We aim to
retrieve Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω), being the Green’s function with a virtual source at xA
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and a receiver at xB in a reference medium (indicated by subscript 0) that is
equal to the actual medium inside D and homogeneous outside D. The exact
meaning of Ûpas, V̂pas and Ĝ0 depends on the type of interferometry that we
apply. In the representations of Wapenaar et al. (2008a), V̂pas is the pressure
field, Ûpas is the particle velocity field and Ĝ0 is the particle velocity field of
an impulsive dipole virtual source. In the representations of Wapenaar et al.
(2011a), V̂pas and Ûpas are pressure fields and Ĝ0 is the pressure field of an
impulsive dipole virtual source. If all sources are located at one side of the
receiver array, we speak of one-sided illumination, see figure 8.1b. In this
case, the array ∂DA can be partitioned by ∂DA1 and ∂DA2 and contributions
from ∂DA2 can be neglected by Sommerfeld’s radiation conditions (Fokkema
& Van den Berg, 1993). The normal equation can be derived by multiplying

both sides of equation 8.1 with
{

V̂ in
pas (x

′
A, ω)

}∗
(with x′

A at ∂DA), yielding

Ĉpas

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂DA

Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂pas

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA, (8.4)

where we define the correlation function as

Ĉpas

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

= Ûpas (xB, ω)
{

V̂ in
pas

(

x′
A, ω

)

}∗
, (8.5)

and the point-spread function as

Γ̂pas

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

= V̂ in
pas (xA, ω)

{

V̂ in
pas

(

x′
A, ω

)

}∗
. (8.6)

In practice the crosscorrelations for equations 8.5 and 8.6 should be evaluated
over long recordings of seismic noise (so-called ensemble-averages). When we
substitute equations 8.1 and 8.2 into equations 8.5 and 8.6, we find

Ĉpas

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

∑

j

ĜU

(

xB,x
(i)
N , ω

){

Ĝin
V

(

x′
A,x

(j)
N , ω

)}∗
N̂
(

x
(i)
N

)

N̂∗
(

x
(j)
N , ω

)

, (8.7)

and
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Γ̂pas

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

∑

j

Ĝin
V

(

xA,x
(i)
N , ω

){

Ĝin
V

(

x′
A,x

(j)
N , ω

)}∗
N̂
(

x
(i)
N , ω

)

N̂∗
(

x
(j)
N , ω

)

.

(8.8)

An assumption that is often made in seismic interferometry is that the
noise sources are mutually uncorrelated. This condition can be introduced
by the following expression (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006):

N̂
(

x
(i)
N , ω

)

N̂∗
(

x
(j)
N , ω

)

=
∣

∣

∣

¯̂
N(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
δij . (8.9)

Here, δij is a Dirac-delta function and
∣

∣

∣

¯̂
N(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
is the average noise source

auto-spectrum. By substitution of equation 8.9 into equation 8.7 and 8.8, it
follows that

Ĉpas (xB,xA, ω) =
∣

∣

∣

¯̂
N(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2∑

i

ĜU

(

xB,x
(i)
N , ω

){

Ĝin
V

(

x′
A,x

(i)
N , ω

)}∗
,

(8.10)

and

Γ̂pas

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∣

∣

∣

¯̂
N(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2∑

i

Ĝin
V

(

xA,x
(i)
N , ω

){

Ĝin
V

(

x′
A,x

(i)
N , ω

)}∗
.

(8.11)

When the noise sources are uniformly distributed and the medium is ho-
mogeneous, Γ̂pas is close to a bandlimited delta function and Ĉpas can be
interpreted as a bandlimited Green’s function as if there were a source at
xA and a receiver at xB. If the medium is inhomogeneous and noise sources
are uniformly distributed, it can be shown that the Green’s function and
its acausal counterpart can also be retrieved by correlating the full fields at
receivers xA and xB (Wapenaar et al., 2005). Alternatively, we can obtain
the desired Green’s function function by inversion of equation 8.4. For this
strategy, referred to as passive interferometry by multidimensional decon-
volution, the assumption that noise sources are mutually uncorrelated and
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uniformly distributed is not necessary. Note that equation 8.4 does not rely
on the assumptions being introduced by equation 8.9. The only necessary
condition for success is that all sources are located outside D only and that
the point-spread function is invertible. In the following sections, the multi-
dimensional deconvolution problem will be solved by least-squares inversion.
For a more robust inversion, it might be beneficial to impose additional spar-
sity constraints as discussed for controlled-source interferometry in chapter 7
of this thesis. Van Groenestijn & Verschuur (2010) applied a sparse inversion
algorithm for Green’s function retrieval from passive seismic data.

8.3 Surface-wave retrieval

Wapenaar et al. (2011a) applied multidimensional deconvolution for surface
wave retrieval. In this case, figure 8.1b should be interpreted as a plan view
of the earth’s surface. V̂ in

pas is the pressure field that propagates to the right

at ∂DA and Ûpas is the full pressure field. By choosing appropriate acquisi-
tion designs that allow the evaluation of spatial derivatives of the wavefields
(Broggini et al., 2011), right- and leftgoing wavefields can be separated. For
laterally invariant media, the full field can be used for V̂ in

pas, since all consti-

tuents propagate to the right at ∂DA. The unknown Green’s function Ĝ0

represents the pressure response of a dipole virtual source. In the following
example, we compute a dispersion curve for the upper 300 km of the PREM
model (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981), using the approach of Wathelet et al.
(2004). We use this curve to model fundamental Rayleigh waves. The con-
figuration is shown in figure 8.2a. We aim to retrieve a Green’s function
between the central receiver in array ∂DA (65 stations) and the receivers in
arrays ∂DB (12 stations) and ∂D′

B (16 stations). Two noise source clusters
(one with 20 sources, the other with 30 sources) are identified, superimposed
on a uniform background noise source distribution (having 150 sources), all
situated left of ∂DA. The noise sources are multually uncorrelated and ac-
ting simultaneously. The frequency spectrum of the noise sources peaks at
0.6Hz, which is the double-peak frequency microseismic peak. The arrays
record the total noise for nearly 42 hours. The presence of the noise source
clusters is clearly visible in the point-spread function, see figure 8.2b. As the
noise sources are not distributed uniformly, interferometry by crosscorrela-
tion does not give the correct response as illustrated for array ∂DB in figure
8.3a and for array ∂D′

B in figure 8.4a. Multidimensional deconvolution can
correct these responses, see figures 8.3b and 8.4b. The corrected responses
can for instance be used for dispersion analysis or surface wave tomography.
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Figure 8.2: a) Configuration for surface wave retrieval (plan view). Sources are
located left of receiver array ∂DA. Receiver arrays ∂DB and ∂D′

B contain additional
receivers. Two noise source clusters can be identified. b) Point-spread function,
exposing the presence of the noise source clusters.
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Figure 8.3: Green’s functions as retrieved by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidi-
mensional deconvolution (in red) overlaying the reference response (in black) for a
virtual source in the center of array ∂DA and other receivers in array ∂DB.
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Figure 8.4: Green’s functions as retrieved by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidi-
mensional deconvolution (in red) overlaying the reference response (in black) for a
virtual source in the center of array ∂DA and other receivers in array ∂D′

B.
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8.4 Body-wave retrieval

A typical configuration for interferometric body wave retrieval is shown in
figure 8.5a. Receivers are located at ∂DA, coinciding with the free surface.
Noise sources are situated in the subsurface. Wapenaar et al. (2008a) derived
the following forward model for this situation:

V̂sc (xB, ω) =

∫

∂DA

Ĝ (xB,xA, ω) P̂inc (xA, ω) dxA. (8.12)

The unknown field Ĝ is a Green’s function of the physical medium for a
dipole virtual source and a particle velocity receiver, including surface-related
multiples. P̂inc is the incident pressure field that would have been recorded if
no free surface was present at ∂DA. The scattered particle field V̂sc is defined
such that

V̂ = V̂inc + V̂sc, (8.13)

where V̂ and V̂inc are the total and incident particle velocity fields, respec-
tively. Assuming that waves propagate near normal-incidence, we can make
the following far-field high-frequency approximation (Wapenaar & Fokkema,
2006):

P̂inc (xA, ω) ≈ ρcV̂inc (xA, ω) , (8.14)

where ρ and c are the average density and wave velocity at the receiver array.
Substituting equation 8.14 into equation 8.12 yields

V̂sc (xB, ω) ≈ ρc

∫

∂DA

Ĝ (xB,xA, ω) V̂inc (xA, ω) dxA. (8.15)

The normal equation can be derived by multiplying both sides of this equation
with V̂ ∗

inc (x
′
A, ω) (where x′

A is a location at ∂DA), yielding

Ĉsc,inc

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

≈ ρc

∫

∂DA

Ĝ (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂inc,inc

(

xA,x
′
A

)

, dxA, (8.16)
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with the correlation function defined as

Ĉsc,inc

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

= V̂sc (xB, ω) V̂
∗
inc

(

x′
A, ω

)

. (8.17)

and the point-spread function as

Γ̂inc,inc

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

= V̂inc (xA, ω) V̂
∗
inc

(

x′
A, ω

)

. (8.18)

To apply multidimensional deconvolution, the incident and scattered fields
should be separated, which can only be done for transient signals and if the
shallow section of the subsurface is relatively homogeneous. To overcome this
limitation, Van der Neut et al. (2010) sugested to separate the incident and
scattered field after an initial crosscorrelation step. During the initial step,
the full particle velocity field at ∂DA is crosscorrelated with itself, yielding

Ĉ (xB,xA, ω) = V̂ (xB, ω) V̂
∗ (xA, ω) . (8.19)

Note that this correlation function can be obtained for any distribution of
noise sources, even though they are acting simultaneously. Substituting equa-
tion 8.13 into equation 8.19 yields

Ĉ (xB,xA, ω) = V̂inc (xB, ω) V̂
∗
inc (xA, ω) + V̂sc (xB, ω) V̂

∗
inc (xA, ω)

+ V̂inc (xB, ω) V̂
∗
sc (xA, ω) + V̂sc (xB, ω) V̂

∗
sc (xA, ω)

. (8.20)

The first term in this equation can be recognized as the point-spread function
Γ̂inc,inc (equation 8.18), having its major contribution close to time t = 0.
The second and third terms have their dominant contributions at t > tII and
t < −tII , where tII is the two-way travel-time of the first reflector. The last
term in equation 8.20 is weak and can be neglected, as shown by Van der
Neut et al. (2010). By time-gating the response at t > tII we can estimate the
second term of equation 8.20, being equal to the correlation function Ĉsc,inc

that we defined in equation 8.17. By time-gating the response at |t| < tII
we can estimate the point-spread function. Multidimensional deconvolution
can proceed by inverting equation 8.16, using the estimates of Ĉsc,inc and
Γ̂inc,inc. This is demonstrated in the following example, see figure 8.5a. There
are 51 vertical-component receivers located at the surface. Two clusters of
20 and 30 noise sources are superimposed on a background noise field from
200 uniformly distributed noise sources, all acting simultaneously. We record
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25 minutes of noise with a central frequency of 22Hz. In figure 8.5b we
show the correlation function Ĉ, as obtained by equation 8.19. The desired
term Ĉsc,inc is identified as the response at t > tII = 0.5s and the point-
spread function Γ̂inc,inc as the response at |t| < tII = 0.5s (where tII =
0.5s is indicated by the black dashed line). The retrieved Green’s function
by crosscorrelation and after multidimensional deconvolution with the time-
gated point-spread function are shown in figures 8.6a and 8.6b, respectively.
Note that multidimensional deconvolution has removed the imprint of the
noise-source clusters to some extent at the cost of some inversion artefacts
due to the noisy character of the data.
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Figure 8.5: a) Configuration and example for body wave retrieval. Receivers are
represented by triangles at the surface. Noise sources are represented by black dots
in the subsurface. b) Correlation function of full fields.
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Figure 8.6: Retrieved Green’s functions by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidimen-
sional deconvolution (in red), overlaying the reference response (in black).
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8.5 Merging active and passive data

Various authors have shown that passive interferometry can be especially be-
neficial for retrieving low frequency information that often lacks in seismic
exploration data (Dellinger & Yu, 2009; De Ridder & Biondi, 2010; Ruigrok
et al., 2011). Therefore, passive data might be used to broaden the temporal
frequency band of active data. Adding passive data may also improve sub-
surface illumination by broadening the spatial frequency band of exploration
data (Berkhout & Verschuur, 2011). In this section, we show that seismic
interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution is a natural way to merge
active and passive data. This can be beneficial for both surface wave retrieval
and body wave retrieval.

Consider the configuration as shown in figure 8.7. Left of the receiver

array ∂DA, a number of passive sources is located at x
(i)
N and a number of

active sources is located at x
(i)
S . The passive sources obey equation 8.3. A

similar equation can be derived for the active sources:

Ûact

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

)

=

∫

∂DA

Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) V̂
in
act

(

xA,x
(i)
S , ω

)

dxA. (8.21)

Here Ûact = ĜU Ŝ and V̂act = ĜV Ŝ, where ĜU and ĜV are Green’s functions
for wavefields Û and V̂ and Ŝ is a source wavelet. The following normal
equation can be derived by multiplying both sides of equation 8.21 with

{V̂ in
act(x

′
A,x

(i)
S , ω)}∗ (with x′

A on ∂DA) and summing over sources:

Ĉact

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂DA

Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂act

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA, (8.22)

with the correlation function

Ĉact

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

Ûact

(

xB,x
(i)
S , ω

){

V̂ in
act

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
, (8.23)

and the point-spread function

Γ̂act

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

=
∑

i

V̂ in
act

(

xA,x
(i)
S , ω

){

V̂ in
act

(

x′
A,x

(i)
S , ω

)}∗
. (8.24)
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Note the similarity between equations 8.22 and 8.4. By adding Ŵact(ω) times
equation 8.22 to Ŵpas(ω) times equation 8.4, where Ŵact(ω) and Ŵpas(ω) are
user-defined frequency-dependent weighting functions, it follows that

Ĉjoint

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

=

∫

∂DA

Ĝ0 (xB,xA, ω) Γ̂joint

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

dxA, (8.25)

with the joint (subscript joint) correlation function

Ĉjoint

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

= Ŵact(ω)Ĉact

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

+ Ŵpas(ω)Ĉpas

(

xB,x
′
A, ω

)

,

(8.26)

and the joint point-spread function

Γ̂joint

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

= Ŵact(ω)Γ̂act

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

+ Ŵpas(ω)Γ̂pas

(

xA,x
′
A, ω

)

.

(8.27)

The contribution of particular data types (active or passive) at particular fre-
quencies can be tuned with Ŵact(ω) and Ŵpas(ω) . By inversion of equation
8.25, a broadband Green’s function Ĝ0 can be retrieved, containing informa-
tion from both the active and passive sources.

An application of this concept for surface waves is provided by Wall
(2011). Some of his results are summarized below. Consider the configu-
ration as shown in figure 8.7. Noise sources emit noise signatures with a
1− 12Hz frequency band during 800 seconds. Active sources emit transient
signals with a 8 − 25Hz frequency band. Our aim is to retrieve a Green’s
function within the full 1− 25Hz frequency band. To pre-balance the data,
weighting function Ŵpas(ω) is set to one for frequencies below 6Hz, tapered
in the 6 − 14Hz band and to zero for frequencies above 14Hz. Weighting
function Ŵact(ω) is set to one for frequencies above 14Hz, tapered in the
6− 14Hz band and to zero for frequencies below 6Hz. The joint correlation
function from equation 8.26 is shown in figure 8.8a, overlaying the desired
reference response within the total 1− 25Hz frequency band. Note that the
match is not good, as the frequency spectra of the merged sources are not ba-
lanced correctly. In figure 8.9 the joint point-spread function (from equation
8.27) is shown in the time-space (t − x) and frequency-wavenumber (f − k)
domain. In the ideal case, the point-spread function should be a bandli-
mited delta function, having a flat f − k spectrum (see chapter 2, Van der
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Figure 8.7: Configuration for merging active and passive seismic data with one-

sided illumination (Wall, 2011). Passive sources (at x
(i)
N ) and active sources (at

x
(i)
S ) are positioned left of the receiver array ∂DA. A Green’s function is retrieved

as if there were a virtual source at xA with receivers along ∂DB. The configuration
can be modified for two-sided illumination.
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Figure 8.8: Retrieved surface wave by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidimensional
deconvolution from joint 1−12Hz passive and 8−25Hz active data with acquisition
as in figure 8.7 (in red) compared with a reference response (in black) within the
total 1− 25Hz frequency band (Wall, 2011).
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Neut & Bakulin, 2009). This is clearly not the case. In figure 8.10, the
point-spread function is shown after multidimensional deconvolution (here
the point-spread function is deconvolved by itself). Note that the result is
more focused in the t − x domain and has a flatter f − k spectrum. The
retrieved Green’s function after multidimensional deconvolution now closely
resembles the reference response, see figure 8.8b. We have thus succesfully
merged the active and passive data.

In the previous example, the passive data was used to broaden the tem-
poral frequency content of the active data. Passive data can also be used
to broaden the spatial frequency (wavenumber) content. In the following
example, the frequency spectra of the passive and active sources are similar,
with a peak frequency of 6Hz. However, a set of active sources is removed (for
instance due to an obstacle in acquisition), causing a gap in the source distri-
bution. Passive sources are used to compensate for the gap, see figure 8.11.
Using Ŵact(ω) = Ŵpas(ω) = 1, a correlation function is obtained, see figure
8.12a. Obviously, the mix of active and passive sources is not well balanced,
which is also clear from the point-spread function (figure 8.13). Multidimen-
sional deconvolution allows us to flatten the spectrum of the point-spread
function (figure 8.14), resulting in accurate retrieval of the desired Green’s
function (figure 8.12b).
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Figure 8.9: Joint point-spread function in a) the t − x domain and b) the f − k
domain from joint 1 − 12Hz passive and 8 − 25Hz active data with acquisition as
in figure 8.7 before multidimensional deconvolution (Wall, 2011).
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Figure 8.10: Joint point-spread function in a) the t − x domain and b) the f − k
domain from mixed 1− 12Hz passive and 8− 25Hz active data with acquisition as
in figure 8.7 after multidimensional deconvolution (Wall, 2011).
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Figure 8.11: Another example for merging passive and active data (Wall, 2011).

Active and passive sources are located at x
(i)
S and x

(i)
N , respectively. A Green’s func-

tion is retrieved as if there were a virtual source at xA with receivers along ∂DB. A
gap in the active source distribution can be identified that is compensated for by the
passive sources.
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Figure 8.12: Retrieved surface wave by a) crosscorrelation and b) multidimensional
deconvolution from joint active and passive data with acquisition as in figure 8.11
compared with a reference response (in black). All data have a similar spectrum with
a 6Hz peak frequency (Wall, 2011).
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Figure 8.13: Joint point-spread function in a) the t − x domain and b) the f − k
domain from joint active and passive data with acquisition as in figure 8.11 before
multidimensional deconvolution (Wall, 2011).
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Figure 8.14: Joint point-spread function in a) the t − x domain and b) the f − k
domain from joint active and passive data with acquisition as in figure 8.11 after
multidimensional deconvolution (Wall, 2011).
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8.6 Conclusion

The forward model for interferometric redatuming by multidimensional de-
convolution is valid even if sources are simultaneously acting, mutually cor-
related and have complex signatures. Therefore, the model can also be used
to retrieve Green’s functions from seismic noise sources. It is required that
these sources are located outside an integration volume that is enclosed by
receivers and that the forward problem is invertible. For surface wave re-
trieval with one-sided illumination, these conditions are fullfilled and the
methodology can be implemented straightforwardly. For body wave retrie-
val from ambient noise, sources are located inside the integration volume.
Hence the methodology should be adapted. We have discussed a way to
do so. Compared to Green’s function retrieval by crosscorrelation, multidi-
mensional deconvolution allows us to correct for non-uniform noise source
distributions and noise-source cross-talk. Finally, we have shown that multi-
dimensional deconvolution provides a useful framework to merge active and
passive data.



Chapter 9

Application 2: Free-surface
multiple elimination

Abstract

A common strategy for surface-related multiple elimination of seismic data is
to predict multiples by a convolutional model and subtract these adaptively
from the input gathers. Problems can be posed by interfering multiples and
primaries. Removing multiples by multidimensional deconvolution (inver-
sion) does not suffer from these problems. However, this approach requires
primaries and multiples to be consistent with each other, which is often not
the case, especially not at interpolated near-offsets. A novel method is pro-
posed to improve data consistency prior to inversion. This is done by back-
propagating first-order multiples with a time-gated reference primary event
and matching these with early primaries in the input gather. After data mat-
ching, multiple elimination by multidimensional deconvolution can be applied
with a deterministic inversion scheme.

9.1 Introduction

Surface-related multiple reflections are a serious problem in the processing
of seismic data. Various multiple elimination schemes have been proposed.
In SRME (Surface-Related Multiple Elimination) (Verschuur et al., 1992;
Biersteker, 2001), free-surface multiples are predicted by a convolutional mo-
del and subtracted from the input data. In theory, the application of SRME

This chapter has been published as a journal paper in Geophysical Journal International
(Van der Neut et al., 2012). Note that minor changes have been introduced to make the
text consistent with the other chapters of this thesis.
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requires the source wavelet and ghost-free input data. Most wavelet esti-
mation methods assume knowledge of the incident field (Weglein & Secrest,
1990; Amundsen, 1993; Osen et al., 1998), which is generally not available
in the conventional towed-streamer configuration. Instead, the wavelet can
be estimated within the SRME-framework by solving a non-linear inverse
problem in which a minimum-energy criterion is imposed on the estimated
primaries (Verschuur et al., 1992). The solution can be found either by im-
plementation of a non-linear inversion scheme (Carvalho & Weglein, 1994;
Van Borselen et al., 1994) or by neglecting higher-order terms (Ikelle et al.,
1997). In practice, the non-linear problem can be replaced by an iterative
scheme of linear minimization problems to be solved in local windows throu-
ghout the gather (Verschuur & Berkhout, 1997). In such a way, SRME can
be applied adaptively without knowledge of the source wavelet and need to
remove the source and receiver ghosts. Various matching filters have been
proposed for this purpose (Abma et al., 2005). Although fruitful applica-
tions of adaptive subtraction have been demonstrated in the past (Dragoset
et al., 2010), the method has its shortcomings. Especially the interference of
different orders of multiples can pose a limitation, as does the interference of
multiples and primaries (Van Borselen et al., 2003).

Alternatively, multiple elimination can be handled as an inverse problem.
It has been shown that multidimensional deconvolution (MDD) of the up-
going wavefield with the downgoing wavefield at the receiver level yields a
reflection response without surface-related multiples (Amundsen, 2001; Fri-
jlink et al., 2011). This method has been applied to remove multiples from
OBC (Ocean Bottom Cable) data by various authors (Holvik & Amund-
sen, 2005; Wang et al., 2010c). To improve convergence, additional sparsity
constraints can be imposed, as is done in Estimation of Primaries by Sparse
Inversion (EPSI) (Van Groenestijn & Verschuur, 2009; Lin & Herrmann,
2010). The scheme of Amundsen (2001) applies MDD at the source side.
Besides eliminating the surface-related multiples, the source characteristics
are also removed from the data. One can be less ambitious by applying
MDD at the receiver side with a formalism that is closely related to inver-
sion schemes of Verschuur (1991) and Dragoset & Jeric̆ević (1998). In this
way, the surface-related multiples are removed but the source characteristics
remain intact.

Implementation of MDD requires the full upgoing field and the full down-
going field, including information at near-offsets. In a towed-streamer con-
figuration with dual-sensors (pressure and particle velocity), up- and down-
going wavefields can be separated (Cambois et al., 2009). However, near-
offset data are generally not recorded. This problem can be overcome to
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some extent by incorporating additional measurements below the source ar-
ray (Majdanski et al., 2011). However, in most cases such measurements are
not available and we have to rely on interpolation of the near-offset gap, for
instance by Projection On Convex Sets (POCS) (Kabir & Verschuur, 1995;
Abma & Kabir, 2006; Stein et al., 2010). Alternatively, the near-offsets can be
estimated during the inversion process, as is done in EPSI (Van Groenestijn
& Verschuur, 2009). EPSI tends to be computationally expensive and does
not always converge succesfully. In this chapter, we propose an alternative
strategy to allow multiple elimination by MDD. Unlike EPSI, we make use of
interpolated near-offsets from conventional algorithms, such as POCS. The
consistency of these interpolated data is improved with a novel matching pro-
cedure. After data matching, MDD can be implemented by a deterministic
inversion scheme that is relatively cheap in terms of computation time.

9.2 Representations

In the following representations, superscripts + and − denote ”downgoing”
and ”upgoing”, respectively. Data is represented in the frequency-space do-
main in terms of monochromatic matrices, as introduced by Berkhout (1982).
In such matrix, row i and column j contain data from receiver i and source j.
Further it is assumed that the matrices are square, meaning that the number
of sources equals the number of receivers. G+,+ and G−,+ are defined as the
Greens functions for the downgoing and upgoing (left superscript) pressure
field, respectively, emitted by a monopole source that radiates downwards
only (right superscript). Dipole Greens function X±,+ is defined as

X±,+ = − 2

jωρ
∂S
3 G±,+. (9.1)

Here j is the imaginary unit, ω is the angular frequency, ρ is the density and
∂S
3 is a spatial derivative in the vertical direction at the source-side (where

superscript S denotes "source").
It can be shown that the down- or upgoing (scattered) pressure field P±

can be represented as a multidimensional convolution of the incident (source)
pressure field S+ (being the direct field with free-surface ghost) and the dipole
Green’s function X±,+ (Verschuur et al., 1992)

P± = X±,+S+. (9.2)
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Alternatively, it can be shown that the upgoing pressure field P− can be
represented as a multidimensional convolution of the total downgoing pres-
sure field P+ + S+ and the dipole Green’s function of a medium without
free surface X−,+

0 (where subscript 0 indicates that no free-surface is present)
(Amundsen, 2001):

P− = X−,+
0

(

S+ + P+
)

. (9.3)

In equation 9.3, the full downgoing wavefield is convolved with a desired
Green’s function that is free of multiples. Instead, one can derive a repre-
sentation in which the desired data without multiples are convolved with a
Green’s function that connects the multiples at the receiver side (Verschuur,
1991; Dragoset & Jeric̆ević, 1998):

P− =
(

I + X−,−
)

P−
0 , (9.4)

where I is an identity matrix. In this equation the primary upgoing pressure
field is defined as

P−
0 = X−,+

0 S+. (9.5)

Further, X−,− can be interpreted as a multiple generator, as it connects the
multiples to the primaries P−

0 . Its formal definition is given by

X−,− = − 2

jωρ
∂S
3 G−,−, (9.6)

with ∂S
3 being a spatial derivative in the vertical direction at the source-side.

9.3 Prediction and subtraction

Equation 9.4 is closely related to the representation as commonly used in
SRME (Berkhout & Verschuur, 1997). In SRME, X−,− is often replaced by
P−A, where A = (S+)−1R∩, with R∩ being the reflectivity operator of the
surface according to P+ = R∩P−. Following this model, multiples can be
predicted by X−,−P−

0 and subtracted from the data, according to

P−
0 = P− − X−,−P−

0 . (9.7)
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Unfortunately, X−,− and P−
0 are unknown and have to be estimated du-

ring the SRME process. P−
0 is usually replaced by P− or by the output

of SRME in an iterative scheme. Berkhout & Verschuur (1997) propose to
use P− as an initial estimate for X−,−, since P− has the characteristics of a
dipole source (caused by the source ghost). However, this initial estimate still
inherits the temporal and spatial imprint of the source function (or wavelet),
which should be removed by a matching procedure, as we discuss in the
following. Alternatively, the downgoing particle velocity field V+ (preferably
after source-side deghosting) can be used as an initial estimate for X+,+

(Frijlink et al., 2011), which can be related to {X−,−}T , where superscript T
denotes the transpose. Using any of these estimates, an ℓ2-norm minimization
problem can be formulated that minimizes the energy in the retrieved primary
gather (Verschuur & Berkhout, 1997), that is

minimize
f

∣

∣

∣

∣P− − f ◦
(

X−,−P−
0

)∣

∣

∣

∣

2

2
. (9.8)

Operation ◦ is applied in the time-space domain, where f is a matching filter
(Abma et al., 2005). Equation 9.8 can be solved for f either on the full gather
or in local sliding windows, see Verschuur & Berkhout (1997) for details. A
general approach is to determine a global filter to update X−,−, according to

f ◦
(

X−,−
)

→ X−,−, (9.9)

and to find local filters in sliding windows, for updating the primaries by

P− − f ◦
(

X−,−P−
0

)

→ P−
0 . (9.10)

After these updates, SRME can be repeated iteratively. In practice, however,
the first iteration often provides already a good estimate of P−

0 .

9.4 Multidimensional deconvolution at the source
side

Instead of prediction and subtraction, multiples can also be removed by an
inversion scheme. One approach is to invert equation 9.3 in the least-squares
sense, according to

X−,+
0 ≈ P−

(

S+ + P+
)†
(

(

S+ + P+
) (

S+ + P+
)†

+ ǫ2I
)−1

. (9.11)
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Here I is an identity matrix, superscript † denotes the complex conjugate
transposed (adjoint) and ǫ2 is a regularization constant for numerical sta-
bility. As discussed in the introduction, this type of MDD acts as a simul-
taneous demultiple, designature and deghosting formalism. Alternatively,
equation 9.2 can be inverted in a least-squares sense, yielding

X−,+ ≈ P−
(

S+
)†
(

S+
(

S+
)†

+ ǫ2I
)−1

. (9.12)

Equation 9.12 can be applied for directional deconvolution (Fokkema et al.,
1990), since it removes the source characteristics but leaves the multiples in
place.

9.5 Multidimensional deconvolution at the recei-
ver side

In the previous section the complete downgoing field (including source func-
tion S+ and the scattered downgoing field P+) was removed from the data
to retrieve a dipole primary impulse response of the subsurface X−,+

0 . This
is the equivalent of removing the first part of the propagation history of the
field P−. Alternatively, the last part of the propagation history can be re-
moved by multidimensional deconvolution at the receiver side. This means
that the multiple generator X−,− should be eliminated from the propagation
history by inverting equation 9.4. The following deterministic inversion can
be implemented:

P−
0 =

(

I + X−,−
)−1 P−. (9.13)

Identity matrix I stabilizes the inversion process, such that regularization
is not required. Equation 9.13 is closely related to inversion schemes of
Verschuur (1991) and Dragoset & Jeric̆ević (1998). Note that the multiples
are removed by this procedure, but not the source function. If an estimate of
S+ is available, the latter can be done after multiple elimination by inverting
equation 9.5 in a least-squares sense; that is

X−,+
0 ≈ P−

0

(

S+
)†
(

S+
(

S+
)†

+ ǫ2I
)−1

. (9.14)

Equation 9.14 can be used for directional deconvolution after multiple elimi-
nation, in a similar way as equation 9.12 can be used for directional decon-
volution before multiple elimination.
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9.6 Data matching

As discussed before, MDD requires data that are complete and consistent.
In case of towed-streamer data, near-offsets are not available and have to be
interpolated, for instance by POCS. Interpolated traces in shallow sections
tend to be inconsistent with traces in deeper sections, posing a major limita-
tion for straightforward inversion. To overcome these limitations, we present
a novel formalism to improve data consistency. In SRME, data consistency is
improved by matching predicted multiples to the input data, as described by
equation 9.8. To remove inconsistencies in local windows prior to MDD, we
propose to match early arrivals (mostly primaries) in X−,− and P− with their
predictions from data deeper in the section, using similar matching filters.

A reference primary primary event P−
R is selected deep in the gather,

where subscript R denotes "reference". This event is isolated with a time-
gate, which can be interpreted as a mask of several time-samples wide with
move-out, tapered in time and space. With data matching, we will enforce
early events in the gather to be consistent with multiples from this event. All
first-order multiples M−

0,R that stem from the reference event are predicted
by

M−
0,R = X−,−

0 P−
R. (9.15)

The predicted multiples M−
0,R can be found in P−, but not with similar am-

plitudes. This is because every first-order multiple can be generated not only
by connecting a primary at the receiver side (as in equation 9.15), but also
by connecting a primary at the source side. The latter is can be computed
as

M−
R,0 = P−

RX−,−
0 . (9.16)

In this equation, we assumed that the source matrix S+ is laterally invariant
and therefore can be shifted. The combination M−

0,R+M−
R,0 contains all first-

order multiples in P− relating to the reference event. In practice, X−,−
0 is

unknown and therefore M−
0,R+M−

R,0 cannot be computed. Instead, we replace

X−,−
0 by X−,− and we use P− as an initial estimate for this field, ignoring

the source function. We introduce the following prediction for multiples
generated from the reference event:

M−
R = X−,−P−

R + P−
RX−,−. (9.17)
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Note that first-order multiples in P− are predicted with correct amplitudes
in M−

R, but higher-order multiples are not. In equation 9.17, the multiple ge-
nerator is forward propagated with the reference event. In the following, the
predicted multiples M−

R will be backward propagated with the same reference
event, such that all events in the multiple generator X−,− are projected back
to their original kinematic positions. This is done by the following formalism:

X−,−
blurred =

(

X−,−P−
R + P−

RX−,−
)

P†
R. (9.18)

Superscript † denotes the complex conjugate transposed. The combination
of forward propagation with PR and backward propagation with P†

R acts as a
zero-phase blurring filter or resolution function (Schuster & Hu, 2000) to the
multiple generator X−,−. Therefore X−,−

blurred can be interpreted as a blurred
representation of the multiple generator X−,−.

In the following, X−,−
blurred is matched with a so-called correlation function

C, which is computed by subtracting the reference primary from the data

and back-propagating the residual with
(

P−
R

)†
:

C =
(

P− − P−
R

) (

P−
R

)†
. (9.19)

Any back-propagated first-order multiple in P− relating to the reference event
should be present as a primary in X−,−

blurred and C with similar amplitude.

Therefore, a minimization problem is designed to match X−,−
blurred and C:

minimize
f

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
C − f ◦ X−,−

blurred

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

2
. (9.20)

Matching will be done in two steps. In step I, minimization problem equa-
tion 9.20 is solved in a local window surrounding the first event in the gather
X−,−
blurred. Since this event (the water bottom reflection) is a primary by de-

finition, its amplitude should match the corresponding event in C exactly
(assuming that no other event is interfering). Knowing f , the (non-blurred)
multiple generator X−,− can be updated over the full gather by

f ◦
(

X−,−
)

→ X−,−. (9.21)

During this step, the source function will be removed from our initial esti-
mate (P−) of the multiple generator. However, inconsistencies in the data
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have not been addressed yet. Therefore, matching step II is proposed. This
time minimization problem equation 9.20 is solved in windows over the shal-
low near-offset section and the multiple generator is updated locally with
equation 9.21. Care is required since local updates of X−,− break the vali-
dity of equation 9.2, stating that X−,+ = X−,−(R∩)−1 and P− are related by
a relatively simple source function S+. Therefore, an additional update is
applied to P−, requiring the same filter in the same window:

f ◦
(

P−
)

→ P−. (9.22)

In step I, X−,− is matched globally, ignoring data inconsistencies. In step II,
data inconsistencies are addressed. The proposed formalism allows us to esti-
mate a multiple generator that is consistent with the data, such that inversion
can be straightforwardly applied without additional sparseness constraints.
After data matching, MDD can be applied at the receiver side with equation
9.13. If an estimate of the source function S+ is available, an additional
directional deconvolution step can follow with equation 9.14.

9.7 Synthetic data example

To illustrate the advantages that MDD could bring compared to SRME,
a synthetic model is introduced in Figure 9.1a. The data are complete,
including the near-offsets. The direct wave has been muted. The water
bottom is located at 150m depth, followed by another contrast at 390m
depth. At 1940m and 2650m two more contrasts are located. The primaries
of these deeper contrasts appear at 2.2s and 2.8s in the upgoing pressure field
P−. However, the recordings between 2 and 3 seconds are more complicated,
because of the generated surface-related (and internal) multiples - see Figure
9.1b. To differentiate the events, primaries are shown in black and multiples
in red in Figure 9.2a. Note that some multiples interfere (for instance at 2.6s)
and a multiple interferes with the primary at 2.8s. The predicted multiples
by SRME, shown after matching on the full gather (equations 9.8 and 9.9)
in red in Figure 9.2b, are not completely overlaying the physical multiples in
the gather, shown in black in the same figure. Subtracting these predicted
multiples from the data does not yield an optimal result - see Figure 9.3a.
Applying an adaptive filter in sliding windows may be a partial solution to
some of these problems, but choosing the windows too short easily results in
other problems, such as removing the primary at 2.8s, as demonstrated in
Figure 9.3b.
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Figure 9.1: a) Velocity (in m/s) and density (in kg/m3) for the synthetic example.
b) Upgoing pressure field P− between 2 and 3 seconds. Every tenth trace is shown
of the central common-source gather.

To apply MDD to this data set, multiple generator X−,− has to be esti-
mated. A reference primary event P−

R at 2.2s is selected and isolated with a
time-gate. To illustrate the behavior of the blurring filter as applied to the

multiple generator, the back-propagated reference event P−
R

(

P−
R

)†
is shown

in Figure 9.4a. The downgoing particle velocity field V+ is used as an ini-
tial estimate for X−,−. This estimate is blurred, as described by equation
9.18. The resulting data X−,−

blurred are matched with the correlation function
C (equation 9.19) by solving minimization problem 9.20 in a window surroun-
ding the first event (i.e. the water bottom) (matching step I). The matched
response X−,−

blurred is shown in Figure 9.4b, overlaying C. Note that events
early in the gather are matching well, but at later arrival times mismatches
occur because higher-order multiples are not reconstructed with correct am-
plitudes. The obtained filter is used to update multiple generator X−,−, using
equation 9.21. The updated estimate of X−,− is shown in Figure 9.5a. Since
the modeled data is consistent, matching step II is not required in this exam-
ple. With the knowledge of X−,−, MDD is applied at the receiver side with
equation 9.13 and no regularization. The result is shown in Figure 9.5b,
overlaying the true primary response. Note that the match is almost perfect
in this case.
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Figure 9.2: a) Primaries (black) and multiples (red) in the upgoing pressure field
P− between 2 and 3 seconds. b) Predicted multiples by SRME (red) versus reference
multiples (black) between 2 and 3 seconds after matching predicted multiples on the
global gather. Every tenth trace is shown of the central common-source gather.
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Figure 9.3: a) Upgoing pressure field P− between 2 and 3 seconds after subtraction
of the predicted multiples by SRME (red), matched on the global gather, overlaying
the true primary response (black). b) Upgoing pressure field P− between 2 and 3
seconds after subtraction of the predicted multiples by SRME (red), matched in local
windows of 0.4s by 125m, overlaying the true primary response (black). Every tenth
trace is shown of the central common-source gather.
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Figure 9.4: a) Back-propagated reference event P−
R

(

P−
R

)†
. Every tenth trace is

shown of the central common-source gather. (b) Blurred multiple generator X−,−
blurred

(red) overlaying the correlation function C (black) between 0 and 1 seconds. Every
second trace is shown of the central common-source gather.
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Figure 9.5: a) Estimated multiple generator X−,− between 0 and 1 seconds. Every
second trace is shown. (b) Estimated primary response P−

0 after MDD at the receiver
side (red) overlaying the true primary response (black). Every tenth trace is shown
of the central common-source gather.
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9.8 Field data example from the North Sea

In the following example, the outlined procedure for data matching and MDD
at the receiver side is applied to a field data set from the North Sea (for a des-
cription, see Baardman et al. (2010)). The data matrix contains 201 sources
and 201 receivers with 25m (source and receiver) spacing. Offsets below 100m
are not recorded and have been interpolated (Kabir & Verschuur, 1995). The
direct wave has been muted. A CMP (common midpoint) gather of the up-
going field P− at the central CMP-location (in the middle of the source and
receiver arrays) is shown in Figure 9.6a. In Figure 9.6b the corresponding
primary reflection response as retrieved by EPSI (Baardman et al., 2010) is
given, which will be used for reference. Note that several multiples, such as
those indicated by red arrows in Figure 9.6a, have been removed by EPSI.

A reference primary event P−
R (indicated in Figures 9.6a and 9.6b by

a yellow arrow) is isolated in the gather P− with a time-gate, see Figure
9.7a. The time-gate is 14 time-samples wide with move-out as picked from
the gather and tapers applied in time and space. The downgoing particle
velocity field V+ is used as an initial estimate of the multiple generator X−,−.
This multiple generator is blurred as in equation 9.18. To give an indication
of the blurring filter that is applied, the back-propagated reference event

P−
R

(

P−
R

)†
is evaluated after summing over CMP-locations, see Figure 9.7b.

Note that the result is focused well at zero time.
We found that the blurred multiple generator and correlation function are

relatively similar from one CMP-location to another, as the upper reflectors
in the gather are relatively flat. To improve robustness, the blurred multiple
generator X−,−

blurred and the correlation function C (generated with equation
9.19) are averaged over CMP-locations. Matching step I is implemented by
computing a global filter that minimizes equation 9.20 in a window over the
first event in the gather (i.e. the water bottom). C and X−,− are shown after
matching step I in Figure 9.8a. The multiple generator X−,− is updated glo-
bally by applying the filter at each CMP-location (equation 9.21). Matching
step II is implemented by computing a filter that minimizes equation 9.20
within a sliding window of 0.2s by 500m over the first 1.0s of the gather.
C and X−,−

blurred are shown after both matching steps I and II in Figure 9.8b.
The multiple generator X−,− and upgoing field P− are updated locally by
applying the filter at each CMP-location (equations 9.21 and 9.22).

MDD is applied at the receiver side with equation 9.13, using X−,− and
P− after data matching. No additional regularization is applied. In Figures
9.9a and 9.9b the results are shown when only matching step I is implemented
and when both matching steps are implemented, respectively. Note that the
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multiples as indicated by the red arrows in Figure 9.6a have been suppressed
in both gathers. Also note that the event indicated by the green arrow (see
also the reference result from EPSI in Figure 9.6b) has been better preserved
in Figure 9.9b than in Figure 9.9a. In Figure 9.10a the results of MDD (after
matching step II) is overlaying the input data P−. In Figure 9.10b the same
is done for the results from EPSI. Several multiples, indicated by blue arrows,
have been suppressed by both methods. Differences between MDD and EPSI
can also be observed: the event that is indicated with the orange arrow seems
to be removed by MDD, but not so much by EPSI. In Figure 9.11 we show the
results of MDD and EPSI in the frequency-wavenumber domain. Note that
the MDD result contains lower frequencies than the EPSI result. MDD also
seems to suffer less from spatial aliasing. To understand this observation,
we take a closer look at the multiple generator X−,− before and after the
second updating step, see Figure 9.12a. Note that the high offsets / high
wavenumbers have been damped during the data matching process. This
makes sense intuitively, since high wavenumbers do not contribute to the
multiples of deep events within the recorded offset range. As data matching
has reduced the spatial bandwidth of the data early in the gather, we have
avoided spatial aliasing problems during inversion to some extent. In Figure
9.12b we show the input data P−, which can be interpreted as the multiple
generator of EPSI. Note that these data expose less amplitude damping with
offset.
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Figure 9.6: a) Upgoing pressure field P− and b) primary reflection response P−
0

as retrieved by EPSI (Baardman et al., 2010) at the central CMP-location. The red
arrows denote two surface-related multiples. The yellow arrows denote the reference
primary event P−

R that is picked. The green arrow denotes another event that is
discussed in the text. The yellow box indicates the zoom-area that is evaluated in
Figure 9.10.
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Figure 9.7: (a) Time-gated reference primary event P−
R at the central CMP-

location. b) Back-propagated reference primary P−
R
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averaged over CMP-

locations.
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Figure 9.8: The correlation function C (black) and the blurred multiple generator
X−,−
blurred (red) averaged over CMP-locations a) after matching step I and b) after

both matching steps I and II. The near-offset traces that have been interpolated are
indicated with yellow. Every trace is shown.
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Figure 9.9: Primary reflection response P−
0 as retrieved by MDD a) after matching

step I and b) after both matching steps I and II at the central CMP-location. The
green arrows denotes an event that is better preserved after matching step II. The
yellow box indicates the zoom-area that is evaluated in Figure 9.10.

9.9 Discussion

Free-surface multiple attenuation by inversion is favorable in shallow water,
where SRME tends to fail (Verschuur, 2006). Especially in such environ-
ments the first primaries in the multiple generator have large move-outs and
suffer from poor near-offset interpolation. One option is to estimate the near-
offsets during the inversion process, as is done in EPSI (Van Groenestijn &
Verschuur, 2009). However, EPSI tends to be computationally expensive and
does not always converge. An alternative is to use interpolated traces from
algorithms such as POCS and to match these prior to inversion, as we have
demonstrated. Promoting data consistency is not only beneficial for MDD.
For instance in SRME predicted multiples may be subtracted with shorter
filters after an appropriate data matching scheme. Also modern imaging me-
thods in which primaries and multiples are simultaneously migrated with an
inversion-based imaging condition require consistency of the primary-multiple
system (Verschuur & Berkhout, 2011; Tu et al., 2011) and may benefit from
our data matching method.

Picking a reference primary may not be trivial. Especially in complex
media with severe lateral variations in bathymetry, the method will have
its limitations. To improve robustness, data matching can be applied with
multiple reference primaries. Primaries can be selected from input gathers
as we have shown, but also from alternative demultiple programs such as
SRME or from the MDD output in an iterative scheme. In the last decade, 2D
SRME has been extended to 3D SRME. Especially in complex environments,
3D SRME has proven to be a superior demultiple method (Van Dedem &
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Verschuur, 2005; Dragoset et al., 2010; Aaron et al., 2010). Inversion-based
methods such as MDD can also be extended to 3D and early applications
to OBC data have been reported (Wang et al., 2010c). The proposed data
matching algorithm might be extended to 3D too, which will be challenging
though, due to poor sampling in the cross-line direction.

9.10 Conclusion

Surface-related multiple elimination requires knowledge of near-offset infor-
mation, which is typically not available and has to be reconstructed by in-
terpolation. Such reconstruction is generally not optimal, resulting in data
inconsistencies in amplitude and phase, especially in shallow sections of the
gathers. If multiple elimination is applied by prediction-and-subtraction,
such inconsistencies can be handled by adaptive filters. If multiple elimina-
tion is applied by multidimensional deconvolution, these inconsistencies can
pose a major limitation, which cannot be taken care of easily. Data consis-
tency can be improved by isolating a reference primary and enforcing that
its corresponding first-order multiples are predicted correctly by the forward
model. After doing so, multiple elimination can be applied by straightforward
multidimensional deconvolution at the receiver side.
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Figure 9.10: Zoom of the retrieved primary reflection response P−
0 by a) MDD

(after both matching steps I and II) and b) EPSI, overlaying the upgoing pressure
field P− at the central CMP-location. The blue and orange arrows indicate events
that are discussed in the text. Every second trace is shown.
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Figure 9.11: Retrieved primary reflection response P−
0 (red) by a) MDD (after both

matching steps I and II) and b) EPSI in the frequency-wavenumber domain at the
central CMP-location.
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Figure 9.12: a) Multiple generator X−,− after matching step I (black) and after
both matching steps I and II (red) at the central CMP-location. b) Input data P−

at the central CMP-location. The near-offset traces that have been interpolated are
indicated with yellow. Every trace is shown.



Chapter 10

Application 3: Deblending of
simultaneous-source data

Abstract

Deblending is the process of retrieving individual shot records from records
of shots that overlap in time. Generally, deblending involves solving an un-
derdetermined inverse problem with additional constraints like sparsity and
coherency. By comparing deblending with interferometric redatuming, a new
method is derived to deblend simultaneous-source data by regularized least-
squares inversion. It is assumed that the blended data consists of responses to
adjacent, densely sampled sources. The method does not require additional
constraints, but uses the fact that seismic data are spatially band-limited.

10.1 Introduction

The last decade has seen an increasing popularity of simultaneous-source (or
blended) acquisition (Beasley, 2008; Berkhout, 2008; Bagaini et al., 2012).
Overlapping sources can decrease acquisition time (Hampson et al., 2008; Huo
et al., 2012) and speed-up computational processes (Neelamani et al., 2010;
Dai et al., 2011; Huang & Schuster, 2012; Guitton & Diaz, 2012). It is well
known that the use of simultaneous sources produces cross-talk that should
be handled carefully. Berkhout et al. (2012) presented a forward model to
predict the cross-talk. One approach is to remove the cross-talk by prediction-
and-subtraction (Spitz et al., 2008; Mahdad et al., 2011). Alternatively, the
forward problem can be inverted. Unfortunately, this inverse problem is
underdetermined and additional sparseness or coherency constraints should
be imposed to obtain a stable solution (Abma et al., 2010; Neelamani et al.,

199
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2010; Van Groenestijn & Verschuur, 2011; Wason et al., 2011; van Borselen
et al., 2012; Mansour et al., 2012; Doulgeris et al., 2012). By interpreting
deblending as a form of interferometric redatuming, Wapenaar et al. (2012d)
showed that in some cases cross-talk can also be minimized by conventional
(and relatively cheap) least-squares inversion. We briefly review these results
in this chapter. First, we show how interferometric redatuming can be applied
with simultaneous sources if the receiver array is in the subsurface (i.e. "de-
blending in the subsurface"). Next, we extend this concept for receiver arrays
at the surface (i.e. "deblending at the surface").

10.2 Deblending in the subsurface

Consider a configuration as shown in Figure 10.1a. Sources are located at
level ∂DS at the earth’s surface and receivers at level ∂DA in the subsurface.
The following relation can be established for this situation (Wapenaar et al.,
2012d):

G−,+
A,S = X̄−,+

A,AG+,+
A,S . (10.1)

Here G+,+
A,S and G−,+

A,S are Green’s functions for the downgoing (first super-
script +) and upgoing (first superscript -) fields recorded at ∂DA (first sub-
script A) from a downward radiating (second superscript +) source at ∂DS

(second subscript S). These are monochromomatic matrices (Berkhout et al.,
2012). In such a matrix, row i and column j contain data from receiver i and
source j. X̄−,+

A,A is a dipole Green’s function of a reference medium (indicated
by the bar) without free surface that is homogeneous above ∂DA. Its formal
definition is

X̄−,+
A,A = − 2

jωρ
∂S
3 Ḡ−,+

A,A . (10.2)

Here j is the imaginary unit, ω is the angular frequency, ρ is the density,
∂S
3 is a spatial derivative in the vertical direction at the (virtual) source side

(where superscript S denotes "source") and Ḡ−,+
A,A is a Green’s function for

the upgoing (first superscript −) field recorded at ∂DA (first subscript A)
from a downward radiating (second superscript +) virtual source at ∂DA

(second subscript A) in the reference medium. We assume the number of
sources and receivers to be the same (denoted by N), such that all matrices in
equations 10.1 and 10.2 are square N×N matrices. We blend n adjacent shot
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positions to generate N/n blended shot gathers. Such blending is introduced
by N × N/n blending matrix B (Berkhout et al., 2012). For the case that
n = 2, the blending matrix has the following structure

B =





















b1 0 ... 0
b2 0 ... 0
0 b3 ... 0
0 b4 ... 0
... ... ... ...
0 0 ... bN−1

0 0 ... bN





















, (10.3)

where bi = exp (−jωti) introduces time delays and ti is the emission time of
source i. For n > 2, B is a N ×N/n-matrix that is constructed in a similar
way. The blended data (indicated with an underline) are given by

G±,+
A,S = G±,+

A,S B. (10.4)

We multiply equation 10.1 with B and rewrite the result with equation 10.4
as

G−,+
A,S = X−,+

A,AG+,+
A,S . (10.5)

Equation 10.5 is an underdetermined inverse problem. This problem can be
solved by least-squares inversion of underdetermined systems (Menke, 1989;
Wapenaar et al., 2012b):

X−,+
A,A ≈ G−,+

A,S

[

{G+,+
A,S }†G

+,+
A,S + ǫ2I

]−1
{G+,+

A,S }†. (10.6)

Here, superscript † is the complex conjugate transpose (adjoint), ǫ is a
constant added for numerical stability and I is a N/n×N/n identity matrix.
Equation 10.6 can be used to retrieve the deblended response X−,+

A,A from the

blended input data G±,+
A,S by multidimensional deconvolution. Substituting

equation 10.4 into this result yields

X−,+
A,A ≈ G−,+

A,S

[

Γ + ǫ2I
]−1 {G+,+

A,S }†, (10.7)

with the point-spread function defined as
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Γ = B†
Γ0B, (10.8)

and

Γ0 = {G+,+
A,S }†{G+,+

A,S }, (10.9)

being the basis point-spread function. It is observed that the basis point-
spread function is close to a band-limited delta function, especially if the
distance between ∂DS and ∂DA is small compared to the seismic wavelength.
In the special case that ∂DA = ∂DS (as in deblending at the surface), equation
10.7 reduces to

X−,+
A,A ≈ G−,+

A,S {G+,+
A,S }†. (10.10)

Deblending with equation 10.10 is known as pseudo-deblending (Mahdad
et al., 2011). It is well known that this method is more succesfull if the
source interval times are randomized (Hampson et al., 2008; Schuster et al.,
2011; Bagaini et al., 2012). If receiver array ∂DA is located sufficiently deep
below ∂DS , the point-spread function will not be an exact delta function, but
a blurred delta function. This is because propagation through the subsurface
acts as a spatial filter to the seismic data. Therefore, inversion as in equation
10.7 can sometimes lead to better results than pseudo-deblending, as we will
show in the following example.

At the surface, 128 adjacent shots with 15m spacing are blended as 32
blended shot gathers having 4 individual shots each. At 200m depth, 128
receivers are located. The configuration and velocity model are shown in
Figure 10.1a. The aim is to retrieve unblended data X−,+

A,A with virtual sources
at the receiver level ∂DA. A desired virtual shot record is shown in Figure
10.1b, obtained by direct modeling. In Figure 10.2a we show a blended
shot gather from the blended input data for a case where the interval time
between adjacent sources is constant with ti+1 − ti = 0.25s. A virtual shot
record as retrieved by pseudo-deblending (equation 10.10) is shown in Figure
10.2b. If we compare the result with the desired shot record (Figure 10.1b),
severe cross-talk can be observed. This is also apparent from the point-spread
function (Figure 10.3a), having strong components at positive and negative
time lags. The result of deblending by equation 10.6 is shown in Figure 10.3b.
Note that the unblended data have been retrieved well, but some remnance
cross-talk can be observed.
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The experiment is repeated, but this time the ignition times within one
blended shot gather are chosen randomly from a uniform distribution bet-
ween 0s and 1s. The blended data and pseudo-deblended data are shown in
Figures 10.4a and 10.4b. Note that pseudo-deblending behaves much better
in this case, since randomization of the source excitation times has caused
destructive interference of the cross-talk. However, some cross-talk remains in
the data, which is also apparant in the point-spread function (Figure 10.5a).
Deblending with equation 10.6 allows us to remove this cross-talk, see Figure
10.5b. Note that the retrieved record contains less artefacts than the record
that was retrieved from regularly blended data (Figure 10.3b).
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Figure 10.1: a) Velocity model. Sources are located at level ∂DS at the surface
(indicated by the gray dashed line). For deblending in the subsurface, receivers are
located at level ∂DA at 200m depth (indicated by the black dashed line). For de-
blending at the surface, receivers are located at level ∂DS. b) Reference virtual shot
record with the source and receivers at ∂DA.
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Figure 10.2: a) Blended shot gather at the center of ∂DS with regular source
ignition times. b) Virtual shot record at the center of ∂DA retrieved from regularly
blended data by pseudo-deblending (equation 10.10).
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Figure 10.3: a) Point-spread function at the center of ∂DA from regularly blended
data. b) Virtual shot record at the center of ∂DA retrieved from regularly blended
data by deblending (equation 10.6).
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Figure 10.4: a) Blended shot gather at the center of ∂DS with irregular source
ignition times. b) Virtual shot record at the center of ∂DA retrieved from irregularly
blended data by pseudo-deblending (equation 10.10).
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Figure 10.5: a) Point-spread function at the center of ∂DA from irregularly blended
data. b) Virtual shot record at the center of ∂DA retrieved from irregularly blended
data by deblending (equation 10.6).
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10.3 Deblending at the surface

If sources and receivers are both located at the surface, the basic point-spread
function reduces to a delta function without band limitation and inversion
as in equation 10.6 will be equivalent to pseudo-deblending (Mahdad et al.,
2011). This problem could be overcome by redatuming the data to a reference
level ∂DB, deblending the data and propagating it back to the surface. We
introduce the following model for wavefield extrapolation at the source side
from level ∂DB to level ∂DS (Wapenaar, 2007):

G−,+
S,S ≈ G−,+

S,B W+,+
B,S . (10.11)

Here, G−,+
S,S is the data with sources and receivers at the surface and G−,+

S,B is a

Green’s function with virtual sources at reference level ∂DB. Operator W+,+
B,S

is a wavefield extrapolator for primaries at the source side. To generate
blended data, we multiply both sides of equation 10.11 with the blending
matrix B, yielding

G−,+
S,S = G−,+

S,B W+,+
B,SB, (10.12)

where G−,+
S,S = G−,+

S,S B is the blended surface data. We would like to retrieve

G−,+
S,B from this relation and propagate it back to the surface with equation

10.11. To achieve this, we invert equation 10.12 using least-squares inversion
for underdetermined systems and we apply operator W+,+

B,S to the result,
yielding with the help of equation 10.11:

G−,+
S,S ≈ G−,+

S,S

[

B†
Γ0B + ǫ2I

]−1
B†

Γ0, (10.13)

with the basic point-spread function defined as

Γ0 = {W+,+
B,S }†{W+,+

B,S }. (10.14)

We realize that the basic point-spread function as described by equation 10.14
can be written as a sinc-function (Berkhout, 1984; Wapenaar et al., 2011b).
Therefore it is proposed to redefine Γ0 as a monochromatic matrix, construc-
ted from the following point-spread functions of a homogeneous medium:
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Γ̂0 (xR, xS) =
sin
(

ω|xR−xS |
ca

)

π|xR − xS |
. (10.15)

Here, xS and xR are the horizontal source and receiver coordinates and
|xR − xS | is the source-receiver offset. ca = c/ sin (αmax) is the apparent
velocity, where c is the propagation velocity and αmax is the maximum pro-
pagation angle through the overburden. Deblending with equation 10.13
would not be possible if Γ0 = I. However, the basic point-spread function
acts as a filter that removes information at high (and post-critical) incidence
angles. By including the filter in equation 10.15, successful deblending can
sometimes be applied, as we will show below. A required condition is that
the sources in a source group are spaced sufficiently close to obey Nyquist
sampling criterion, see Wapenaar et al. (2012b) for details. Although we have
been inspired by the analogy with interferometric redatuming through a ho-
mogeneous overburden, the algorithm can also be applied if the overburden
is slightly heterogeneous.

We illustrate deblending at the surface with an example. The configu-
ration is similar as in the previous example, but sources and receivers are
located at the surface ∂DS . The filter Γ0 is constructed with equation 10.15,
using the propagation velocity of the first layer c = 2000m/s and a maximum
propagation angle of 78 degrees, see Figure 10.6. In Figure 10.7a we show
an irregularly blended shot gather (meaning that the source ignition times
are random). A shot record from the deblended output of equation 10.12
is shown in Figure 10.7b. Note that the blended shot gathers have been
succesfully deblended.
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Figure 10.6: Basic point-spread function in a) the frequency-wavenumber domain
and b) the frequency-space domain using a maximum propagation angle of 78 degrees.
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Figure 10.7: a) Blended shot gather at the center of ∂DS with irregular source
ignition times. b) Virtual shot record at the center of ∂DS retrieved from irregularly
blended data by deblending at the surface (equation 10.13).

10.4 Conclusion

The forward problem for interferometric redatuming by multidimensional
deconvolution is valid if shot records are overlapping in time, as in blended
acquisition. If blended sources are relatively close together and the source
and receiver arrays are sufficiently far apart, this problem can be solved by
least-squares inversion without additional constraints on sparsity or coheren-
cy. If the source and receiver arrays are close together or coinciding, deblen-
ding by multidimensional deconvolution can still be applied if an additional
frequency-wavenumber filter is inserted inside the formalism that imposes
band-limitation on the retrieved responses.
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Chapter 11

Application 4: Shallow downhole
receiver arrays

Abstract

Recently, new acquisition designs have been presented with receivers deployed
in the shallow subsurface (20-60m). Interferometric redatuming is proposed
for these data to compensate for surface statics and to enhance survey re-
peatability. We investigate the feasibility of applying multidimensional de-
convolution to these data and we design a novel data-driven workflow for
this purpose. The workflow consists of three sequential steps. First, reda-
tuming is applied by deconvolution with time-gated incident fields. Second,
the redatumed responses are separated into downgoing and upgoing consti-
tuents. Third, free-surface multiples are eliminated by multidimensional de-
convolution of the upgoing fields with the downgoing fields. The workflow is
succesfully applied to synthetic data and to field data. We show significant
improvements when applying the final free-surface multiple elimination step
to the synthetic data. Applying this final step to the field data is difficult,
due to the presence of noise, 3D effects, receiver undersampling and strong
heterogeneity at the receiver level.

11.1 Introduction

Bakulin & Calvert (2006) introduced the virtual source method in which
sources are redatumed from the earth’s surface to a downhole receiver array.
Since the required redatuming operators are actually recorded, this type of
redatuming can be implemented without knowledge of the propagation ve-
locity above the receivers. Redatumed signals can been used for migration

209
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(Yu et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2006) or traveltime tomography (Hanafy &
Schuster, 2007; Byun et al., 2010; Tatanova et al., 2011). Since the virtual
source method is relatively well repeatable, it has also proven useful for re-
servoir monitoring (Bakulin et al., 2007c; Mehta et al., 2008c; Korneev et al.,
2008). Recently, novel acquisition designs have been presented that utilize
downhole receivers in shallow sections of the subsurface (20-60m) in complex
karsted desert environments (Berron et al., 2012). Virtual-source redatuming
has been proposed for these data as a means to improve survey repeatabi-
lity (Bakulin et al., 2012). Initial tests on synthetic data have shown that
multiple reflections from the free surface can be harsh in this environment
(Alexandrov et al., 2012). Conventional demultiple methods, such as Sur-
face Related Multiple Elimination (SRME) (Verschuur et al., 1992; Kelamis
& Verschuur, 2000) appear unfavorable due to the complexity of the upper
subsurface section.

Traditionally, the virtual source method is applied by crosscorrelation
(Korneev & Bakulin, 2006; Schuster & Zhou, 2006). Free-surface multiples
should be eliminated prior to redatuming, intrinsic losses are not accounted
for and significant scattering is required to compensate for one-sided illumi-
nation (Wapenaar, 2006). If these assumptions are not fulfilled, retrieved
gathers can be blurred and they can contain spurious events, as we have
seen in this thesis (chapters 1-5). We have also shown in this thesis that
replacing crosscorrelation by multidimensional deconvolution can be benefi-
cial to deblur the retrieved data and to eliminate spurious events. In this
chapter, we adapt our processing sequence for configurations with shallow
downhole receiver arrays. First, the existing theory on wavefield decompo-
sition and interferometric redatuming by multidimensional deconvolution is
briefly reviewed and extended. We introduce synthetic-aperture sources to
avoid spatial aliasing in case of receiver under-sampling. Next, we design an
alternative workflow for data from shallow downhole receiver arrays. Finally,
the methodology is tested on synthetic data and on field data.

11.2 Wavefield decomposition

Assume sources to be situated at surface locations xS . Receivers are situated
at x in a horizontal array in the subsurface. Consider the downhole pressure
field P̂ (x,xS ;ω) from source xS at receiver x, given in the frequency-space
domain (indicated by the caret), where ω is the angular frequency. The
pressure field consists of downgoing (superscript +) and upgoing (superscript
−) constituents, according to
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P̂ (x,xS ;ω) = P̂+ (x,xS ;ω) + P̂− (x,xS ;ω) . (11.1)

The vertical particle-velocity field V̂3 (where subscript 3 denotes the vertical
direction) is related to the pressure field through the equation of motion:

V̂3 (x,xS ;ω) =
−1

jωρ(x)
∂3P̂ (x,xS ;ω) . (11.2)

Here, j is the imaginary unit, ρ(x) is the density along the receiver array
and ∂3 is a spatial derivative in the vertical direction at x. We introduce the
one-way wave equation (Wapenaar, 1998):

∂3P̂
± (x,xS ;ω) = ∓jĤ1(x;ω)P̂

± (x,xS ;ω) . (11.3)

In this expression, Ĥ1(x;ω) is the square root of the Helmholtz operator,
given by

Ĥ1(x;ω) =

√

ω2

c2(x)
+ ρ(x)∂α

1

ρ(x)
∂α, (11.4)

where c(x) is the space-dependent velocity and ∂α is a spatial derivative
over horizontal coordinates α = 1 and α = 2, where summation takes place
over repeated subscripts α, following Einstein’s summation convention. The
square-root of the Helmholtz operator can be computed numerically (Fish-
man et al., 1987; Grimbergen et al., 1998). We filter the particle-velocity

field with Ĥ1(x;ω)
−1

ωρ(x) and define the result as

V̂3P (x,xS ;ω) = Ĥ
−1
1 (x;ω)ωρ(x)V̂3 (x,xS ;ω) , (11.5)

where subscript P denotes (pressure-normalized) filtering. By substituting

equations 11.1 and 11.3 into equation 11.2 and applying Ĥ1(x;ω)
−1

ωρ(x) to
the result, it follows that

V̂3P (x,xS ;ω) = P̂+ (x,xS ;ω)− P̂− (x,xS ;ω) . (11.6)

Hence, the filtered particle-velocity field can be interpreted as the subtraction
of the upgoing pressure field from the downgoing presure field. Alternatively,
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the recorded pressure field can be interpreted as the addition of these quan-
tities (see equation 11.1). By combining equations 11.1 and 11.6 in two
different ways, it follows that

P̂± (x,xS ;ω) =
1

2
P̂ (x,xS ;ω)±

1

2
V̂3P (x,xS ;ω) . (11.7)

Thus, we have shown that filtering the particle-velocity field as in equation
11.5 and adding the result to the pressure field yields the downgoing pressure
field. Alternatively, subtracting these fields yields the upgoing field. This is
the essence of wavefield decomposition (Claerbout, 1971). In equation 11.7,
pressure normalization has been imposed, such that the decomposed fields P̂±

represent up- and downgoing pressure fields. Alternatively, decomposition
schemes can be derived to obtain up- and downgoing flux-normalized fields
that obey additional reciprocity properties (Wapenaar, 1998). If we assume
that the angle of incidence of each wavefield constituent is close to zero, the
horizontal spatial derivatives vanish such that Ĥ1(x;ω) ≈ ω

c(x) . In this case,
equation 11.5 can be approximated by

V̂3P (x,xS ;ω) ≈ ρ(x)c(x)V̂3 (x,xS ;ω). (11.8)

Decomposition by equations 11.7 and 11.8 is referred to as dual-sensor sum-
mation, since the raw recordings are simply added and subtracted after sca-
ling with the acoustic impedance ρ(x)c(x). For applications of this concept,
see Barr (1997) and Mehta et al. (2007a).

11.3 Multidimensional deconvolution

Once the up- and downgoing wavefields are known, interferometric reda-
tuming by multidimensional deconvolution can proceed. Wapenaar et al.
(2011b) derived the following forward model for this purpose:

P̂− (xB,xS ;ω) =

∫

∂D

X̂−
0 (xB,x;ω) P̂

+ (x,xS ;ω) dx, (11.9)

with

X̂−
0 (xB,x;ω) =

2

jωρ(x)
∂3Ĝ

−
0 (xB,x;ω) . (11.10)
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Here, ∂D is the receiver array and xB is located just below this array (in
practice we generally evaluate xB at ∂D). Source locations xS are situa-
ted at the surface above ∂D. Further, Ĝ−

0 (xB,x;ω) represents the upgoing
constituents (superscript −) of a Green’s function, with a source at x and
a receiver at xB in a reference medium (subscript 0) that is identical to the
physical medium below the receiver level and homogeneous above this level.
The unknown field X̂−

0 can be retrieved by least-squares inversion, as we have
shown in section 3.6. To allow inversion, the receiver spacing should be dense
enough to avoid spatial aliasing. Therefore, the following Nyquist criterion
should be met:

ω

ca
<

π

∆x
. (11.11)

Here, ∆x is the receiver spacing, ca = c/ sinαmax is the minimum apparent
velocity, with αmax being the maximum propagation angle in the data. In
modern acquisition designs as presented by Berron et al. (2012), ∆x is in-
sufficiently small to satisfy equation 11.11. As a consequence, the data are
spatially aliased and straightforward inversion is not possible if no additio-
nal preconditioning is carried out. We implement such preconditioning by
introducing synthetic-aperture sources, being inspired by a similar idea that
was recently introduced for a similar problem in Controlled-Source-Electro-
Magnetic (CSEM) exploration (Fan et al., 2010; Hunziker et al., 2012). We
make use of the fact that the source array is not spatially aliased. Synthetic-
aperture-source data are generated by applying a blurring filter to the forward
problem. The blurring filter is constructed by defining the following Gaussian
weighting function:

B(b) =
1

√

2πγ2
exp

(−b2

γ2

)

, (11.12)

where parameter γ controls the width of the synthetic-aperture sources and
b is an integer. Filter B(b) is applied to the data in the following way:

P̂
±
(

x,x
(s)
S ;ω

)

=
∑

b

P̂±
(

x,x
(s−b)
S ;ω

)

B(b), (11.13)

where the underbar indicates blurred data and s is the source index num-
ber. We apply the blurring filter to both sides of equation 11.9, yielding the
preconditioned forward problem:
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P̂
−
(xB,xS ;ω) =

∫

∂D

X̂−
0 (xB,x;ω) P̂

+
(x,xS ;ω) dx. (11.14)

Essentially, the filter B(b) suppresses the high-wavenumber content by blen-
ding sources. This reduces the maximum propagation angle αmax in the
data, such that equation 11.11 is satisfied. As we will show later, X̂−

0 can
be retrieved from equation 11.14 with relatively poor receiver spacing, which
is not possible with equation 11.9 due to spatial aliasing. Velocity filtering
is another option that could be applied to remove high-wavenumber content
prior to inversion. Velocity filtering often results in additional artefacts, that
are naturally avoided by the smooth synthetic-aperture-source filter.

11.4 Incident-field deconvolution

In section 3.5 of this thesis, we derived representations for interferometric re-
datuming with time-gated pressure fields. Here, we review this strategy and
we derive an equivalent formulation for time-gated vertical particle-velocity
fields. We refer to this approach as incident-field deconvolution, since essen-
tially the incident field is removed from the data. We start with the recipro-
city theorem of the convolution type (Fokkema & Van den Berg, 1993):

∫

D

{p̂A (x;ω) q̂B (x;ω)− q̂A (x;ω) p̂B (x;ω)}dx

=

∫

∂D

{p̂A (x;ω) v̂i,B (x;ω)− v̂i,A (x;ω) p̂B (x;ω)}nidx.

(11.15)

Here, p̂A, v̂i,A and q̂A are the pressure field, the particle-velocity field and the
source distribution in terms of volume injection rate density, respectively, in
state A. Subscript B describes the same quantities in state B. The integra-
tion volume D is chosen above the receivers, as in section 3.5 of this thesis.
This volume is enclosed by the receiver array ∂D and the free surface, see
Figure 11.1. Contributions from the free surface vanish because of Dirichlet
boundary conditions. For the integration path along the receivers, we find
ni = δi3. In state A, we define pressure field p̂A (x;ω) = Ĝinc (x,xS ;ω),
particle-velocity field v̂i,A (x;ω)ni =

−1
jωρ(x)∂3Ĝinc (x,xS ;ω) and source term

q̂A (x;ω) = δ(x − xS), where xS is located inside the volume. Here, Ĝinc

is a Green’s function of a reference medium that is identical to the physical
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medium above ∂D (including the free-surface) and homogeneous below ∂D.
Subscript inc indicates that this Green’s function can be interpreted as the
incident field. In state B, we define pressure field p̂B (x;ω) = Ĝ (x,xB;ω),
particle-velocity field v̂i,B (x;ω)ni = −1

jωρ(x)∂3Ĝ (x,xB;ω) and source term

q̂B (xB;ω) = δ(x− xB), where xB is located outside the integration volume.
Here, Ĝ is a Green’s function of the physical medium. Substitution of these
quantities into equation 11.15 yields

Ĝ (xS ,xB;ω) =

∫

∂D

1

jωρ(x)
[Ĝinc (x,xS ;ω) {∂3Ĝ (x,xB;ω)}

− {∂3Ĝinc (x,xS ;ω)}Ĝ (x,xB;ω)]dx.

(11.16)

We separate the up- and downgoing fields at x and xB and substitute the one-
way wave equation ∂3Ĝ

± (x,xS ;ω) = ∓jĤ1(x;ω)Ĝ
± (x,xS ;ω). Convolutions

of upgoing fields with upgoing fields and convolutions of downgoing fields with
downgoing fields cancel and the remaining terms can be merged (see chapter
3). We can write the result in two ways:

Ĝ (xB,xS ;ω) =

∫

∂D

2

ωρ(xA)

[

Ĥ1(xA;ω)
{

Ĝ+,+ (xB,xA;ω) + Ĝ−,+ (xB,xA;ω)
}]

×

Ĝinc (xA,xS ;ω) dxA,

(11.17)

or

Ĝ (xB,xS ;ω) =

∫

∂D

{

Ĝ+,+ (xB,xA;ω) + Ĝ−,+ (xB,xA;ω)
}

×

2

ωρ(xA)

[

Ĥ1(xA;ω)Ĝinc (xA,xS ;ω)
]

dxA.

(11.18)

Here, we substituted x = xA for notational convenience and we applied
source-receiver reciprocity. In this representation, Ĝ±,± is the up- or down-
going constituent (first superscript) of a Green’s function with an up- or
downward radiating (second superscript) source. Equation 11.17 can be used
for incident-field deconvolution of pressure recordings. To show this, we mul-
tiply this equation with the source wavelet Ŝ, yielding
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Figure 11.1: Configuration for incident-field deconvolution. Integration volume D

is bound by ∂D and the free surface. In state A, the medium parameters are identical
to those of the physical medium above ∂D and homogeneous below ∂D. In state B, the
medium parameters are identical to those of the physical medium above and below
∂D. The source location xS and receiver location xB are inside and outside the
integration volume, respectively.

P̂ (xB,xS ;ω) =

∫

∂DA

X̂ (xB,xA;ω) P̂inc (xA,xS ;ω) dxA, (11.19)

where P̂ = ŜĜ is the pressure field, P̂inc = ŜĜinc is the incident pressure
field that can be isolated by time-gating and

X̂ (xB,xA;ω) =
2

ωρ(xA)
Ĥ1(xA;ω)

{

Ĝ+,+ (xB,xA;ω) + Ĝ−,+ (xB,xA;ω)
}

.

(11.20)

Equation 11.19 can be inverted for X̂ by least-squares inversion. Alternati-
vely, a relation for multidimensional deconvolution of particle-velocity fields
can be derived from equation 11.18. We multiply this equation with the
source wavelet Ŝ, substitute P̂ = ŜĜ, P̂inc = ŜĜinc and apply −1

jωρ(xB)∂
B
3 to

the result. After substituting equation 11.2, we arrive at

V̂3 (xB,xS ;ω) =

∫

∂DA

Ŷ (xB,xA;ω) V̂3,inc (xA,xS ;ω) dxA, (11.21)
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where V̂3,inc (xA,xS ;ω) =
1

ωρ(xA) Ĥ1(xA;ω)P̂inc (xA,xS ;ω) is the incident par-
ticle-velocity field that can be isolated with a time-gate and

Ŷ (xB,xA;ω) =
2

ωρ(xB)
Ĥ1(xB;ω)

{

Ĝ+,+ (xB,xA;ω)− Ĝ−,+ (xB,xA;ω)
}

,

(11.22)

where ∂B
3 Ĝ± (xB,xS ;ω) = ∓jĤ1(xB;ω)Ĝ

± (xB,xS ;ω) (the one-way wave
equation) has been substituted. Equation 11.22 can be inverted for Ŷ by
least-squares inversion. It can be concluded that multidimensional deconvo-
lution of the pressure field with a time-gated pressure field yields the sum
of the downgoing and upgoing field at xB from a downward radiating source
at xA, filtered with 2

ωρ(xA) Ĥ1(xA;ω) (equations 11.19 and 11.20). Alterna-
tively, multidimensional deconvolution of the particle-velocity field with a
time-gated particle-velocity field yields the difference of these fields, filtered
with 2

ωρ(xB) Ĥ1(xB;ω) (equations 11.21 and 11.22).
Incident-field deconvolution is closely related to the virtual source me-

thod of Bakulin & Calvert (2006). In this method, a correlation function
is obtained by crosscorrelating the pressure field with the incident pressure
field and summing over sources; that is

ĈP

(

xB,x
′
A;ω

)

=
∑

s

P̂
(

xB,x
(s)
S ;ω

)

P̂ ∗
inc

(

x′
A,x

(s)
S ;ω

)

, (11.23)

where x′
A is a receiver location, superscript ∗ denotes complex conjugation,

subscript P denotes "pressure" and s is the source index number. Based on
time-reversal logic or a reciprocity theorem of the correlation type (Korneev
& Bakulin, 2006; Wapenaar et al., 2005), ĈP (xB,x

′
A;ω) is often interpreted

as the response at xB to a source at x′
A. More accurately, the correlation

function ĈP can be interpreted as a blurred representation of X̂. To show
this, we derive the normal equation of forward problem 11.19. This is done by
multiplying both sides of equation 11.19 with P̂ ∗

inc (x
′
A,xS ;ω) and summing

over sources, yielding

ĈP

(

xB,x
′
A;ω

)

=

∫

∂DA

X̂ (xB,xA;ω) Γ̂P

(

xA,x
′
A;ω

)

dxA, (11.24)

where ĈP is the correlation function as in equation 11.23 and Γ̂P is the
point-spread function for pressure fields:
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Γ̂P

(

xA,x
′
A;ω

)

=
∑

s

P̂inc

(

xA,x
(s)
S ;ω

)

P̂ ∗
inc

(

x′
A,x

(s)
S ;ω

)

. (11.25)

Besides applying the virtual source method to pressure recordings, it can also
be applied to particle-velocity recordings. Analogous to equation 11.23, we
define the correlation function for particle-velocity fields:

ĈV

(

xB,x
′
A;ω

)

=
∑

s

V̂3

(

xB,x
(s)
S ;ω

)

V̂ ∗
3,inc

(

x′
A,x

(s)
S ;ω

)

, (11.26)

where subscript V denotes "particle velocity". It can be shown that this cor-
relation function yields a blurred representation of Ŷ . To do so, we convolve

forward problem 11.21 with V̂ ∗
3,inc

(

x′
A,x

(s)
S ;ω

)

and sum over sources, yiel-

ding the normal equation

ĈV

(

xB,x
′
A;ω

)

=

∫

∂D

Ŷ (xB,xA;ω) Γ̂V

(

xA,x
′
A;ω

)

dxA, (11.27)

with the point-spread function for particle-velocity fields:

Γ̂V

(

xA,x
′
A;ω

)

=
∑

s

V̂3,inc

(

xA,x
(s)
S ;ω

)

V̂ ∗
3,inc

(

x′
A,x

(s)
S ;ω

)

. (11.28)

Because the receiver array is located close to the source array, the multi-
trace inversion process that is required to apply incident-field deconvolution
can be approximated by a single-trace deconvolution process, assuming la-
terally smoothly varying medium parameters in D. This approximation was
introduced in section 5.2 of this thesis as diagonal deconvolution. In diago-
nal deconvolution, the point-spread function is assumed to be non-zero only
when xA = x′

A. Under this approximation, the normal equations 11.24 and
11.27 reduce to

ĈP (xB,xA;ω) ≈ X̂ (xB,xA;ω) Γ̂P (xA,xA;ω) , (11.29)

and

ĈV (xB,xA;ω) ≈ Ŷ (xB,xA;ω) Γ̂V (xA,xA;ω) , (11.30)
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which can be solved by (stabilized) single-trace deconvolution. Diagonal de-
convolution is less sensitive to noise than multidimensional deconvolution.
Spatial aliasing effects are avoided, which is especially beneficial for the data
that we consider in this chapter, being sparsely sampled at the receiver side.
In practice, we apply synthetic-aperture-source filters to the fields P̂ and V̂3

prior to incident-field deconvolution. For notational convenience the under-
bars have been omited in the representations.

11.5 Revised workflow

Geophone and hydrophone recordings have different frequency characteris-
tics and therefore should be calibrated. In Ocean Bottom Cable (OBC)
technology, adaptive decomposition schemes are often applied (Schalkwijk
et al., 1999, 2003; Muijs et al., 2004, 2007). For borehole data, it is com-
mon to apply data matching prior to decomposition (Mehta et al., 2010b).
We reason that calibration is not needed when wavefield decomposition is
preceded by incident-field deconvolution, since the sensor characteristics are
also deconvolved out during this process. We propose a novel workflow for
wavefields X̂ and Ŷ (rather than P̂ and V̂3) that are retrieved by inversion
of equations 11.24 and 11.27 (or 11.29 and 11.30). This has two advantages.
First, the sensor characteristics are deconvolved prior to decomposition. Se-
cond, decomposition can be applied without additional knowledge of the
medium properties, making the workflow fully data-driven. Our scheme as-
sumes wave propagation to be close to normal incidence. This assumption
is believed to be well fulfilled for this type of data (Alexandrov et al., 2012).
Medium variations along the receiver array are neglected. If these varia-
tions are significant and known, an additional filter is proposed. We apply
ρ−1 (xA) Ĥ1(xA;ω)Ĥ

−1
1 (xB;ω)ρ (xB) to Ŷ (xB,xA;ω) and refer to this result

as

ŶX (xB,xA;ω) = ρ−1 (xA) Ĥ1(xA;ω)Ĥ
−1
1 (xB;ω)ρ (xB) Ŷ (xB,xA;ω) .

(11.31)

By substitution of equation 11.22 into equation 11.31, it follows that

ŶX (xB,xA;ω) =
2

ωρ(xA)
Ĥ1(xA;ω)

{

Ĝ+,+ (xB,xA;ω)− Ĝ−,+ (xB,xA;ω)
}

.

(11.32)
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By combining equations 11.20 and 11.32 in two different ways, we find

X̂± (xB,xA;ω) =
1

2
X̂ (xB,xA;ω)±

1

2
ŶX (xB,xA;ω) , (11.33)

where X̂+ and X̂− are the down- and upgoing constituents, respectively, of X̂.
Hence, it follows that the downgoing field X̂+ can be obtained by adding X̂
and ŶX . Alternatively, the upgoing field X̂− can be obtained by subtracting
these fields. To allow such decomposition, a filter should be constructed to
obtain ŶX from Ŷ . This can be done by numerical computation of the square-
root operators in equation 11.31 (Fishman et al., 1987; Grimbergen et al.,
1998). Alternatively, we can assume that fields propagate close to normal
incidence, such that the approximations Ĥ1(xA;ω) ≈ ω

c(xA) and Ĥ1(xB;ω) ≈
ω

c(xB) can be applied. Inserting these approximations into equation 11.31
yields

ŶX (xB,xA;ω) ≈
ρ(xB)c(xB)

ρ(xA)c(xA)
Ŷ (xB,xA;ω) . (11.34)

If the medium parameter variations can be neglected at the receiver level,
we find from equation 11.31 that ŶX ≈ Ŷ . This approximation has the
advantage that no additional information on the propagation velocity and
density along the receiver array is required to decompose the wavefields.

Now that we can retrieve the quantities X̂− and X̂+, we aim to extract
the desired reflection response X̂−

0 by multidimensional deconvolution. To do
this, we revise forward problem 11.9. This is done by decomposition of equa-
tion 11.19 at xB into upgoing and downgoing constituents and substituting
the result into equation 11.9, yielding

∫

∂D

X̂− (xB,xA;ω) P̂inc (xA,xS ;ω) dxA

=

∫

∂D

X̂−
0 (xB,x;ω)





∫

∂D

X̂+ (x,xA;ω) P̂inc (xA,xS ;ω) dxA



 dx.

(11.35)

Incident-field deconvolution can be applied at both sides of this equation to
remove the incident field from the propagation history, bringing us at

X̂− (xB,xA;ω) =

∫

∂D

X̂−
0 (xB,x;ω) X̂

+ (x,xA;ω) dx. (11.36)
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This equation can be inverted for X̂−
0 . Based on these insights, we propose

a new workflow for multidimensional deconvolution of data from shallow
downhole receivers. This flow is illustrated in Figure 11.2. To allow the
implementation of multidimensional deconvolution in 3D media, we require
sampling in two horizontal directions. In practice, the wavefields are sam-
pled in one horizontal direction only. This direction is referred to as the
in-line direction. To overcome this limitation, we generate synthesized-2D
data by stacking sources in the cross-line direction (perpendicular to the
in-line direction), essentially generating line-source data. If sources are not
available in the cross-line direction, amplitude pre-processing should be ap-
plied (Wapenaar et al., 1992). A synthetic-aperture-source filter is applied to
eliminate constituents of the wavefields at high propagation angles. Next, the
incident fields are time-gated and used for (diagonal) incident-field deconvo-
lution. Although incident-field deconvolution has been designed to calibrate
the hydrophone and geophone recordings, this strategy appeared insufficient
for accurate calibration of the field measurements in practice. Therefore, we
introduce an optional data pre-matching step, in which the frequency content
of the geophone and hydrophone recordings are matched by local filters prior
to incident-field deconvolution. After matching and incident-field deconvo-
lution, we can filter Ŷ as in equation 11.34, if an estimate of the impedance
contrasts along the receiver array is available. We can also neglect these va-
riations, such that ŶX ≈ Ŷ , making the processing scheme fully data-driven.
Wavefield decomposition can now proceed by adding and subtracting X̂ and
ŶX without further calibration (see equation 11.33). Finally, multidimen-
sional deconvolution can be applied to the decomposed fields X̂− and X̂+

by multi-trace inversion of equation 11.36. This yields the desired reflection
response X̂−

0 .
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Figure 11.2: Proposed workflow for data-driven multidimensional deconvolution
with shallow downhole receiver arrays. The processing steps in the green boxes are
necessary, while the processing steps in the yellow boxes are optional.

11.6 Synthetic-data example

The following example is based on a recent experiment over an onshore oil-
field in Saudi Arabia that is described in more detail by Alexandrov et al.
(2012). At the surface, 641 sources are situated with 7.5m spacing. In an
array that is located 30m below the surface, 81 receivers are deployed with
30m spacing. The target reservoir is located much deeper in the subsur-
face, at 2000m - see Figure 11.3. The medium is laterally homogeneous, but
characterized by strong vertical contrasts. Because of these contrasts, the
downhole responses are overwhelmed by horizontally propagating waves, as
can be learned from the raw records of particle velocity and pressure (Figure
11.4). Since many constituents of the wavefield have low apparent veloci-
ties and the receiver spacing is relatively large, the input data are spatially
aliased, which can be seen in the frequency-wavenumber domain, see Figure
11.5a. We design a synthetic-aperture-source filter as in equation 11.12. In
Figure 11.6a we show this filter in the space domain. This filter is applied to
the data as demonstrated by equation 11.13, essentially describing a spatial
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convolution process. Spatial convolution corresponds to multiplication in the
wavenumber domain with the spatial Fourier transform coefficients of the fil-
ter that are shown in Figure 11.6b. Note that the filter indeed suppresses the
high wavenumbers. We designed the filter such that the wavenumbers higher
than the Nyquist wavenumber (= ±0.1m−1) are eliminated. Assuming that
the reflection response that we aim to retrieve does not contain constituents
that are spatially aliased, multidimensional deconvolution will remove the
imprint of the filter from the data later in the processing sequence, as we will
show. The data after synthetic-aperture-source filtering are shown in Figure
11.7. In Figure 11.5b we show the frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the
particle-velocity field after filtering. Note that indeed the aliased constituents
have been eliminated.

Velocity (m/s) / Density (kg/m3)

D
ep

th
 (m

)

reservoir

Figure 11.3: P-wave velocity in m/s (blue), S-wave velocity in m/s (red) and
density in kg/m3 (green) versus depth in m for the layered synthetic model. The
location of the reservoir is indicated.
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Figure 11.4: Deep section of a raw shot record: a) particle velocity and b) pressure.
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Figure 11.5: Frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the particle-velocity field a) before
and b) after synthetic-aperture-source filtering.

In Figure 11.8 we zoom in on a shallow section of the filtered shot records.
We time-gate the incident pressure and particle-velocity fields, as indicated
by the dashed red lines in this figure. Diagonal incident-field deconvolution is
applied by inversion of equations 11.29 and 11.30, using the filtered pressure
and particle-velocity records. Shallow sections of the retrieved fields Y and
X are shown in Figure 11.9, containing the retrieved source function around
t = 0s. Since the medium parameters are constant along the receiver array,
it follows that YX = Y . Therefore, the fields X and Y can simply be added
and subtracted to retrieve the down- and upgoing wavefields, as described by
equation 11.33. The result of this operation is shown in Figure 11.10. Note
that the downgoing field contains the source function and multiples from the
free surface, whereas the upgoing field contains only reflections (primaries
and multiples), as we expect.
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Figure 11.6: Synthetic-aperture-source filter B(b) in a) the space domain and b)
the horizontal-wavenumber domain.
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Figure 11.7: Deep section of a filtered shot record: a) particle velocity and b)
pressure.

Finally, multidimensional deconvolution is applied to retrieve the desired
multiple-free dataX0. This is done by multi-trace inversion of equation 11.36.
In Figure 11.11a we show a shot record as retrieved with the conventional
virtual source method (Alexandrov et al., 2012) (processed without synthetic-
aperture source filter). Although the target reflector that is indicated by the
red arrow can be identified, multiple reflections pollute the gather, as can be
seen when comparing this result with a reference response that was modeled
by placing an active source at the virtual-source location in a reference me-
dium that is identical to the physical medium below ∂D and homogeneous
above ∂D, see Figure 11.11b. In Figure 11.12a, we show the retrieved up-
going field X−. Note that the target reflector can be identified at its correct
kinematic position (comparable to Figure 11.11a) since the incident field has
been removed from the propagation history by diagonal incident-field decon-
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volution. We observe various multiple reflections, which can be eliminated
by multidimensional deconvolution with the downgoing field, yielding X−

0 ,
see Figure 11.12b. Note that multidimensional deconvolution also recovers
the spatial bandwidth of the signal that was suppressed by the synthetic-
aperture-source filter in Figure 11.12a. Finally, note the good agreement of
various events in Figure 11.12b with those in Figure 11.11b. Horizontally
propagating modes have not been retrieved by multidimensional deconvolu-
tion, as they have been suppressed by the synthetic-aperture-source filter and
by regularization during the inversion process.
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Figure 11.8: Shallow section of a filtered shot record: a) particle velocity and b)
pressure. The time gate is indicated by the red dashed line.
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Figure 11.9: Shallow section of a retrieved shot record: a) Y and b) X. Above the
dashed blue line is the source functions of the retrieved fields.
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Figure 11.10: Shallow section of a retrieved shot record: a) X+ and b) X−. Above
the dashed blue line is the source functions of the retrieved fields. Note that the
upgoing field contains no source function, as expected.
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Figure 11.11: a) Deep section of a retrieved shot record by the virtual source method
(Alexandrov et al., 2012). b) Reference shot record obtained by direct modeling in a
medium that is identical to the physical medium but homogeneous above the receiver
level. The red arrow indicates the target reflector.
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Figure 11.12: Deep section of a retrieved shot record: a) X− and b) X−
0 . The red

arrow indicates the target reflector.
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Figure 11.13: A raw shot record: a) particle velocity and b) pressure.
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Figure 11.14: A raw shot record after synthesized-2D and synthetic-aperture-source
filtering: a) particle velocity and b) pressure.
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11.7 Field-data example from Saudi Arabia

The proposed methodology is tested on field data from onshore Saudi Arabia.
At the surface, nine source lines are located with 7.5m spacing. Each source
line consists of 300 sources with 7.5m spacing. Below the central source line,
80 downhole receivers are situated at 30m depth with 30m spacing, sensing
vertical particle velocity and pressure. The shallow subsurface is strongly
heterogeneous. For a more accurate description of these data, see Bakulin
et al. (2012). In Figure 11.13 we show a raw record from a source at the
central source line. To eliminate wavefield constituents at high propagation
angles, noise and 3D effects, a filter is designed that generates synthetic-
aperture sources as in equation 11.12 and stacks the 9 source lines. In Figure
11.14, we show a record from a source at the same location as in Figure 11.13,
after applying this filter. Note that events with high propagation angles and
noise have indeed been suppressed and that underlying reflections are more
visible.

The incident fields are isolated with time gates. In Figure 11.15 we have
indicated such a time gate on a shallow section of the filtered shot record that
we discussed before. Matching filters are designed that align the time-gated
incident particle-velocity fields with the time-gated pressure fields. These
matching filters are applied to the full particle-velocity data. As a second
step, the pressure fields are matched with the matched particle-velocity fields
using a similar procedure. Next, diagonal incident-field deconvolution is ap-
plied by inversion of equations 11.29 and 11.30, yielding the fields X and
Y as shown in Figures 11.16 and 11.17. Note that the match of the source
functions above the blue dashed lines is not as good as in the equivalent case
with the synthetic data (Figure 11.9).

We apply wavefield decomposition by addition and subtraction of the re-
trieved fields X and Y , as in equation 11.33. Here, medium parameter varia-
tions along the receiver array are neglected, such that YX ≈ Y . The retrieved
up- and downgoing wavefields are shown in Figures 11.18 and 11.19. Some
remnant information is clustered around t = 0s in the upgoing field, since
the reconstructed source functions of X and Y did not match exactly, as we
noticed before. We also observe significant scattering at early arrival times,
indicating that indeed the shallow part of the subsurface is strongly hetero-
geneous. Multidimensional deconvolution is applied by multi-trace inversion
of equation 11.36, using the retrieved fields X+ and X−. Results before and
after this operation are shown in Figures 11.20a and 11.20b, respectively.

After velocity analysis and normal-move-out correction, we stack the
data. First, this is done with the gathers CP and CV that are constructed
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Figure 11.15: Shallow section of the shot record from Figure 11.14 after
synthesized-2D and synthetic-aperture-source filtering: a) particle velocity and b)
pressure. The red dashed line indicates the time gate that was used to isolate the
incident field.
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Figure 11.16: A retrieved shot record: a) Y and b) X.

by the virtual source method (equations 11.23 and 11.26), see Figures 11.21a
and 11.21b. We emphasize that these stacks may not expose the optimal
results that could be obtained with virtual-source technology, since our pre-
processing sequence (including synthetic-aperture-source and synthesized-2D
filters) is unconventional. For a comparisson with conventional processing,
we refer to the results of Bakulin et al. (2012). Here, we decided to use the
same pre-processing scheme for all data, such that the potential benefits of
(incident-field and multidimensional) deconvolution can be examined. In Fi-
gure 11.21c, we show the stack that was obtained from X−. Incident-field
deconvolution has balanced the frequency spectrum, enhancing the low fre-
quencies in this case. The main reflectors are well exposed in Figure 11.21c,
including the reservoir that is indicated by the red dashed box. In Figure
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11.21d we show the stack that was obtained from X−
0 . Few differences can be

observed between Figures 11.21c and 11.21d. The events that are indicated
by the blue arrows seem to be weakened by multidimensional deconvolution.
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Figure 11.17: Shallow section of a retrieved shot record: a) Y and b) X. Above
the dashed blue line we find the source functions of the retrieved fields.

These might be multiple reflections relating to the free surface, but it is hard
to make conclusive remarks at this stage. We also point at the reflector that
is indicated by the yellow arrow (inside the target zone). The amplitude of
this reflector seems to be enhanced by multidimensional deconvolution, but
also here it is hard to make conclusive statements.

The main reason to apply the virtual source method to these data is to
improve virtual-source repeatability (Bakulin et al., 2012). Therefore we test
the repeatability of our methodology with a monitor survey that was acqui-
red at the same location. Since time-lapse changes in the reservoir between
the base and monitor survey are not expected, these data are well suited for
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Figure 11.18: A retrieved shot record: a) X+ and b) X−.
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Figure 11.19: Shallow section of a retrieved shot record: a) X+ and b) X−. Above
the dashed blue line we find the source functions of the retrieved fields.
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Figure 11.20: A retrieved shot record: a) X− and b) X−
0 .

repeatability tests. The stacks of the monitor and time-lapse data (being
monitor data minus base data) are shown in Figures 11.21 and 11.22. Follo-
wing Bakulin et al. (2012), we compute the Normalized Root-Mean-Square
(NRMS) magnitude in a 150ms time-window around the target reservoir,
which is indicated by the red dashed box in these figures. NRMS-ratios of
the time-lapse and base stacks are presented in Table 11.1. These ratios
can be interpreted as repeatability errors. We observe that the repeatabi-
lity errors are slightly higher than those of Bakulin et al. (2012) (getting as
low as 23%), which might be due to different pre-processing. The relatively
poor repeatability of the CV -stack is blamed on the poor signal quality of
the retrieved target reflection in the base survey (see Figure 11.21a). The
repeatability of X− appears slightly better than that of CP , but results are
not signifant and not convincing. We can conclude that the repeatability of
X−

0 is relatively poor. This makes sense intuitively, since the (regularized)
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deterministic inversion scheme that we applied for multidimensional decon-
volution is sensitive to noise and slight variations in noise characteristics can
easily degrade repeatability.
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Figure 11.21: Stacked sections of a) CV , b) CP , c) X− and d) X−
0 of the base

survey. The red dashed box indicates the target reservoir and the window that was
used to estimate the repeatability error. The yellow and blue arrows indicate events
that are discussed in the text.
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Figure 11.22: Stacked sections of a) CV , b) CP , c) X
− and d) X−

0 of the monitor
survey. The red dashed box indicates the target reservoir and the window that was
used to estimate the repeatability error.

Table 11.1: Error in post-stack NRMS (%) between the base and monitor surveys.

Field CV CP X− X−
0

Post-stack NRMS error 52% 29% 27% 53%
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11.8 Discussion

Poor receiver spacing has been one of the most challenging aspects of the
field data that we processed in this chapter. We overcame this problem with
synthetic-aperture-source filters, but this solution is not ideal. In case of
dipping interfaces and lateral heterogeneity, propagation angles at the source
and receiver side can be rather different and filtering at the source side (as we
did) can not solve the full problem at the receiver side. Another concern is
posed by 3D effects. Although synthesized-2D data might be a good compro-
mise in some cases, lateral heterogenetiy in the unsampled dimension is not
taken into account and can break the validity of the forward problem that we
aim to invert. These problems may be overcome by improving the acquisition
design with finer receiver spacing and by deploying downhole measurements
on a 2D grid. Theoretically, multidimensional deconvolution can be extended
to 3D, although this might be computationally expensive. To meet affordable
computational costs, processing could be applied in the plane-wave domain
under a layered-medium assumption. Wang et al. (2010b) have demonstrated
that such an approach is computationally feasible for up/down deconvolution
of OBC data. Another way to reduce computational costs is dimensionality-
reduction by randomized subsampling (Jumah & Herrmann, 2011; Herrmann
et al., 2012).

Strong scattering was observed at and just below the receiver array. For
this reason, it was hard to choose sensible time gates to isolate the incident
fields. Upgoing constituents of the wavefields may have leaked into the time-
gated gathers and downgoing constituents that belong to the incident fields
may have been excluded. Due to strong scattering at the receiver level, the
tapers on these time-gates had to be short (5 time-samples), which may have
resulted in additional artefacts. Moreover, we assumed that the time-gated
fields inherit the sensor characteristics, such that these could be deconvolved
from the field measurements. In case of poor gating, it is questionable how
valid this assumption has been. To improve the quality of time-gating, it is
recommended to place the receivers in a part of the medium that is relatively
homogeneous.

To allow wavefield decomposition without the requirement of additional
information, we have neglected the variations of medium parameters along
the receiver array. This approach might be reasonable at near offsets, but
at far offsets a different strategy is probably preferred. If estimates of the
medium parameters can be provided, these could be incorporated within the
proposed scheme. The addition of measurements at multiple depth levels
or at the surface is another interesting option to constrain the wavefield-
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decomposition problem. Additional receiver components will also be required
to properly address shear waves and wave conversions, which have currently
been neglected. In chapter 4, we have shown how these can be incorporated
by applying elastodynamic interferometric redatuming.
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Figure 11.23: Stacked section of a) CV , b) CP , c) X− and d) X−
0 of the time-

lapse response (monitor survey minus base survey). The red dashed box indicates the
target reservoir and the window that was used to estimate the repeatability error.
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Figure 11.24: Stacked section of a) X−, b) X−
0 (retrieved by multidimensional

deconvolution), c) predicted multiples X−
M (after matching) and d) X− −X−

M . The
red dashed box indicates the target reservoir. The blue arrows indicate events that
are discussed in the text.

With multidimensional deconvolution, we aim to remove free-surface mul-
tiples from the data by inversion, as has been succesfully demonstrated on
the synthetics. Alternatively, free-surface multiples can be eliminated by
prediction-and-subtraction, as is done in SRME (Verschuur et al., 1992).
Theoretically, the application of SRME requires knowledge of the source wa-
velet, which is generally estimated by imposing a minimum-energy criterion
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on the output gathers. Multiple elimination by inversion does not require
information on the wavelet, but assumes that the full wavefield (including
the incident field) is recorded (Amundsen, 2001). In equation 11.36, we
have deghosted the forward problem at the source and receiver side and we
have removed the source wavelet. Rather than inverting this relation, it
could be solved by prediction-and-subtraction of the free-surface multiples.
Unlike in conventional SRME, knowledge of the source wavelet is not re-
quired in this case, since the source wavelet has already been removed by
incident-field deconvolution. To illustrate this, we write the downgoing field
as X̂+ = X̂+

inc + X̂+
sc, where X̂+

inc is the incident downgoing field and X̂+
sc the

scattered downgoing field (being the full field minus the incident field). By
inspection of equation 11.19 (where P̂ = P̂inc+ P̂sc and decomposition can be
applied at xB), it follows that X̂

+
inc (x,xA;ω) should be a band-limited delta

function δ (x− xA) along the horizontal coordinates x and xA. Substituting
these quantities into 11.36 yields

X̂− (xB,xA;ω) =

∫

∂D

X̂−
0 (xB,x;ω)

(

δ (x− xA) + X̂+
sc (x,xA;ω)

)

dx. (11.37)

Equation 11.37 is a Fredholm equation of the second kind that can be ex-
panded as a Neumann series (Van Borselen et al., 1996), yielding

X̂−
0 (xB,xA;ω) =

∞
∑

k=0

(−1)k K̂ k
{

X̂− (xB,xA;ω)
}

, (11.38)

where K̂ 0
{

X̂− (xB,xA;ω)
}

= X̂− (xB,xA;ω) and K̂ is the following convo-

lutional integral operator:

K̂

{

X̂− (xB,xA;ω)
}

=

∫

∂D

X̂− (xB,x;ω) X̂
+
sc (x,xA;ω) dx. (11.39)

In SRME, it is common practice to compute only the first iteration of this
scheme (Kelamis & Verschuur, 2000), leading to a gather with predicted

multiples X̂−
M (xB,xA;ω) = K̂

{

X̂− (xB,xA;ω)
}

(where subscript M stands

for "multiples") that can be subtracted adaptively from X̂− (Verschuur &
Berkhout, 1997). To test the feasibility of such an approach, we estimate
X̂+

sc (x,xA;ω) for the field-data example by subtracting the source function
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around t = 0s from X̂+. Free-surface multiples X̂−
M are predicted by a single

evaluation of equation 11.39. Following Verschuur & Berkhout (1997), we
applied a 3-points filter to match the predicted multiples with X̂−, using
a minimum-energy criterion in sliding windows on the stacked gathers. In
Figure 11.24a and 11.24b we show the gathers X̂ and X̂0 as we have shown
before, for comparisson. In Figures 11.24c and 11.24d we show the predicted
multiples X̂−

M after matching and the gather X̂− − X̂−
M after these multiples

have been subtracted. We observe that the events that were indicated by
the blue arrows in the stacks of X̂− and X̂−

0 (see Figures 11.24a and 11.24b)
coincide with predicted multiples in Figure 11.24c. These multiples have also
been subtracted in Figure 11.24d. Further we observe that this modified form
of SRME is not able to bring significant improvements over multidimensional
deconvolution.

In chapter 9, we observed that free-surface multiple elimination by mul-
tidimensional deconvolution is highly dependent on the consistency of the
forward problem. The poor quality of the predicted multiples in Figure
11.24 gives a strong indication that the processed field data are not fully
consistent. Reasons for this have been mentioned before: the quality of
incident-field gating was questionable and we have not considered medium
parameter variations along the receiver array. Spatial aliasing, 3D effects
and other noise may also have been harmful. In chapter 9, we proposed a
matching procedure to enforce data consistency. Such an approach might
also be applied to these data from shallow downhole receiver arrays.

Theoretically, multidimensional deconvolution has the potential to im-
prove virtual-source repeatability, as it corrects for variations at the source
side and in the overburden (see chapter 5). By applying deterministic inver-
sion, we are sensitive to noise and repeatability can easily degrade as we have
shown in this chapter. If our goal is to improve virtual-source repeatability,
we should further constrain the inversion to improve robustness. One way to
do so is to replace deterministic inversion by a matching filter, for instance
in the τp-domain as we did in chapter 5.

11.9 Conclusion

We have derived a workflow for interferometric redatuming by multidimensio-
nal deconvolution of data from downhole receivers in the shallow subsurface.
By deconvolving the pressure and vertical particle-velocity data with time-
gated incident fields, wavefield decomposition can be applied without further
calibration of the receiver components. Variations of the medium parame-
ters along the receiver array are neglected. If these variations are significant
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and known, an additional filter is proposed. After wavefield decomposition,
multidimensional deconvolution can proceed to remove free-surface multiples.
To overcome undersampling at the receiver side, a synthetic-aperture-source
filter has been introduced. The methodology has been demonstrated succes-
fully on synthetic data, where multidimensional deconvolution proved to be
a powerful tool for free-surface multiple elimination. Good results have also
been achieved with field data, but no significant improvements have been
observed when applying the final multidimensional deconvolution step to eli-
minate free-surface multiples. Applying multidimensional deconvolution to
noisy data with a (regularized) deterministic inversion scheme can degrade
virtual-source repeatability. Our recommendations are to improve the acqui-
sition design with denser sampling and to apply matching filters to enforce
the consistency of the forward problem. Additional constraints are probably
demanded to improve the repeatability of this methodology.



Chapter 12

Conclusions and outlook

12.1 Conclusions

Interferometric redatuming is commonly applied by crosscorrelation. In this
method, wavefields are recorded at downhole receiver locations and crosscor-
related. Summation is applied over sources, ideally surrounding a volume V

that includes the receivers. The retrieved data are interpreted as the response
to a virtual source at a receiver location. Interferometric redatuming is often
applied with one-sided illumination, meaning that sources are located at one
side of V only. The following observations have been made:

• Spurious events can be retrieved due to intrinsic losses, one-sided illu-
mination and the presence of reflectors outside V.

• Non-uniform source distributions and medium complexities can result
in anisotropic illumination, leading to virtual-source defocusing.

• Decomposition into up- and downgoing wavefields can improve inter-
ferometric redatuming. After decomposition, virtual sources can be
generated that radiate either downward or upward.

• Interferometric redatuming by crosscorrelation of decomposed fields
yields a Green’s function of a reference medium that is homogeneous
above the receivers, blurred with the point-spread function, which can
be interpreted as the virtual-source radiation pattern.

• Time-gating can improve interferometric redatuming. This can be ex-
plained in two ways. First, time-gating eliminates part of the spurious
events as it copes better with one-sided illumination. Second, time-
gating improves the virtual-source radiation pattern.

239
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Interferometric redatuming can also be applied by multidimensional decon-
volution. In this thesis, the following advantages of this strategy have been
validated:

• Compensation for intrinsic losses.

• Compensation for one-sided illumination.

• Compensation for anisotropic illumination.

• Elimination of free-surface multiples.

An interferometric image can be generated in three steps. In step 1,
up- and downgoing wavefields are separated. In step 2, these wavefields are
redatumed by multidimensional deconvolution. In step 3, the redatumed
wavefields are imaged. Regarding wavefield decomposition, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

• Since decomposition operators have singularities at critical angles and
are sensitive to noise, it can be usefull to interpret wavefield decom-
position as an inverse problem, which can be solved effectively with
sparsity promotion in a transform domain.

• Elastodynamic decomposition with multi-component recordings of pres-
sure and 3-component particle velocity in boreholes is an underdetermi-
ned problem. This problem can be solved approximately by including
a time-gate that separates up- and downgoing shear waves.

• Interferometric redatuming of geophone and hydrophone recordings by
multidimensional deconvolution with time-gated direct fields is an ef-
fective calibration method for wavefield decomposition. The downgoing
field can be obtained after this initial redatuming step by adding the
calibrated geophone and hydrophone data. The upgoing field can be
obtained by subtracting these data. This approach assumes constant
medium parameters along the receiver array.

Multidimensional deconvolution is an ill-posed inverse problem that re-
quires an adequately sampled array of multi-component receivers. To over-
come acquisition limitations, approximations often have to be made. We
found that

• When the receiver array is undersampled, spatial aliasing can be avoi-
ded by pre-conditioning the multidimensional deconvolution problem
with synthetic-aperture sources.
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• To eliminate free-surface multiples by multidimensional deconvolution,
multiples should be consistent with primaries, which can be enforced
by matching filters.

• Multidimensional deconvolution can be applied to deblend simulta-
neous-source data. If the source and receiver arrays are coinciding,
deblending is only possible with an additional filter that reduces the
spatial bandwidth of the retrieved data.

• Sparsity promotion in a transform domain (e.g. the curvelet domain)
can be beneficial for denoising the redatumed data.

• To apply interferometric redatuming in a 3D medium with a 1D receiver
array in the inline direction, sources can be stacked over the crossline
direction to generate synthesized-2D data. Multidimensional deconvo-
lution can be applied to the synthesized-2D data, where out-of-plane
scattering is ignored.

• Multidimensional deconvolution can also be applied with time-gated
fields. This approach yields a Green’s function with different boundary
conditions. Spurious events are only partially eliminated.

• When the medium is complex, source signatures are complicated and /
or shot records are overlapping in time, time-gating before redatuming
is often not an option. Alternatively, full wavefields can be crosscorre-
lated. The point-spread function can be estimated by time-gating the
correlated data around zero time-lag. Multidimensional deconvolution
can proceed with the estimated point-spread function. Alternatively,
a matching filter can be applied to the correlated data in the τ − p
domain.

Redatumed data can be used for imaging, characterization or monitoring
below the receiver level. The following conclusions are derived from this
thesis:

• The resolution of an interferometric image can be quantified by the
interferometric migration resolution function.

• Interferometric redatuming by multidimensional deconvolution and least-
squares migration can be combined, yielding a single inversion algo-
rithm that includes multiple scattering above the receiver level.

• True-amplitude signals can be retrieved by interferometric redatuming,
which can be used for reservoir characterization.
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• Since multidimensional deconvolution eliminates changes at the source
side as well as changes in the overburden transmission response, it can
improve virtual-source repeatability in time-lapse surveys.

12.2 Outlook

With modern recording devices in horizontal boreholes, we can record acous-
tic pressure and 3-components of particle velocity (Mehta et al., 2010b).
Ideally, we would like to separate up- and downgoing P-, Sv- and Sh-waves
to allow elastodynamic interferometric redatuming at the borehole level. This
involves solving an inverse problem with 4 equations and 6 unknowns, which
is clearly underdetermined. Although we have seen in this thesis that ap-
proximate results can be obtained by introducing constraints that are based
on time-gating, including additional measurements would certainly be pre-
ferred. In modern survey designs that have been presented by Bakulin et al.
(2012), sensors are deployed at multiple depth levels. Assuming that the pro-
pagation responses between these depth levels can be estimated (for instance
by direct-wave interferometry), an overdetermined system can be formulated,
which can be inverted for the 6 desired wavefields.

Downhole measurements can also be integrated with measurements at the
surface. Novel applications can be derived from mutual relations between re-
flection and transmission responses (Wapenaar et al., 2004) or source-receiver
interferometry (Curtis & Halliday, 2010b). For example, it has been shown
that upward virtual sources can be generated by combining downhole trans-
mission data with surface reflection data (Poliannikov, 2011). Sources in the
subsurface might also be used. We can think of active sources in boreholes,
as in reverse VSP experiments (Yu & Schuster, 2006) or we can utilize local
earthquakes (Curtis et al., 2009; Berkhout & Verschuur, 2011; Poliannikov
et al., 2011a). In chapter 11, we have shown that the incident wavefield from
a source at the surface can be captured by a downhole receiver array in the
shallow subsurface. Knowledge of the incident field is crucial for various ap-
plications, such as source wavelet estimation (Weglein & Secrest, 1990) and
free-surface multiple elimination (Verschuur et al., 1992; Amundsen, 2001).
Hence the integration of downhole receivers with receivers at the surface can
be beneficial. This has been demonstrated by Majdanski et al. (2011), who
integrated measurements of a local receiver array below an airgun array with
conventional towed-streamer data to optimize free-surface multiple elimina-
tion. Additional receiver arrays at depth might also allow us to compute
spatial derivatives of the recorded wavefields, which are demanded by mo-
dern imaging schemes (Vasconcelos, 2011).
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In chapter 8, we showed that multidimensional deconvolution is an at-
tractive method to merge different source types. Emphasis was put on the
integration of passive and active sources in order to enhance the temporal
and spatial frequency content of exploration data. However, this concept can
be extended. It is well known that virtual sources in boreholes and physi-
cal downhole sources inherit different frequency characteristics and radiation
patterns (Mehta et al., 2008b; Minato et al., 2011). Interferometric redatu-
ming by multidimensional deconvolution could be used to integrate virtual
sources with physical sources at depth in order to broaden the frequency
spectrum and to optimize downhole radiation characteristics.

Instead of deploying physical receivers in the subsurface, the required
downhole transmission responses for interferometric redatuming can also be
computed. With help of a smooth subsurface background model and a novel
iterative scheme, Broggini et al. (2012) and Wapenaar et al. (2012a) showed
how the downgoing and upgoing wavefields at a target level Λn can be gene-
rated from surface seismic data. Interferometric redatuming could be applied
to the obtained responses and imaging could proceed below Λn. Interfero-
metric redatuming can also be combined with least-squares migration, as we
have shown in this thesis, leading to a single inversion scheme that includes
multiple scattering above Λn. Instead, the retrieved reflection response at Λn

can be interpreted as a depth slice of the subsurface, when evaluated at zero
time-lag and zero subsurface offset (Vasconcelos et al., 2010). By applying
interferometric redatuming to each depth level Λn in the medium, we could
generate an image of the subsurface that is free from multiple scattering
artefacts. By including non-zero time-lags and subsurface offsets, we could
also generate extended images that could be used for subsurface characte-
rization (De Bruin et al., 1990) and velocity analysis (Sava & Vasconcelos,
2011). The results of this thesis might play a significant role in these develop-
ments, since interferometric redatuming by multidimensional deconvolution
will be an important ingredient in the prospected workflows of such imaging
schemes.
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Summary

Interferometric redatuming by multidimensional deconvolution

With interferometric redatuming, seismic sources can be redatumed from
their physical locations at the earth’s surface to receiver locations in hori-
zontal, deviated or vertical wells in the subsurface. Redatumed sources are
referred to as virtual sources. The methodology is data-driven, meaning that
no velocity model is required of the medium between sources and receivers.
The full wavefield is utilized, including multiple scattered waves.

Interferometric redatuming is commonly applied by crosscorrelation. This
approach has its limitations. Free-surface multiples, one-sided illumination
and intrinsic losses are not accounted for and, as a consequence, spurious
events can populate the retrieved gathers. Successful interferometric reda-
tuming requires isotropic illumination at each virtual-source location. This
condition is not always fulfilled, leading to virtual-source defocusing. Reda-
tuming with time-gated direct fields can eliminate part of the spurious events
from the retrieved gathers, since this approach improves the virtual-source
radiation pattern. By separating downgoing and upgoing fields, downward
or upward radiating virtual sources can be constructed to illuminate the
medium below or above the receivers, respectively.

Alternatively, interferometric redatuming can be applied by multidimen-
sional deconvolution. This method requires an array of multi-component re-
ceivers, but relatively few restrictions are imposed at the source side. Sources
can act with time-overlap, they can be mutually correlated and have complex
signatures. We do require sufficient source coverage such that the underlying
forward problem is invertible. Since multidimensional deconvolution changes
the boundary conditions of the system, Green’s functions are retrieved in a
reference medium that is homogeneous above the receiver level. Spurious
events that stem from one-sided illumination, free-surface interactions and
intrinsic losses are eliminated and anisotropic illumination is compensated
by this approach.
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Prior to interferometric redatuming, up- and downgoing fields should
be separated. This is done by applying decomposition operators to multi-
component measurements. To denoise the data during decomposition and to
avoid singularities of the decomposition operators, it can be useful to interpret
decomposition as an inverse problem that can be solved with additional spar-
sity constraints in a transform domain. In practice, the receiver components
need calibration. This can be done effectively by redatuming the direct fields
prior to decomposition. The required receiver components for decomposition
are not always available. Alternatively, an approximation to multidimensio-
nal deconvolution can be applied with time-gated fields. Ideally, time-gating
should be applied prior to redatuming. However, it can also be implemented
after an initial processing step in which full wavefields are crosscorrelated.
Using this approach, multidimensional deconvolution can be applied with li-
mited receiver components in complex areas and with simultaneously-acting
noise sources.

As an initial step, interferometric redatuming can be applied by cross-
correlation. The retrieved response can be interpreted as a blurred repre-
sentation of the desired Green’s function. The blur is quantified by the
point-spread function. Multidimensional deconvolution can be interpreted as
removing the blur from the redatumed data. Since the underlying inverse
problem is often strongly ill-posed, it can be advantageous to impose addi-
tional constraints on the sparsity of the solution in a transform-domain. Im-
plementation of multidimensional deconvolution requires adequately sampled
receiver arrays that obey the Nyquist sampling criterion. If this condition is
not fulfilled, the system can be preconditioned by using synthetic-aperture
sources that eliminate constituents with high propagation angles. If free-
surface multiples exist in the data, these should be consistent with primaries,
which can be enforced with matching filters.

Interferometric redatuming can be combined with least-squares migra-
tion below the receiver level, leading to a novel imaging scheme that in-
cludes multiple scattered waves above the receiver level. As amplitude-versus-
rayparameter characteristics are preserved, redatumed signals can be used for
reservoir characterization. Since multidimensional deconvolution eliminates
non-repeatability at the source side as well as changes in the overburden
transmission response, it also offers potential for reservoir monitoring.
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Interferometrische redatuming door multidimensionale deconvolu-

tie

Met interferometrische redatuming kunnen seismische bronnen van hun
fysieke locaties aan het aardoppervlak worden verplaatst naar ontvanger lo-
caties in horizontale, schuine of verticale boorgaten in de ondergrond. De
verplaatste bronnen worden aangeduid als virtuele bronnen. De methodolo-
gie is data-gedreven, wat inhoudt dat een snelheidsmodel van het medium
tussen bronnen en ontvangers niet vereist is. Het volledige golfveld wordt
gebruikt, inclusief meervoudig verstrooide golven.

Interferometrische redatuming wordt doorgaans toegepast door middel
van kruiscorrelatie. Deze aanpak heeft zijn beperkingen. Meervoudige reflec-
ties van het vrije aardoppervlak, eenzijdige belichting en dissipatie worden
niet in rekening gebracht, wat kan leiden tot het verkrijgen van onjuiste infor-
matie. Succesvolle interferometrische redatuming vereist isotrope belichting
op elke virtuele bronlocatie. Aan deze conditie wordt niet altijd voldaan, wat
kan leiden tot het versmeren van een virtuele bron. Redatuming met door
tijdvensters gëısoleerde directe velden kan een deel van de onjuiste informa-
tie elimineren, omdat deze aanpak het stralingspatroon van een virtuele bron
verbetert. Door op- en neergaaen respectievelijk onder de ontvangers te be-
lichten. nde velden te scheiden, kunnen op- en neergaande virtuele bronnen
worden geconstrueerd om het medium bov Interferometrische redatuming
kan ook worden toegepast door middel van multidimensionale deconvolutie.
Deze methode vereist een array van multi-componenten ontvangers, maar
heeft weinig beperkingen aan de bronzijde. Bronnen kunnen tijdoverlap heb-
ben, onderling gecorreleerd zijn en complexe signaturen hebben. Vereist is
dat voldoende bronnen aanwezig zijn, zodat het onderliggende probleem in-
verteerbaar is. Omdat multidimensionale deconvolutie de randvoorwaarden
van het systeem verandert worden Green’s functies verkregen in een referen-
tiemedium dat homogeen is boven het ontvangerniveau. Door deze aanpak
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worden onjuistheden die zijn veroorzaakt door eenzijdige belichting, interac-
ties met het vrije aardoppervlak en dissipatie, verwijderd en wordt anisotrope
belichting gecompenseerd.

Voordat interferometrische redatuming kan worden toegepast dienen op-
en neergaande velden te worden gescheiden. Dit wordt gedaan door decom-
positieoperatoren toe te passen op multi-componenten metingen. Om ruis te
onderdukken en om singulariteiten in de decompositieoperatoren te ontlopen
kan het nuttig zijn om decompositie als inversieprobleem te interpreteren dat
kan worden opgelost met opgelegde beperkingen op de oplossingsgrootte in
een transformatiedomein. In de praktijk dienen ontvanger-componenten ge-
kalibreerd te worden. Dit kan effectief worden gedaan door redatuming uit te
voeren met directe velden, voordat decompositie wordt toegepast. De voor
decompositie vereiste ontvanger-componenten zijn niet altijd beschikbaar.
Als alternatief kan multidimensionale deconvolutie bij benadering worden
uitgevoerd met door tijdvensters gëısoleerde velden. Idealiter dienen tijdvens-
ters te worden geplaatst voordat redatuming wordt uitgevoerd. Tijdvensters
kunnen echter ook worden geplaatst na een initiële stap waarin volledige
golfvelden worden gekruiscorreleerd. Met deze aanpak kan multidimensio-
nale deconvolutie worden toegepast met beperkte ontvanger-componenten in
complexe gebieden en met gelijktijdig werkende ruisbronnen.

Als initiële stap kan interferometrische redatuming worden toegepast door
middel van kruiscorrelatie. De verkregen respons kan worden gëınterpreteerd
als een versmeerde representatie van de gewenste Green’s functie. De versme-
ring wordt gekwantificeerd door de point-spread functie. Multidimensionale
deconvolutie kan worden gëınterpreteerd als het focusseren van de verkregen
respons. Omdat het onderliggende inversieprobleem vaak slecht geconditio-
neerd is, kan het voordelig zijn om beperkingen te leggen op de oplossings-
grootte in een transformatiedomein. Implementatie van multidimensionale
deconvolutie vereist adequaat bemonsterde ontvanger-arrays die voldoen aan
het Nyquist bemonsteringscriterium. Indien niet aan dit criterium wordt vol-
daan kan preconditioning worden toegepast door bronnen met synthetische
apertuur te gebruiken die golfcomponenten met hoge propagatiehoeken eli-
mineren. Als meervoudige reflecties van het vrije aardoppervlak in de data
voorkomen, dienen deze consistent te zijn met eenvoudige reflecties, hetgeen
kan worden geforceerd met matching filters.

Interferometrische redatuming kan worden gecombineerd met kleinste
kwadraten migratie onder het ontvangerniveau. Dit leidt tot een beeldvorm-
ingsschema dat meervoudig verstrooide golven boven het ontvangerniveau
meeneemt. Omdat amplitude karakteristieken behouden blijven, kunnen de
verkregen signalen worden gebruikt voor reservoirkarakterisatie. Omdat mul-
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tidimensionale deconvolutie veranderingen in de transmissierespons van het
medium boven de ontvangers elimineert en niet-herhaalbaarheid van bronnen
aanpakt, heeft het ook potentie voor het monitoren van reservoirs.
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